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SHADED RELIEF IMAGES 
FOR CARTOGRAPHIC APPLICATIONS 

It is the task of the cartographer to display spatially distributed data in the 
most cost-effective and easily perceived manner available. Since the uses to which 

the data will be applied are varied, the optimum way of 
I. INTRODUCTION displaying the data will also vary. This report examines 

a variety of related means of displaying one type of data, 
terrain elevation, for which versatile and efficient software has been produced at the 
Automated Cartography Branch, U.S. Army Engineer Topograhic Laboratories (ETL). 

The problem of presenting terrain relief is not new. The history of cartography 
has been a progression from crude symbols representing mountains, to hachures, 
and then to the familiar contour lines as a means of portraying the surface of the 
earth. 1 With clear advantages owing to the presence of quantitative elevation infor
mation and the ease of registration with non-hypsometric information, the contour 
map has become the standard cartographic product depicting terrain relief. Never
theless, terrain form is often difficult to perceive quickly and accurately in a repre
sentation limited to contours. Consequently, it is often desirable to supplement the 
contours with additional terrain representations.2 Additionally, contour maps are 
not ideal for all users of cartographic products. With the advent of high speed digital 
computers and the creation of comprehensive digital terrain models, a variety of 
inexpensive cartographic products can be created for special applications, such as 
flight simulations or cut anq fill studies. 

The research described in this report _approaches these problems from the 
standpoint of the qualitative representation of terrain based on the generation of 
idealized images. Two major types of products are investigated: ( l) the analytic 
creation of shaded relief overlays for contour maps, and (2) the production of syn
thetic photographs. Both products exploit the variation of brightness between different 
areas of terrain owing to varying inclinations of the source of illumination. Since the 
resulting cartographic products are dependent on very few variables, it should be 
easy to train people to use efficiently the wealth of qualitative information present 
in these products. 

1 A. Robinson, R. Sale, and J. Morrison. E1ements of Cartography, Fourth Ed., Wiley, 1978, pp. 15-31. 

2J. Deates. Cartographic Design and Production, Longman, 1973, p. 73. 
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This report systematically examines the problems associated with the creation 
of shaded relief overlays, synthetic photographs, relief contours, and related products. 
The theories of forming images by optical systems and of light scattering from solid 
surfaces are examined first. Constraints on the implementation of the results of the 
theory imposed by available equipment are discussed next. The algorithms developed 
at ETL to produce shaded relief cartographic products are then described, with 
emphasis on the versatility provided by the polynomial terrain data base that is used 
as the basis of the ETL software. Finally, the report examines the results of the 
implementation of these algorithms on the ETL-PDP-11/45. 

As outlined in the introduction of this report, the goal of the work described 
herein is to develop algorithms to produce terrain representations with significant 

qualitative informational content. As with most cartographic 
II. THEORY products, these terrain representations are visual representations, 

which are used because it is easier to interpret spatial data pre
sented in a visual form. These qualitative representations are more or less highly 
specialized shaded relief images of the terrain. In this manner, information regarding 
landform can be quic!<ly retrieved from the image on the basis of the continuous 
tone image and implicit lighting directions and surface characteristics. 

In this section, the physical processes that we seek to simulate are examined. 
First, an analysis of the theoretical basis of the problem is essential. Although the 
basic theory is not new, a source that contains all aspects of the basic theory is needed. 

At the outset, it is important to note the level at which we seek to understand 
the processes of image formation. We are interested only in the basic aspects of image 
formation, such as can be treated by means of classical physical quantities and by 
means of simple geometric optics. We are not interested in the more detailed under
standing afforded by the use of electromagnetic theory, nor are we interested in the 
chemical details of image formation in real imaging systems such as the retina or 
photographic film. Thus, we will not consider diffraction and interference or quantum 
effects. This hardly seems a restriction for our purposes, since these effects are only 
important at a much smaller scale than we are concerned with. 

9 



We will divide the problem into conceptually and physically independant sub
problems and will discuss briefly the solution of each. There are four intermediate 
problems that must be solved if we are to simulate shaded relief images of the terrain. 
These problems are 

1. The description of the lighting source illuminating the terrain. 
2. The interaction of the incident light with the surface of the terrain. 
3. The propagation of the light from the terrain to the particular 

(idealized) imaging system. 
4. The recording of the important properties of the reflected light in 

some permanent image. 

The first and third problems deal only with the direction of the propagation of 
the light; consequently, we do not need to consider the intensity of the. light rays 
with which we are dealing. 

The first problem is only implicitly dealt with in this section of the report, 
since, as we shall see, it is sufficient to define the direction and intensity of the illu
minating light locally; i.e. at each point of the surface which we are imaging. Through
out much of this report, we shall assume a uniform direction and intensity of illumina
tion across the entire area imaged. 

The third problem is explicitly considered in some detail, since it is important 
to understand the various types of idealized images that we shall simulate. Two image 
types will be examined, the orthonormal and perspective projections. The ortho
normai projection -must be under{)tood if shaded relief overlays are to be produced, 
for example, contour maps. Perspective projections are the mathematical idealization 
of the familiar types of imaging, such as vision and photography. These two projection 
types are sufficient to produce a variety of cartographic products. A third projection 
type which is also of cartographic interest is the oblique projection. This type has 
been discussed in a previous report.3 

In the two remaining problems, the interaction of light with the terrain surface 
and with a recording medium, one must consider the intensity of light as well as the 

3c. Taylor. Parallel Profile Plots for Visual Terrain Display, U.S. Army Engineer Topographic Laboratories, Fort 
Belvoir, Virginia, FTL-0115, September 1977, AD-A051483, pp. 8-11. 
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direction in which the light is propagating. We must therefore use some of the elements 
of photometry, which has developed the concepts necessary to discuss these problems 
mathematically. Since the reader may not be familiar with the basic concepts of 
photometry, a brief discussion of the elementary photometric variables is included. 
This will enable the two remaining problems to be examined. 

The description of the second problem, the interaction of light with the surface 
of the earth, takes the form of a light-scattering "law." Such a law is a mathematical 
relationship between the brightness of the surface and a function of the relative posi
tions of the observer and the source of illumination. It is important to note that we 
know of no law that accurately dec;cribes the interaction of light with all types of 
terrain under all lighting conditions, nor do we want such law for our purposes. Any 
such law would be very complex, since we would have to treat such variables as terrain 
composition. More importantly, such a law would be extremely difficult to interpret. 
Instead, we seek a light-scattering law that provides a good qualitative representation 
of the form of the terrain. In this report, two such laws are described. The two were 
selected for their simplicity of mathematical form, physical basis, and extensive em
pirical justification.4 Although this description of the interaction of light with the 
terrain is not unique or in any sense the best, the two laws are representative and can 
be quickly understood. 

The last problem is that of recording in a permanent image the important 
properties of the light reflected from terrain. The solution is a function relating the 
brightness of a given surface point with the illumination of the corresponding point 
of the image. For the case of the perspective projection, we derive an exact solution. 
This solution simulates such photographic phenomena as vignetting. Such effects are 
perceptually objectionable for our purposes since qualitative analysis of the image 
becomes more complex. Thus, we shall simplify our formulas by using reasonable 
approximation~. The result will be readily amenable to algorithmic implementation 
and will be suitable for the simulation of both perspective and orthonormal shaded 
relief images. 

Thus, in this section, the theoretical basis for the production of shaded relief 
images of the terrain is de1'eloped. This ·problem is divided into four independent 
subproblems. A theoretical solution is developed for each. Since the subproblems 
are independent, this approach results in an algorithmic solution to the problem of 
shaded relief images that is readily amendable to computer implementation. 

4 B. Horn. Hill Shading and the Reflectance Map in Image Understanding in Proceedings, Ed. by L. Baumann, 
Science Applications, Inc., Report SAl-80-895, 1979, pp. 79--120. 
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A. THE GEOMETRY OF IMAGE FORMATION. The first problem to be 
addressed is that of the geometry of image formation for the imaging systems of 
interest. This problem is treated first since it is the means of correlating points of the 
terrain with points of the image. Its solution plays a central role in any algorithms 
developed for shaded relief images. The process of image formation is, as noted before, 
best treated in terms of geometric optics. In such an approach, the formulation of 
the problems is in terms of projective geometry. Thus, the solutions derived below 
will be projection equations defining the geometry of image formation for the types 
of images of interest. 

Two types of projections to generate images are considered here: orthonormal 
projections and perspective projections. These two projections were chosen as being 
of primary cartographic interest at the present time. The orthonormal projection of 
gray shade information may be used as a contour map overlay, enabling a quick 
analysis of terrain form by aiding the task of interpreting contour lines. Perspective 
projections of gray shade data will be valuable wherever a relistic portrayal of the 
terrain, as seen from a given point, is called for. 

1. Orthonormal Projections. An orthonormal projection may be defined 
as the projection from an object onto a projection plane parallel to the base of the 
object, using projectors that are uniformly perpendicular to the projection plane. 
(see figure l ). Thus, the projection equations will define a transformation from a 
three-dimensional space to a two-dimensional plane. Accordingly, a three-dimensional 
cartesian coordinate system (x, y, z) can be introduced that will be used to define 
the position of points of the object, and a two-dimensional (x', Y') cartesian co
ordinate system can be used in the projection plane. For simplicity, let the X', x 

-an-d the Y', y axes be-parallel. Then, the projection equations are simply 

X' = X 
Y' = y 

(l) 
(2) 

Note that the z-coordinatc (elevation) drops out of the projection equations. Equations 
( l) and (2) apply only to maps created at a 1: 1 scale. To allow for other map scales, 
a parameter, ex, is introduced, such that for an ex: 1 map, 

X' = I/a X 
Y' = I/ex Y 

12 

(3) 
(4) 
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It should be noted that the earth's surface cannot be depicted in an 
orthonormal projection where the projection plane is everywhere perpendicular to the 
earth's surface, since a sphere is a nondevelopable surface. All standard topographic 
maps are projections in which this problem is minimized, and it is assumed that the 
data base for preparing orthonormal shaded relief projections has been transformed 
in this manner. 

2. Perspective Projection. A perspective projection is a projection of 
an object onto an image plane, characterized by nonparallel projectors that converge 
to a point behind the image plane (see figure 2). We are concerned with the particular 
case in which the image plane is parallel to the plane defined by the Z-and X-Axes 
of some coordinate system associated with the object. This is not a limitation on the 
generality of the transformation equations that will be derived; a suitable rotation 
of the coordinate system of the object will enable any perspective view to be produced. 

We begin our derivation of the projection equations by defining the 
relevant parameters (see figures 2 through 6), assuming the usual right-handed 
orthogonal (X, Y, Z) coordinate system associated with the object. The origin of this 
coordinate system is at some point Q. At a point X = 0, Y = Q; Z = 0, a projection 
plane (PP) parallel to the XZ- Z plane of the coordinate system intersects the Y axis. 
The point F, located a distance h above the origin of the coordinate system plays a 
role analagous to that of-the pinhole in a pinhole camera: all rays from the object will 
be assumed to converge to it. Two vertical planes, P and S, are used; P is per
pendicular to the projection plane pp, and S is located at an angles to it. Both planes 
contain points Q and F. Finally, an image coordinate system (X', Y1) is used in the 
projection plane, PP. This coordinate system has its origin at the point Q1 with 
the _X' _axis parallel to the X axis, and the Y' axis parallel to the Z axis. The 
coordinates of Q1 in terms of the (X, Y, Z) coordinate system are 

x (Q') = XO 
y (Q') Q 

z (Q') z 

(5) 
(6) 
(7) 

Consider first the X coordinate of some point of the object, Q, with 
coordinates (X, Y, Z). This point will be contained in some vertical plane S, in
clined at an angle e = tan (x/y) to the vertical plane P (see figure 5 ). The pro
jection of this point is seen to be 

X' = Q (x/y) - X
0 

(8) 

14 
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Now, determine the Y' coordinate. Examine the vertical plane S, con
taining the point Q being projected and the focal point F (see figure 6). Again, 
simple geometry determines the transformed coordinate. As shown in figure 6, the 
radial variable r = J<X2 + y2) and the distance Q' = Q/cose, which is the distance 
from the line F - Q along the plane S to the plane PP, as introduced. The co
ordinate Y' is thus 

Y = (Z - h) Q Jr + h - Z 
0 

(9) 

Equations 8 and 9 are the basic transformation equations. As with 
the orthonormal projection, some scale factors may be desirable. Here, two such 
scale factors will prove valuable: an image scaling factor ~, and a vertical exagger
ation 'Y· Equation 8 and 9 thus become 

X' = -X0 + ~Q (x/y) 

YI y = o + ~ (Q/cosO) (h - 'YZ)/r 

where we let Y 
0 

= h - Z0 • 

(10) 

(11) 

Equations 10 and 11 are the defining equations for a perspective 
projection. A generalization of these equations, incorporating a projection plane at 
an oblique angle to the vertical axis of the object coordinate system, is possible. 
Such a generalization is of little interest for most proposed applications, and, in any 
case, can be easily accomplished by an appropriate rotation of the object coordinate 
system. 

~\ 
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FIGURE 6. The X Coordinate Determination in Perspective View. 
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8. PHOTOMETRIC VARIABLES. In defining the fundamental photometric 
variables, the ones of greatest importance in the rest of the report are brightness, 
illumination, and luminous intensity. Although the variables represent concepts that 
are quite similar to the colloquial meanings of the terms, a detailed understanding 
of the terms is needed. In defining the terms, it is assumed that the concept of energy 
transport by electromagnetic radiation is well understood. This concept, together 
with elementary geometric considerations, will be used to define the needed variables. 

It should be noted that the discussion of the elementary photometric concepts 
is given to provide a background adequate for the analysis of terrain brightness and 
image illumination. In this introduction, the concepts are developed in a logical and 
concise manner, but the approach is not intended to be detailed or exhaustive. The 
reader interested in a more detailed treatment is referred to texts such as Walsh.5 

Photometry is the branch of optics concerned with the measurement of light. 
Although it is not, strictly speaking, a part of geometric optics, many practical appli
cations are such that the geometric approximation is reasonable. The present work 
is such an application. Hence, we shall adopt the geometrical model of light by which 
light is regarded as the flow of luminous energy along geometric rays. 6 This flow is 
subject to the geometric law of conservation of energy, which requires that the energy 
transmitted in unit time across a section of a bundle of rays is constant. This definition 
will be. used implicity. Consider the radiant energy emerging from a portion of some 
surface, I. This surface may be fictitious, the surface of a self-radiating (primary) 
source, or it may be an illuminated surface of a solid (a secondary source). 

The time-averaged transfer of energy by a ray of light is defined by a vector 

c ~ ~ 
S = Ex H 

47r 
(12) 

5J.Walsh. Photometry, Third Ed., Dover, 1958. 

6M. Born and E. Wolf. Principles of Optics, Fourth Ed., Pergammon Press, 1970, pp. 115-1 Hi. 
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Wht-rc the Gaussian notation has been used, C is the speed of light, E is the electric 
field vector, and H is the m~netic vector of the electromagnetic wave.7 It is suf
ficient to note that the vector S, known as Poyntings vector, defines the direction of 
and represents the amount of energy that crosses a unit area perpendicular to the 
direction in which the ray is traveling per unit time. 

~ 

Therefore, S may be interpreted as the density and direction of energy flow 
in a beam of electromagnetic radiation. The quantity with which we are primarily 
concerned at t 1 ~is point is the total energy per second that crosses a given surface. 
This quantity is known as the flux of radiant energy (i.e., the total energy per second) 
crossing the surface. The flux is defined by 

F = f <S>. n dA 
surface 

(13) 

where fl is the outward unit normal to the surface, dA is an infinitesimal area 
~ 

clement of the surface, and < S > is the time average of the Poyntings vector.8 

It will be re(alled that the dot product of two vectors is 

A · B = IAllBI case (14) 

where 0 is the angle between the two vectors. Thus, substituting equation (l 4) 
in equation (13), we find that 

F = f!s I In I cosO dA (l 5) 
surface 

or, since the normal vector was defined as the unit normal vector, I Ii I = l, and 

F = fls I cosO dA (16) 
surface 

7 M. Born and F. Wolf. Principles of Optics, fourth Ed., Pcrgammon Press, 1970, pp. 115-116. 

8R. Longhurst. Geometrical and Physical Optics, Second Ed., Longmann, Green and Co., 196 7, p. 434. 
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The above discussion assumes that the light with which we are concerned is 
traveling in a single, specific direction and that it has no divergence. However, this 
is an ideal situation, which does not exist in physical reality. Instead, the light tra
versing our surface will be composed of one or more rays of light occupying an in
finitesimal solid angle. In general, for any direction defined by the polar angles (ex, f3), 
there will be defined some differential Poynting vector (differential because it oc
cupies a differential solid angle). Thus, in general, we have the differential Poynting 
vector in any given direction (ex, f3), defined by an arbitrary function B (ex, f3), such 
that 

~ 

dS (ex, f3) · B (ex, {3) dn (17) 

where we assume that B (ex, {3) has a unique, (time-averaged) value for all (ex, (3). 

To determine the flux of radiant energy across a differential element of our 
surface, one must integrate over all possible infinitestimal cones of light. Thus, one 
integrates with respect to the differential Poynting vectors, or equivalently, with res
pect to the differential solid angle. For the differential flux across a differential surface 
element with unit normal ~. 

dF = 

= 

f ds (ex, {3) · 11' ctA 
ex,{3 

f B (ex, {3) case (ex, {3) ctn dA 
ex,{3 

where the dependence of 0 on ex and {3 has been explicity noted. 

(18) 

The determination of the total flux of radiant energy across our surface requires 
integration over the differential surface element. It should be obvious that our dif
ferential Poynting function S (ex, {3) will also, in general, -be a function of position. 
Thus, the total flux across some surface A with local coordinates (~, 7]), and polar 
angles (ex, {3) will be 

F f F Ct 'TJ) dA 
t'TJ 

= I i 
t'TJ ex,{3 

B (ex,{3;t1J) CosO (ex,{3;~,'TJ) ctn dA 

22 
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Note the generalization that has been made. Since the differential flux incident 
on our surface will, in general, vary from point to point, so will the defining, function 
B. Similarly, since our surface may be curved, the value of the angle e between the 
normal to the surface and some vector defined by the polar angles (Cl', ~) will also be 
a function of position. This additional functional dependence has been made explicit 
in equations (20) and (21 ), with the two types of dependence differentiated by 
semicolons. 

Let us now interpret these mathematical results in terms of photometrically 
defined variables. The only variable entering into the mathematical definition of the 
flux that is arbitrary is B (Cl', ~). This variable is the photometric brightness,9 which 
is the photometric quantity that will be of concern throughout the rest of this report. 
lt is analagous to the familiar concept of brightness, differing from it only in that 
( 1) the efficiency of the human eye is a function of the intensity of the incident 
light, and (2) the efficiency of the human eye is a function of the frequency of the 
light. 

Brightness is the most important photometric variable for our purposes, since 
it is independent of distance. Qualitatively, this can be seen by considering a luminous 
surface element dI at a distance ltl from the surface element of a photodetector, 
da. We know from elementary physics that the flux upon the detector area clement 
obeys the inverse square law. Noting that the solid angle subtended by the surface 
element also obeys the inverse square law and applying the differential fonn of equa
tion ( 19), one can see that brightness is independent of tl1e distance of the observer: 

B = dF/(dA cos8 ctn) (20) 

Explicity writing the inverse square dependence of dF as 

(21) 

and of ctn as 

(22) 

9R. Longhurst. Geometrical and Physical Optics, Second Ed., Longmann, Green and Co., 1967, p. 434. 
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where we have assumed all other quantities held constant, one can substitute into 
(20) and see that 

(23) 

thus demonstrating the truth of our claim that brightness is independent of distance. 

After having defined flux and photometric brightne~s, two other photometric 
quantities can be defined that will prove useful. Rewriting equation (20), we have 
the basic photometric equation of 

dF = BdA case dQ (24) 

where the quantities are as defined above. 

Consider a small luminous surface element, dA, as shown in figure 7. This 
luminous surface does not necessarily radiate equaily in all directions. To define the 
intensity of the element's radiation in a given direction, we define luminous intensity, 
I, as the flux emitted per unit solid angle in a given direction.Io Mathematically, 
this is written as 

di = dF/dQ = B case dA (25) 

where di is the differential luminous intensity of the surface element in a direction 
inclined at an angle e to the normal to the surface element. 

Now consider another surface element, dA, which is illuminated; i.e. there 
is a nonzero flux of radiation upon the surface (see figure 8). Then the incident 
flux per unit area upon the surface element is defined as the illumination of the 
element dA. 11 Thus, if we consider the illumination of the surface element by a 
source of illumination positioned at an angle e to the normal to the surface element, 
the differential illumination, di, of the surface element may be written as 

dE = dF/dA = B cnse dQ (26) 

These definitions complete the introduction to the basic photometric variables 
and will suffice for the succeeding discussions of light scattering by surfaces and of 
image photometry. 

1 OM. Born and E. Wolf. Principles of Optics, Fourth Ed., Pcrgammon Press, 1970, p. 182. 

11 Jbid. 
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FIGURE 7. Lumi.nous Intensity. 

FIGURE 8. Illumination. 
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C. LIGHT-SCATTERING. The description of the scattering of light by a 
terrain surface is a central component of the theory of shaded relief images. It was 
shown previously that photometry provides the appropriate language for this descrip
tion. Within the context of this language, one variable, surface brightness, was shown 
to embody all information of interest concerning light emerging from any surface. 
The discussion of photometry, however, left "brightness" as an abstract and arbitrary 
function. Thus, the meaning of "brightness" must be defined as it relates to light
scattering by surfaces. This is done by examining the two specific light-scattering 
functions selected for use in the ETL software. 

The light-scattering function chosen is really the heart of any synthetic image. 
This formula determines how the terrain model is shaded. This shading of the terrain 
model is, in turn, the principal guide to the form of the terrain available to a viewer 
of a synthetic image. Such an observer will interpret the image on the basis of a num
ber of poorly defined preconceptions based on years of visual experience. Thus, the 
light-scattering function chosen will, in a poorly understood manner, define the ap
parent relief of any synthetic image generated. 

Two criteria were used to select the two light-scattering functions used at ETL: 

I. Simplicity of mathematical form. 
2. Extensive empirical justification. 

The first is essential if the· chosen law is to be used in efficient software to generate 
shaded relief images. The second requires an extensive collection of familiar physical 
objects that are well described by the chosen functions. Any such formula should 
therefore satisfy the preconceptions of an observer interpreting the resulting image. 

From the criteria, a deficiency exists in understanding the scattering of light: 
empirical results can rarely be expressed in terms of simple functions; however, the
oretical formulate rarely provide a good description of actual surfaces. The two light
scattering functions chosen by ETL are complementary attempts to meet both 
criteria. Thus, Lambert's law accurately describes the light-scattering behaviour of 
many common surfaces, and it can be simply expressed. However, no entirely satis
factory derivation of it has yet been found. The Lommel-Seeliger law, on the other 
hand, was first derived from theoretical considerations. It is thus of simple mathe
matical form, but it is not broadly applicable. Empirical justification of both laws 
is presented below and discussion of the theory of each is included in appendix l. 
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The discussion below presents both Lambert's law and the Lommel-Seeliger 
law as functions describing the brightness of a terrain surface element. These functions 
depend on the relative orientation of the surface element to the source of illumination, 
and in the case of the Lommel-Seeliger law, upon the inclination of the surface to 
the observer. To use this formulation, one needs only to calculate the flux on a photo
sensitive surface. These results can then be qualitatively interpreted, emphasizing the 
characteristic properties of each. 

I. Lambert's Law. The first of the light-scattering functions chosen 
for implementation in the ETL software was Lambert's law. Lambert's law describes 
the interaction of light with a surface that, by definition, is perfectly diffuse. In 
contrast with a perfectly reflecting surface, which is infinitely bright in the direction 
of reflection and totally dark elsewhere, a perfectly di ff use surface is equally bright, 
regardless of the direction from which it is viewed. However, this brightness is not 
independent N the source of illumination. This follows from the requirement that 
no more light can be reflected from a surface than is incident on it. Since the flux 
on a surface element will decline as the cosine of the angle i between the direction 
of propagation of the incident light and the normal to the surface, Lambert's law 
may thus be written1 2 

B = B
0 

cosi (27) 

The B0 term is the maximum brightness of the surface and will depend upon the total 
reflectivity of the terrain and upon the illumination of the surface. 

121. Walsh. Photometry, Third Ed., Dover, 1958, p. 137. 
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Many natural surfaces, which are of cartographic interest, obey Lambert's 
law to a high degree of accuracy. The surface of any body composed of discrete 
particles that are translucent will obey Lambert's law to a good approximation.13 
Thus, the law accurately describes the light-scattering properties of natural surfaces 
such as snow, sand, pumice, hoarfrost, and some vegetation. Lambert's law also ac
curately describes the diffusing properties of a surface that is rough or corrugated and 
that is composed of discrete, low-albedo particles, each of which scatters light equally 
in all directions. 14 Most rocks can be accurately modeled as such, and Lambert's law 
is thus applicable to them. This extensive collection of natural materials obeying 
Lambert's law suggests that, in addition to serving as a theoretical photometric stan
dard, the law may also serve as a natural standard for diffuse surfaces for most people. 

The two models given above for surfaces obeying Lambert's law arc 
empirical in nature and cannot be justified in a rigorous theoretical manner. I s This 
is not a significant drawback for cartographic purposes, since Lambert's law is both 
empirical in nature and a simple mathematical form. However, the lack of theoretical 
justification does indicate a deficiency in the current understanding of the scattering 
of light. Appendix 1 includes, in a discussion parallel to the derivation of the Lommel
Seeliger law, a brief mathematical discussion of the first model of Lambert's law, 
indicating the deficiency of this model. 

Applying Lambert's law to calculations of flux is straightforward, but 
illustrates several features of interest. The features can be demonstrated by examining 
a simple device for measuring the flux from a surface. The device consists of a photo
sensitive surface of area a, which through the use of apertures or some other system, 
has a light acceptance cone subtending a solid angle of dw (see figure 9). This photo
detector is situated a distance z above a surface obeying Lambert's law, and the 
detector acceptance cone is inclined at an angle 9 to the normal to the surface. 
Consequently, the distance from the surface area within the detector acceptance 
cone to the detector is r = z sec 0. The surface element within the detector accep
tance cone is thus of area 

dA = r2 dw/cosO 

13B. Hapke and II. Van Horn. J. Geopilys. Res., 68(1963), p. 455 2. 

14 tbid., p. 4553. 

(28) 

15 P. Beckmann. Scattering of Light by Rough Surface in ProK/"ess in Optics, V. VI, Ed. by F. Wolf, North-
llolland, 1967, p. 57. 
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' 

FIGURE 9. Measurement of Luminous Flux. 



From the surface, the photodetector subtends a solid angle of 

dn = a/r2 (29) 

If one uses the basic photometric identity, equation (24 ), the flux upon the detector 
is equal to the fraction of the light from each point of the surface that falls upon the 
detector (dn), times the effective area of the surface element (dA cosO), times the 
brightness of the surface: 

F = B dA cosO dn 

= B
0 

cosO (r2 dw/ cosO) cosO (a/r2) 

= B0 cosO dw (30) 

Several implications of this equation should be noted. First, if one 
assumes that the surface is uniform and of infinite extent, the flux upon the detector 
is independent of the viewing angle 0. Second, if one makes the same assumptions, 
the flux is independent of distance. The first of these is of greater general significance, 
since for surface elements of apparent area dA = dA0 /cosO, it is also true. As the 
observer moves farther away, the .flux will decline as l /r2, but the independence 
of observation angle is still true. This property is discussed in the section on image 
photometry. 

The implications of this discussion for the generation of synthetic images 
is clear. Slopes facing the source of illumination will be bright, slopes facing away 
will be dark, and flat areas or slopes parallel to the source of illumination will be 
neutral. The predse nature of the -shading should resemble that of actual terrain. 

2. The Lommel-Seeliger Law. The second light-scattering function 
chosen for implementation in the ETL software was the Lommel-Seeliger law. The
oretical in origin, the function is based on a simplified model of a low-albedo scattering 
body. A slightly more general treatment leads to a widely applicable light-scattering 
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function, which, however, cannot be evaluated in closed form in terms of known 
functions. l 6 The simpler form of the Lommel-Seeliger law thus provides clear ad
vantages for any simulation and, as discussed below, provides an approximate descrip
tion of the light-scattering properties of a variety of natural surfaces. The principle 
feature of the Lommel-Seeliger law that differentiates it from Lambert's law is the 
dependence on viewing angle. This dependence is expressed in the Lommel-Seeliger 
law:l 7 

B = B / 
o ( l + cose I cosi) 

(3 l) 

where 8
0

, i, and (] are as defined in the description of Lambert's law. 

As noted, the Lommel-Seeliger law is derived from a simple model of 
low albedo objects (see appendix I). The principle criticism that this model is open 
to is that it neglects the porous structure of many such natural bodies.18 This neglect 
means that the pronounced backscatter common to many real low-albedo scatterers 
is not modeled by the Lommel-Seeliger law. It should be noted that the degree of this 
backscatter is an independent parameter in the detailed model. Thus, the Lommel
Seeliger law may be considered as the limit of a more general model as the porous 
structure of that model is reduced to insignificance. An additional parameter in both 
the simplified and general models should be noted: the scattering law of the individual 
particles composing the body is also an integral part of the general law. This additional 
term is relatively insignificant, however, since both models are rather insensitive to 
the term's precise form, for moderate valves of the illumination and viewing angles. l 9 

Empirical justification of the Lommel-Seeliger law is essential if the 
second criteria for its selection is to be met. Just as the general model of low-albedo 
scattering bodies includes a parameter governing the significance of the porous struc
ture, physicaf scatterers seem to emoody sucii a parameter.20 Thus, the significance 

16B. Hapke. J. Geophys. Res., 68(1963), p. 4575. 

171bid., p.4573. 

181bid., p. 4573. 

191bid., p. 4577. 

20B. Hapke and H. Van Horn. J. Geophys. Res. 68(1963), p. 4552. 
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of the backscatter is highly variable, ranging from a sharp peak for some vegetation, 
rocks, and the moon to broad, nearly insignificant peaks for other materials. Since 
in any application, the form of the light-scattering law of the particles of which the 
body is composed must be somewhat arbitrarily chosen, as does the structure para
meter, there is at present no good empirical .reason for not choosing the limiting 
case of the Lommel-Seeliger law. Since it is simple, the Lommel-Seeliger law was 
chosen for use at ETL, as well as for at least one previous study.21 

The application of the Lommel-Seeliger formula for terrain brightness 
is quite similar to that for Lambert's law. If we model the same device introduced in 
the discussion of Lambert's law, the determination of the total flux incident upon a 
photodetector of area a is straightforward (see figure 9). Situated a distance r 
from the surface, with a detector acceptance cone subtending a solid angle dw at 
an angle 8 to the normal to the surface, the detector will accept light from a dif
ferential area of dA = r2 dw/ cos8. Since the detector subtends solid angle of 
ctn = a/r2 at the surface, the total flux on the detector is 

F = B dn cosO dA 

B is a function of i and 8, as defined above. Hence, 

= Bo 
cos8 dA ctn 

1 + cosO / cosi 

B0 dw a 

1 + cosO / cosi 

(32) 

(33) 

This result is substantially different from the corresponding result for 
Lambert's law. _lt_is dependent on both the angle of illumination and the angle of 
observation. The formula does meet the elementary esthetic criteria mentioned in 
the discussion of Lamber's law: slopes facing away from the source of illumination 
are dark, and slopes facing the source of illumination are bright. The dependence on 
8 is less intuitive, since the brightness of the terrain reaches a minimum for an ortho
normal view, and a maximum for high (8 = 90°) values of 8, all else held constant. 
This can be readily understood within the context of the model from which the 
Lommel-Seeliger law is derived, and accurately describes the behavior of many physical 
objects. Thus, any discussion of the ease of interpretation of an image generated 
using the Lommel-Seeliger law (or any other must be based on such images, and not 
on the relative complexity of the light-scattering law. 

21 R. Batson, K. Edwards, and E. Eliason. J. Res. U.S. Geol. Surv., 3(1975), p. 401. 
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D. IMAGE PHOTOMETRY. The remammg theoretical problem to be 
addressed is that of recording, in a permanent image, the important properties of the 
light reflected by the terrain. There are two aspects of this problem. First, what 
quantity should be used to define the light reflected by the terrain? Second, what 
quantity is a real recording medium, such as photographic film or the human eye, 
sensitive to? The solution to the problem will be a mathematical formula relating 
these two quantities for a particular imaging system. 

We saw in our discussion of photometry that the brightness, B, of a surface 
is a quantity that is independent of distance. All other basic photometric variables, 
such as flux, luminous intensity, and illumination, can be expressed in terms of the 
brightness and the variables that describe the geometry of a particular situation. 
Further, light-scattering laws that define the interaction of the terrain surface with 
the incident light may easily be cast in a form defining the brightness of the terrain. 
Thus, the brightness will be used as the basic quantity defining the important pro
perties of the interaction of light with the terrain surface. 

The other basic quantity to which a recording medium is sensitive to can be 
chosen from the photographic theory. The density of a photographic image is, in 
general, a complicated function of the illumination as a function of time. 2 2 In normal 
photochemical reactions at light levels, such as those which we seek to simulate, the 
amount of product per unit area that is formed is directly proportional to the product 
of the illumination of the area and the time of illumination. 2 3 By assuming a unit 
time for all exposures, we may therefore use the illumination of a given point of an 
image as the important property of the light incident on that point. 

First, the problem for the case of perspective imaging systems, such as a camera, 
will be discussed. The formula deriv-ed is more ex-act than is-desirable for our purposes. 
Consequently, several approximations will be introduced that are reasonable for the 
cases of interest. The approximations will be used for both the perspective and ortho
normal projections. 

22J. Walsh. Photemetry, Third Ed., Dover, 1958, p. 435. 

2\1. Baines. The Photographic Process in Photography for the Scientist, Ed. by C. Engel, Academic Press, 
1968, p. 7. 
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As before, the variables must be defined (see figure JO). An imaging system, 
such as a camera, is composed of a lens of aperture a with a light-sensitive surface 
parallel to the lens a distance r0 behind it. This system is imaging a luminous surface 
dS located a distance r from the center of the lens, at an angle 8 to the central 
axis of the optical system. The normal to the luminous surface 'A is oriented at an 
angle I{) to the ray connecting dS to the center of the camera lens (assuming fi 
to be coplanar with r for simplicity). 

The flux emitted by the luminous surface into a solid angle dw, oriented at 
an angle I{) to the normal to the surface, is given by 

d F = 13 COSl(J dw dS (34) 

Now, for the case of the camera-object system described above, 

dw = da cose 
r2 

(35) 

and hence, 

dF = 
f3 COSl(J dS da cos8 

r2 
(36) 

Integrating over the area of the camera lens, we thus see that the total flux incident 
upon the camera lens is given by 

F = 
13 cosl{J dS a cose 

r2 
(37) 

If we assume that all the light incident on the lens from the surface element 
dS passing through the lens is concentrated upon the corresponding image element 
dS! and that a factor of (l - -y) of the incident flux is scattered or absorbed during 
passage through the lens, then the illumination of the image element is given by 

E = dS 

dS1 

34 

dF 

dS 
(l --y) (38) 
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FIGURE 10. Geometry of Image Formation. 



The factor of dS/dS' must now be evaluated. Our surface element dS is 
positioned such that the unit normal may be characterized by a polar angle ex and 
an azimuthal angle ~. Similarly the ray will be defined that connects the center of 
the camera lens to dS by a polar angle 8 and an azimuthal angle 'Y· First, determine 
the angle e that the radial vector makes with the central axis of the optical system. 
Since the radial vector is treated as a unit vector, the x-component of the vector is 

r x = COSO COS'Y (39) 

Noting the definition of e, one can see that it is defined by 

e = cos-1 (rx/r) = cos-1 (cosl> cos-y) (40) 

Now, in an ideal imaging system, linear features of an object parallel to the 
image plane are transformed onto linear features in the image plane by a factor of 
proportionality known as the lateral magnification, M.24 Area elements are similarly 
transformed by a factor of M2. As defined, M = dS0 /dS' is inversely proportional 
to the radius r. Features oriented to dS0 , as dS is in the figure, will be transformed 
as their projection onto dS

0
, which is equal to the dot product of the respective 

normals. Thus 

Hence, 

dS0 = 'rt (dS0 ) • ~ (dS) dS 

= (-1, 0, 0) · (-coscx cos~, coscx sin~, sina)dS 

= COSO'. cos~ dS 

dS/dS = dS/dS0 dS0 /dS 

1 1 
= M2 coscx cos~ 

r2 
= 

M2 
0 

coscx cos~ 

24G. Franke. Physical Optics in Photography, Focal Press, 1966, p. 12. 
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where M
0 

is the magnification for some nominal distance r0 • Substituting (42) 
into (39) and (40). One has the illumination on dS' as 

E = 
r2 

M2 COSO'. cos(3 
0 

a (3 cosi,o cos8 d S 

M~ cosa cos(3 

a (3 cosi,o case 

r2 

(1--y) 

(1 - -y)dS 
(43) 

Equation 46 is the rigorous formula for the perspective projection. Note that 
the illumination falls off rapidly as 8 increases. In fact, since the other variables are 
not independent of e, the actual dependence, holding all else constant, goes as 
cos4 e. 2 5 This effect is known as vignetting and results in a bright central image, which 
darkens rapidly towards. the edges. As such, the effect is undersirable. Hence, several 
approximations shall be considered to eliminate this effect. 

First, sirf ce 

one may write 

cosi,o I\ . r 

cosi,o = cosa cos(3 cos-y coscS 

-cosa cos(3 coscS sin-y 

-sina sincS 

(44) 

(45) 

For small 'Y and cS, such as is the case near the center of the image, cos-y :::::: coscS -::::::. 1 
and siJYY :::::: sinS- :::::: 0. Substituting for this case, 

E :::::: 
a (3 cosa cos(3 cose 

M~ cosa cos(3 
dS(l--y) 

25 R. Longhurst. Geometrical and Physical Optics, Second Ed., Longmann, Green and Co., 1967, p. 412. 
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Since for small 'Y and & , e is also small, we have 

where we have let 

E 
qa~ dS 

M2 
0 

'Y = 0 

(47) 

(48) 

The result, which is a reasonable approximation for the central region of a per
spective view, is independent of r and is independent of any of the defining angles. 
Since the limiting case of the approximations used corresponds to the orthonormal 
view, the result is also valid for the orthonormal projection of gray shade data. Thus, 
for both projections of interest in this report, a formula now exists that relates the 
brightness of a surface element to the illumination of the corresponding point of the 
image. Since the illumination defines the density of an actual image, recording the 
illumination as a function of position stores the important information of the image 
needed for simulation. 
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In the previous section of this report, the theoretical basis was examined of the 
creation of shaded relief images for cartographic applications. This theoretical basis 

was divided into four independent components, each of 
III. ALGORITHMS which was examined in detail. Now, the task of assembling 

the components of the theory within a unified algorithm 
for the generation of shaded relief images, must be undertaken. The algorithms must 
be understood before use of the software developed in undertaken, which is essential 
before any major modifications of the software created are attempted. 

First, some notes should be made regarding the nature of the model embodied 
in the algorithms described below. In nature, the process of image formation may be 
described as a continous process, at least at the level at which we seek to simulate it. 
Every visible point on the object contributes light to a single point on the image plane. 
Mathematically, this process could be defined by a function, a 1: 1 mapping of visible 
points on the object onto the points of the image plane. The image function will be 
determined by the geometry of the imaging system, the geometric model of light, and 
the geometri~ of the object and image spaces. The continuous nature of the process 
is clearly defined. Although discontinuties may exist in the visible object space of the 
perspective projection, as when a valley dips out of sight, every point contributing 
to the image has anothe_r such point infinitesimally far away from it. Correspondingly, 
the image plane is the basis for a continuous image. Thus, no inherently discrete 
aspects to the process of image formation exists. 

This continuity is to be contrasted with the inherently discrete nature of any 
digital simulation. The image plane in such a simulation of the imaging process must 
be modeled as an array of discrete pixels, each of which can assume one of a set of 
discrete brightness levels. This discrete nature of the image space means that an in
verse function mapping the image space into the object space is needed, at least 
implicitly. Such a filnction cannot, in generai~ be anaiyticaily determined for the pers~ 
pective projection because of the complicated nature of the phenomena being mod
eled. The inverse function must therefore be algorithmically determined by a series of 
successive approximations for each pixel of the image. Similar approximations must 
be developed for each element for the theory embodied in the model. 

The guiding principles in the development of the algorithms for the generation 
of shaded relief images must, for our purposes, be efficient and versatile when im
plemented in the form of computer software. Since each calculation involved in an 
algorithm takes a finite amount of time, severe constraints are placed on the form of 
any algorithm developed, and hence on the nature of the approximate solutions used. 
Thus, these constraints help to determine the specific content of any algorithms 
developed. 
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The discussion of the algorithms embodying the various aspects of the theory 
proceeds in a manner reflecting the role of each algorithm within the ETL software. 
The structure of this software for perspective and orthonormal images is quite similar. 
As can be seen, there are four major computational components of the software, 
each embodying a corresponding theoretical component. Thus, there are four con
ceptual divisions to the unified algorithms developed. 

These parameters are determined once for each image, and they define the 
particular characteristics of the shaded relief image to be generated. The following 
four components must be sequentially done for each element of the image: 

1. Define global image parameters (observer position, imaging system 
characteristics, vector of illumination). 

2. Correlate image/object. 
3. Determine local surface orientation. 
4. Compute surface brightness/image density. 

Since the coded digital image must be output in some graphic format, the fifth com
ponent is: 

S. Image generation. 

The discussion of the first point is essentially limited to a brief treatment of the 
mathematical definition of the vectors of illumination and observation. The vectors 
are necessary, since together with the orientation of a local surface element, they 
may be used to define the brightness of that surface element by means of Lambert's 
law or the Lommel-Seeliger law. Thus, vectors define the manner in which the illumin
atidn of the terrain is simulated, knowledge of which is crucial to interprete accurately 
the image produced. Dther giobaJ variables that must be defined, such as the focal 
length of a perspective imaging system, should require no detailed explanation. 

Having specified the global variables defining the image to be produced, one 
can generate a simulated image by performing a series of local calculations for each 
element of the image. Once a given image element (pixel) is specified, some point 
must be determined on the surface of the terrain whose projection lies within the 
pixel. Since an analytic solution to this problem is not available for the perspective 
case, an algorithm yielding an approximate solution is discussed. This algorithm ex
ploits the projection of a radial elevation profile that lies on a vertical line in the image 
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plane. By sampling the elevation profile corresponding to a given column of pixels, 
a point on the terrain with the required characteristics can be found by a process 
of successive approximations. Elevation data points may be readily accessed as needed, 
a minor problem when the polynomial data base is used. The situation is much simpler 
in the case of the orthonormal projection, since projection equations (3) and ( 4) 
may easily be inverted. 

Having found a point qn the surface of the terrain corresponding to a given 
pixel, one may use the point as a representation sample of the pixel. After having found 
a representation point, the orientation of the surface at the chosen point must be 
determined. This orientation may be defined by the vector normal to the surface at the 
point of interest. The determination of the normal is discussed for two types of terrain 
elevation data bases, ( 1) uniformly gridded data, and (2) the polynomial terrain 
dc:ta base. Gridded data yields an approximate solution, and the polynomial terrain 
data base yields an analytic solution. 

, 
All that remains at this point is to use a given light-scattering law and the re

sults of the above calculations to determine the illumination of the pixel of interest. 
Since most commercially available gray shade output devices require input data 
specifying the density of a photographic image and not the illumination, this con
version is discussed, as implemented in the ETL software. 

Once the shaded relief image has been generated and coded in the form of image 
density values, it must be output to some device capable of producing the graphic 
product. Three such output devices are available at ETL: ( 1) an electron beam 
recorder (EBR) for very high resolution, near-continuous tone images; (2) a line 
printer for the generation of proofing images; and (3) a Versatec plotter, which is 
used to generage moderate rn resolutfon haiftone images. Tfie requirements of each 
device are discussed, and the specific algorithms developed to meet these requirements 
are outlined. 

At the end of this section, several algorithms are discussed that are devised to 
meet specific cartographic problems. These algorithms enable a variable (i.e. non
global) sun angle to be used to generate perspective or orthonormal images, the simu
lation of atmospheric haze in perspective views, and the orthonormal relief contour 
images. The variable sun angle algorithm was introduced to accent terrain features that 
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would otherwise wash out because of poor orientation relative to a given source of 
illumination. This is accomplished by locally varying the azimuth of the source of 
illumination around a principle source, a common cartographic technique. The result 
is an enhanced representation of terrain form. 2 6 ,2 7 Atmospheric haze is simulated by 
a simple model designed to provide additional distance clues to the viewer of a shaded 
relief perspective image. Finally, a simple algorithm enabling the production of relief 
contours is discussed. Based on a cartographic product first developed by Kitiro 
Tanaka,2 8 one can combine the resulting image of the quantitative information of 
contours with a striking visual representation of terrain form. These special purpose 
algorithms substantially enhance the versatility of the ETL software. 

The implementation of the theoretical results of the last section are discussed 
in a set of algorithms for the computer-generated shaded relief images. Corresponding 
to each part of the theoretical solution to the problem of shaded relief images is an 
algorithm embodying that solution, typically in an approximate manner. One section, 
defining the parameters of the image to be produced, is executed once for any image; 
the other component algorithms are executed sequentially for each image element. 
Although these algorithms were developed with the intention of efficiently using 
the polynomial terrain data base, they are generally applicable to any digital terrain 
model. Thus, the algorithms serve as the basis for versatile and efficient software to 
generate a variety of shaded relief terrain images. 

26r. Yocli. "Die richtung des licht bei analytischen," Kartographiche Nachricten Guetersloh 17(1967), 
pp.537-544. 

27K. Brasscl. "A Model for Automatic Hill Shading," Am. Cart. 1(1974), pp.15-27. 

28K. Tanaka. "The Ortho~aphic Relief Method of Representing Topo~aphy on Maps,," Geogr. Rev. 40(1950), 
pp. 444-456. 
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A. DEFINITION OF GLOBAL VARIABLES. Most calculations made in 
generating a shaded relief image are local in nature. The calculations for a given pixel 
are independent of the calculations for any other pixel and are independent of any 
terrain except that which is projected into the pixel of interest. Certain parameters 
are global in nature and must be defined if the image generated is to appear coherent 
to a viewer. These parameters govern those aspects of the image that are invariant 
across it, and they define the characteristics of the imaging system, such as focal length 
and field of view, the location and direction of view of the imaging system, and the 
position of the source of illumination. 

In discussing the local algorithms below, each of these parameters is treated as 
a constant, which it is for a given image. The mathematical details of each parameter 
are introduced as it seems convenient, since any formal discussion at this point would 
be largely unmotivated. None of the parameters are complicated so that at this point 
no more is required than to call attention to the role they play in unifying the local 
calculations. 

B. VISIBILITY ALGORITHMS. 
1. Assumption. As noted, the visibility problem is one of areas. Thus, 

visibilc areas of an object corresponding to the area of a given pixel are sought. The 
solution to the visibility problem that is used at ETL is based on the observation 
that any visible point with a projection lying within a given image pixel may be used 
to approximate the characteristics of that pixel. In essence, this means that the plane 
tangent to the topographic surface at any such visible point may be used to model 
the surface over the visible region of the object corresponding to the given pixel 
(see appendix A). Although this may prove somewhat arbitrary, as when terrain dips 
out of view and then rnappeaI"s, an¥ refinement of the assumption wilLrequire~globaL 
knowledge of the object. As a practical matter, for images of sufficiently high re
solution, the assumption is quite reasonable. 

2. Algorithmic Solutions. Having made the assumption, one reduces 
the visibility problem to determining a point (X, Y) on the terrain surface z(x, y), 
subject to the requirement that the projection of this point, (X', Y' ), lies within an 
image pixel defined by image coordinates (x ± b,, x, y ± b,, y). As noted in the intro
duction, two cases are of interest, the perspective and orthonormal projections. 
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a. Orthonormal Projection. The orthonormal projection of a 
terrain surface z(x, y) is defined by the orthonormal projection euqations (3) and 
( 4 ). Since z is a function of (x, y) and since the projection equations are inde
pendent of z, there is no visibility problem for the case of the orthonormal pro
jection. One, and only one, point of the surface is projected onto a given point of the 
image. Given the (X', Y') coordinates o( a pixel of interest and the scale factor 
defining the projection, by inverting the projection equations, a point on the surface 
is defined that meets the acceptance criteria. This point is given by 

X = ot. X' (49) 

y = ot. Y' (50) 

Thus, for the case of the orthonormal projection of a terrain data 
base, the problem of finding points on the surface that may be used to define an image 
is relatively simple. Once such a point is found corresponding to a given image element, 
processing proceeds as outlined below. 

b. Perspective Projection. The perspective projection of a topo
graphic surface z(x, y) is defined by the perspective projection equations (10) and 
( 11 ). These projection equations are not independent of z, and portions of the 
terrain surface may be obscured by other areas of the surface. The first observation 
precludes a simple analytic object/image correlation algorithm, such as is available with 
the orthonormal projection, since inversion of the perspective equations requires 
knowledge of the surface z(x, y). The second observation indicates that not any point 
with a projection lying within a given pixel is acceptable, for it may be obscured by 
terrain in -ttre -foreground. Thus, in considering whether or not a given point is ac
ceptable, some knowledge of the terrain between it and the observer is required. 

Since an analytic solution to the visibility problem is not possible, 
the ETL software addresses this problem algorithmically. This algorithm is an iterative 
procedure for finding a visible point on the terrain surface with a projection lying 
within specified bounds of a given point on the image. This is illustrated in figure 11. 
In this figure, any surface point within the hatched region is acceptable, in that 

1. It will be visible. 
2. Its projection lies within a tolerance 6. y of the prescribed 

point YS. 
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FIGURE 11. Acceptable Elements of a Raster Pixel (Any Point in Hatched Area). 

This example will be used to examine the details of the algorithm used in the ETL 
software. The algorithm is implemented in the FORTRAN subroutine GRNDPT, 
to which the reader is referred (see appendix B). Note that the algorithm described 
is not restricted to the perspective projection. All that is required for its use with 
another projection is the substitution of the appropriate projection equation. 

The analysis of the algorithm proceeds from the projection equa-
tions 

x = XO + {3Q (X/y) (51) 

Y = Y 
0 

+ /3(Q/cos8) (h - 'Y Z) /r (52) 
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where the variables are as defined before. Recalling that the visibility problem has 
been simplified to one requiring only the determination of a visible point corres
ponding to a given pixel, the visibility problem can be solved by sampling the terrain 
along a radial. Since equation ( 10) can be rewritten as 

X = -X
0 

+ f)Q cote (53) 

and since () is a constant for a radial elevation profile, the x coordinate will also 
be constant for the projection of a radial profile. This will correspond to a column of 
pixels for most raster display devices. Thus, a single radial profile of elevation data 
may be used to determine the visible portions of the terrain for an entire column of 
pixels. (see figure 3 ). , 

To illustrate the features of the algorithm, consider a general 
example. The image to be generated is to be composed on m x (2n + l) pixels, where 
m is the number of pixels per column and the columns of pixels are numbered from 
-n to +n as illustrated in figure 12. A visible pixel that will be projected into the 
jth pixel (fromthebottomoftheimage) ofthe k1h column (-n~k~n) issought. 
The first task, which is not executed unless the column of pixels is being considered 
for the first time, is the sampling of the terrain along a radial. This is accomplished 
by filling some array, say Y, with p successive elevation data values, Y(R1, (JK), 

such that 

(54) 

FIGURE 12. Radial$ in the Perspective Image. 
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Where X1K = R1 cosOK (55) 

Y1K R1 sinOK (56) 

R, = (1-l)llR (57) 

OK = tan·1 cK fl Y /Q) (58) 

I< I<P (59) 

Here, yt is the incremental distance between pixel centers, f is the focal length of 
the imaging system, and r is the elevation sample interval. Note that 

llR = r I (P - 1) max (60) 

where rm ax is the maximum radius of interest and llR should be chosen such that 
the radial increment is less than one-half the wavelength of the highest frequency 
terrain feature of significance in the data base. A radial profile such as this, serving 
as a local terrain model, is illustrated in figure 13. 

The visibility problem is solved implicity by processing from the 
bottom of a given column of pixels upward and outward along the radial elevation 
profile (see figure 13 ). The first time that the projection of two consecutive elevation 
data points bracket the center of a given pixel of interest, then terrain lying between 
those two data points will be projected onto the pixel. This search procedure, isolating 
a visible portion of the terrain bracketing the pixel of interest, is the first component 
of the correlation algorithm. The second component is a recursive procedure for 
isolating a point of the terrain just identified that will be projected with arbitrary 
accuracy onto the center of the pixel of interest. This is done by 

1. Approximating the terrain by a linear model. 
2. Solving for the point of the linear model that will be projected 

onto the center of the pixel. 
3. Accessing the actual elevation data value at the predicted point. 
4. Checking the projection of the actual point against the re

quired tolerance and iterating the procedure again, if necessary. 
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The first time that the correlation subroutine is called for a given 
column I, the counter governing the progression through the elevation radial is set 
to unity. 

I = 1 

The elevation values of the first and second entries of the elevation profile are retained 
in variables Z 1 and Z2, since they will be needed in the second component of the 
correlation algorithm. The array positions are replaced with the image Y' coordinates 
of their projections (actually, Y( 1) is replaced with a large negative number since the 
actual projection is -100). This is illustrated by the following code: 

Zl 
Z2 = 

Y(l) 
Y(2) 

Y(l) 
Y(2) 
-100 
PROJ(Y (2)) 

where PROJ(Y (2)) symbolizes the operation 

PROJ(Y (2)) = Y 
0 

+ (3 ( VcosOK) (h - 'Y Y (2)) /r (61) 

the test of the first component of the algorithm is next executed. If the center of the 
current pixel of interest, YS = j x y, is less than Y (2), then the correlation logic 
described below is executed. If not, I is incremented, Z 1 and Z2 are updated, 
Y(I + 1) is transformed, and the search procedure continues. If YS lies between 
Y (I) and Y (I + 1 ), then the search ends and the correlation logic described below 
is executed. If the current points don't bracket YS, then I is incremented again, 
unless the end of the elevation profile has been reached. In this case, a flag is set 
specifying that the rest of the current column of pixels should be imaged as 'sky', 
since no terrain within rm ax will have a projection onto the current point or onto 
any higher pixef in the current column. 

The qualitative description given above of the first component of 
the correlation algorithm may be symbolically coded as follows: 

10 I = I + 1 
IF (l.NE.P) 
NFLAG = 
RETURN 

GO TO 70 

70 Zl = Z2 
Z2 = Y (I + 1) 
Y (I + 1) = PROJ (Y (I + 1) ) 
IF (Y (I + 1) .GE.YS.AND.Y (l).LE.YS) Go to 20 
GO TO 10 
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Assume that the above code has been successfully executed and 
that two points of ·a radial elevation profile have been found with projections brack
eting the Y' value of the current pixel of interest. The remaining component of the 
algorithm needs to be executed, that is,to find the coordinates of a point along the 
profile with a projection lying within the specified tolerance, TOL, of the pixel 
center YS. The iterative procedure for this will now be examined. 

The iterative procedure used to find a terrain point between the 
known array positions Y(l) and Y(I + 1) satisfying the tolerance criteria is based 
on two observations: 

1. The terrain between the Ith and the I + pt elevation data 
values Zl and Z2 will be monotone (increasing or decreasing) 
if the resolution r is adequate. 

2. An analytic solution to the problem of finding the point corre
sponding to YS exists for the case that the terrain is linear. 

In the first observation, it is implied that a series of linear approxi
mations to the terrain between the two data points will converge to a solution. In 
the second observation, a quick, analytic method is presented for predicting the 
position of a data point that will map onto YS, based on the linear approximations. 
By then accessing the predicted data points and evaluating the projection of the 
actual point in terms of the tolerance criteria, an easily developed iterative procedure 
will yield a suitable point. 

The key to this portion uf the algor:ithm is the ~bility to determine 
a point on a linear surface, the perspective projection of which will fall onto a pre
determined point on the image plane. The X' coordinate of the point has already been 
determined from the radial profiles. Thus, the Y' coordinate is of concern. As above, 
let the Y' coordinate of the screen point of interest take the value YS. If, as shown 
in figure 14, it is known that two elevation points, ZU and ZL, are visible at dis
tances from the observer of RL and RU, respectively, then the terrain between the 
two points may be modeled by the linear function 

Z (R) = (ZU - ZL) (R - RL) + ZL 
(RU - RL) 
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FIGURE 14. Concave Radial Profile. 

zu 

After substituting this into the Y' equation of the perspective projection and solving 
for the R such that the projection of Z(R) is equal to YS, it is seen that 

R = - hf + (ZL) fh' - [(ZU - ZL)Q /3 'Y (RL) I 6] 

[YS - Yep] cose - [(ZU - ZL) Q/3 'Y /6] 
(63). 

This predicted radius is then used to access the actual elevation at 
that point. The elevation is then projected, and if within the tolerance criteria, is a 
suitable point. This logic may be symbolically coded as 

XI = XO + R *COS(THET A) 
YI = YO + R*SIN(THETA) 
CALL ALT(XI, YI, Z) 
YTRY = PROJ(Z) 
YERR = YTRY - YS 
IF(ABS(YERR).LE.TOL)) GO TO 30 
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where ALT is a FORTRAN-callable subroutine that will return elevation values 
(z) at specified points (x, y). 

Two cases exist if the projection of the predicted point is outside 
of the tolerance bounds. These, corresponding to locally convex and concave terrain, 
respectively, are illustrated in figures 14 and 15. 

Consider the concave case first. In this case, YERR = YTRY - YS 
is less than zero; the convex case corresponds to a positive value of YERR. 

IF(YERR.GT.O) GO TO 40 

This situation is illustrated in figure 14. It is clear that a new, more accur:.:ite linear 
approximation to the terrain may be achieved by substituting the value of z derived 
from the first prediction for the value of ZL, and correspondingly replacing the 
value of RL with the predicted radius. 

ZP = ZU - Z 
ZL = Z 
RL = R 
DELTA = RU - RL 
GO TO 50 

The program will then predict a new radius, as outlined above, 
and in successive approximations, will approximate the desired point with an arbitrary 
degree of accuracy. 

The convex case is similarly simple (see figure 15). In this case, 
the upper point and radius are modified before proceeding to the next iteration of 
the algorithm. In a manner similar to that of the concave case, the logic may be sym
bolized by 

ZP = Z - ZL 
zu = z 
RU = R 
DELTA = RU - RL 
GO TO 50 
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FIGURE 15. Convex Radial Profile. 

Similar, successively more accurate approximations to the desired point will be made 
until a satisfactory point is found, i.e. until the projection of a predicted point lies 
within the toterance interval of the-point YS, 

Once a satisfactory point is found, control returns to the main 
routine. To reduce redundant operation of the correlation routine, NFLAG, (the 
'sky' flag noted above) one can pass the pointers to position in the elevation array 
and the last two elevation values to the main routine. Further, with the polynomial 
terrain data base, the orientation of the terrain may be determined at the same time 
that the predicted points are tested against the tolerance criteria. Consequently, the 
slope parameters described below are also passed to the main routine. 
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C. SLOPE DETERMINATION. In this section, the problem of determining 
the parameters necessary to calculate the brightness of the surface at an arbitrary 
point on that surface will be discussed. In particular, the brightness of the surface 
at points as determined by the algorithms of the previous section will be calculated. 
The actual calculation of the brightness of the terrain at our point of interest will 
not be discussed because it is conceptually and algorithmically better treated with 
the calculation of pixel density in the next section. From the previous algorithms, 
at a given point, the brightness of terrain obeying Lambert's law is a function of the 
cosine of the angle e between the normal to the surface and the vector defining the 
incident radiation. Similarly, everything being equal, the brightness of terrain obeying 
the Lommel-Seeliger law is a function of cosO, and the cosine of the angle ; between 
the normal to the surface and the vector from the point under consideration to the 
observer. Thus, in this section. the algorithmic determination of the normal to a surface 
for both discrete and polynomial terrain data bases will be discussed. In addition, the 
calculation of the cosine of the angle between this vector and some arbitrary vector 
as defined by a polar angle a and an azimuthal angle (3 will be presented. 

1. Normal to a Surface. Having found a point on the surface of the 
terrain with a corresponding projection within the pixel of interest on the image plane, 
one's next task is to determine the orientation of the surface at that point. The most 
convenient way to define the orientation is by a unit vector that is normal to the 
surface at that point. 

A two-dimensional surface can be defined by the equation 

Z == Z(u, v) (64) 

where u and v are arbitrary curvilinear coordinates on the surface of the terrain. 
The normal-to-a-surface at a point is defined by the cross product of any two district 
vectors tangent to the surface at that point. This is clear since the vector defined by 
the cross product of two vectors is perpendicular to both of them. Two such vectors 
are defined by the partial derivatives of the function with respect to the two variables. 
Thus, the normal vector (not a unit vector) is given by 

j ....... 

~ 

r == 
af af x (65) au av 
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Generalized curvilinear coordinates are of little interest because most 
topographic data bases are defined by the usual orthogonal cartesian coordinate 
system. However, two algorithms are of interest at this point; ( 1) the generation 
of normals from a discrete elevation data base, and (2) the generation of normals 
directly from the coefficients of a polynomial terrain data base. Algorithms of both 
types were implemented in the ETL software. 

a. Discrete Data Bases. First, consider an elevation data base 
composed of discrete elevation data points. No particular format will be assumed 
for these data points (see Yoeli*). Thus, the points may be found at the intersection 
of some orthogonal grid, maybe randomly distributed, or maybe composed of points 
selected on the basis of arbitrary criteria. Having dealt with the general case, one can 
simplify the results for the case of data points found at the nodes of a uniform ortho
gonal grid. 

Let us consider three data points 0 (x, y, z), a (x, y, z), and 
b (x, y, z), surrounding the point P at which we seek to find the normal. These 
three points define the local surface at this point. The boundaries of the surface can 
be defined by two vectors a and b, respectively' correcting the points € a and b 
to 0. Algebraically, these vectors are defined by 

-' = a(x, y, z) - 0 (x, y, z) (66) a 
~ 

(ax - Ox, ay - ey, az - oz) (67) a 

and 

b b (x, y, z) - e (x, y, z) (68) 

b = (bx - Ox, by - Oy, bz - Oz) (69) 

Since the vectors a and b define the local boundaries of the surface around P, 
and are thus coplanar and irerrce tangent to the- s~rface, then the (non-unit) normal 
vector at p is given by n = a'{ b with components 

*Sec footnote 26. 
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The length of In I of n is given by .j"{n~ + n; + n;). and hence, ~. the unit 
normal vector is given by 

n == n/ n (73) 

If the data base is composed of elevation data points found at the 
intersections of lines parallel to the X- and Y- axis and is uniformly spaced, then a 
simplification in the formula is possible, resulting in reduced computation times. If a 
lies on a vertical plane parallel to that defined by the Z- and X- axis and b lies 
on a_.vertical plane parallel to the Z- and Y- axes, then a is given by (ax, o, az) 
and b is given by (o, by, bz ). Thus, the normal vector is given by 

nx == -az by (74) 

ny == -ax bz (75) 

nz == ax by (76) 

As a result, reductions will occur in the computations necessary to compute the cosine 
of the angle between a normal vector and any other vector. 

The above formulas are somewhat arbitrary, because the informa
tion content of the data base is not used in an unbiased manner. Thus, if a pixel center 
is taken to coincide with a given point of a regular grid data base, the four nearest 
points are all equidistant and, hence, are of equal information content. The above 
equations use only two of these four points and, hence, are biased (see figure 16). 

The easiest way of removing this bias is by shifting the pixel center 
to the center of one square of the grid of the data base and then using the mean of 
the slopes determined along the sides of the square. Hence, the Z -components of 
equations (66) and (67) may be re-defined as 

az == 1/2 (Z2 Z1 + Z4 Z3) (77) 

bz == 1/2 (Z3 Z1 + Z4 Z2) (78) 

where the Z; are as defined in figure 17. These formulas have been implemented 
in the ETL software. 
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FIGURE 17. Unbiased Use of Elevation Data. 
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b. Polynomial Data Bases. The problem of analytically deter
mining the normal to a topographic surface at a point will be discussed for a terrain 
modeled by a polynomial data base of the type developed for ETL. 2 9 

The elevations are defined as a function of position 

4 

Z(X, Y) = E Zi(X, Y) Wi(X, Y) 
i = l 

(79) 

where the Zi (X, Y) are the four partially overlapping polynomial functions locally 
defining the terrain around the point P(X, Y), and the Wi(X, Y) are the four corre
sponding weight functions used to define the terrain in the overlap area. 

The normal to the surface at the point P(X, Y) can be defined 
in terms of the two partial derivations, az;ax and az;aY, as outlined above. From 
straightforward applications, 

az1ax = 

az;av = 

4 

L (3Zi(X, Y)/3X Wi(X, Y) + 3Wi(X, Y)/3X Zj(X, Y)) 
i = l 

4 

L: (azi(x, Y)/aY wi(X, Y) + awi(X, Y)/aY zi(X, Y)) 
i = 1 

(80) 

(81) 

To use equations (80) and (81 ), one must have a vector representation in a form 
analagous to the vectors defined for the discrete data base. The best concept of this 
is to consi<:ier these -tangent vectors as defining a plane tangen!_. to the topographic 
surface at the point of interest. If Ii describes 3Z/aX and b describes oZ/aY. 

....... ~ 

then the vectors a and b can be defined by 

-a = (I, o, az1ax) 

b = (0, 1, 3Z/aY) 

(82) 

(83) 

29J. Jancaitis and J. Junkins. Mathematical Techniques for Automated Cartography. U.S. Army Engineer Topo
graphic Laboratories, Fort Bclvoir, Virginia, FTL-CR-73-4, February 1973, AD-7 58 300. 
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-"' _.. 
remembering that a and b lie in vertical planes parallel to the X- and Y-axes, res-
pectively. The normal, n, is defined as above with 

nx = _az/ax (84) 

ny = _az/av (85) 

Oz = (86) 

n = n/I n I = n/y'(n~ + n2 
y 

+ n2) 
z (87) 

2. Calculation Of Angles To A Normal. Next will be discussed the 
problem of determining the angle i between n, the nor_pal vector to our topographic 
surface at a point P, an~ detennining some vector S, with component Sx, Sy, 
and Sz. We shall define S in terms of a polar angle ip, and an azimuthal angle () 
(see figure 18). Then 

sinip cos() (88) 

Sy = sinip sinO (89) 

(90) 

..... 
Note: As defined, S is a unit vector. 

As noted above, our interest actually lies in the cosine of the angle between 
these two vectors. If th~ scalar-product of two veGtorn-is-defined, then 

(91) 

where ; is the angle between the two vectors. If S is normalized, then, by equations 
(58) to (60) 

cos; = s · n/( It I I -n I) (92) 

cosi Sx(ay bz -az bz)+Sa(az bx -ax by)+Sz(ax by -ay bx)/ 

(ay bz -az by)2 +(az bx -ax by)2 +(ax by -ay bx)2 (93) 
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FIGURE 18. Angles to a Normal. 
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If, as outlined above, a and b fall into vertical planes parallel to the 

X- and Y-axes, respectively, then this formula is 

cosi 

-Sx az by - Sy ax bz + Sz ax by 

v{<az by)2 + (ax bz)2 + (ax by):]. 

where ay = 0 and bx = 0 for this case. 

(94) 

Further, if the components of the normal vector are calculated from the polynomial 
data base as in equations (84) and (85), then 

-s az/ax - s az;ay + s x y z 

cosi = V {(aZ/aX)2 + (aZ/ay)2 + ij- (95) 

It will be recalled that the Lommel-Seeliger law uses the viewinJ?. angle nz, which is 
the angle between the normal to the surface and the unit r~ V to the o_!;.server, as 
well as the angle of illumination i between the unit ray V to the sun S and the 
normal to the surface. The general case follows equation (93) with the components 
of V, replacing those of S, and e replaced i. Similar substitutions are held for 
equations (94) and (95). For the orthonormal view, equations (94) and (95) 
become 

cosi = . rr a2 b2 + a2 b2 + a2 b2} Yi.zy yz xy (96) 
and 

cosi (97) 

where V z is the Z-component of the unit ray from the point of interest to the ob
server. 
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D. DENSITY COMPUTATIONS. The current problem is to calculate the 
illumination of a pixel of the image plane, for either perspective or orthonormal 
projection of terrain obeying either Lambert's or the Lommel-Seeliger brightness law, 
for a given direction of illumination and a given observer location. 

The position of a point on the terrain corresponding to the current pixel that 
we are processing and the normal to the surface at that point have already been deter
mined. First, computation of lighting and viewing vectors as used in the ETL software 
will be defined. The vectors are then applied to the computation of the illumination 
of our pixel. Next, the density concept used the concept of density to define the 
properties of the pixel that was used to define the image produced on an output de
vice will be introduced. 

1. Definition and Calculation of Vectors of Observation and Illumination. 
First, the vector of illumination that describes the position of the sun relative to the 
terrain of interest will be defined. Algorithmically, the normal vector is needed in 
terms of its X-, Y-, and Z-components, in the (X, Y, Z) coordinate system of the 
object. An angular definition is sometimes easier to understand, specifying an altitude 
i.p and an azimuth e for the sun. Fortunately, a simple transformation is possible 
(see figure 19). The ETL data bases, as well as most others, can locally define the 
Y-coordinate of the terrain as pointing due north and the X-coordinate as pointing 
due east. Aeronautical convention fixes azimuth such that 0° is due north, or parallel 
to the Y-axis, and 90° is due east, or parallel to the X-axis. Altitude is defined such 
that 0° is parallel to the surface, and 90° points towards the zenith. Thus, if S re
presents the vector pointing towards the sun, the transformation is 

sx = COSlj? cose' (98) 

Sy = COSlj? sine' (99) 

sz = sini.p (100) 

where we introduce the variable ()' = 90°- (). 

-"' 
Next, consider the definition of the unit vector of observation, V, 

pointing from the point of the surface that we are considering to the instrument of 
observation. This vector is important only for the Lommel-Seeliger law; it does not 
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s = 180° 

FIGURE 19. Definition of Solar Vector. 

have a role in the brightness of a surface as described by Lambert's law. Further, for 
the case of an orthonormal image of terrain obeying the Lommel-Seeliger law, this 
vector is always vertical, in accordance with the definition of an orthonormal image. 

~ 

All that needs to be considered then is tile calCufation of V for a per-
spective view, and this need only be done when a Lommel-Seeliger image is to be 
created. Consider a perspective image geometry as illustrated in figure 20. The focal 
point P is defined at some distance Z0 above a point Q of the terrain. A vertical 
plane corresponding to the ;th column of pixels is defined by requiring that it be a 
vertical plane containing PQ and that it be positioned at an angle 0 to the northerly 
vertical plane. From equation (58), 0 can be defined in terms of a principle viewing 
direction Or specified by the user, and an angle Oi relative to the principle direction, 
(figure 20). Thus, 

() (10 l) 

(102) 
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FIGURE 20. Definition of V. 

where 6. X is the incremental distance between columns of pixels on the image plane, 
i defines the current column of interest, and f is the distance between P and the 
image plane along the principle viewing direction. 

Assume that point T (r, (), Z) of the terrain is found, corresponding to 
the _pixel of interest, where e is as above, r is the distance from 0 to the projection 
of T onto the horizontal plane containing 0, and 'l is the elevation of T above this 
plane. Then the angle of altitude tp is defined by 

z-z 
If) = tan· 1 (-

0
-) 

r 

~ 

(103) 

Thus, the components of the perspective viewing vector V for a given pixel of the 
perspective projection as defined in terms of previously determined quantities is 

V x = -costp sine 

Vy = -COSI/) case 

V z = sintp 

(104) 

(l 05) 

( l 06) 

Thus, the parameters necessary to compute the image illumination for the cases that 
are being considered have been defined. 
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2. Image Illumination Calculation. To calculate image illumination, 
one must use the light-scattering laws previously reviewed. In the ETL Software 
the user may specify that the brightness of the terrain is to be modeled by eithe; 
the Lommel-Seeliger law, B = Eo bL(a)/l + cosO/cosi, or by Lambert's law, 
B = Eo cosi, where the variables are defined in appendix A. 

First, normalize Eo; it is not a user defined parameter. Second, assume 
in the case of the Lommel-Seeliger law that b1: (a) is constant for all a and that 
this factor drops out. Thus, in essence the light-scattering law is reduced to 

B = [ l + cos() / cosi]" 1 (107) 

for the Lommel-Seeliger law and to 

B = cosi (108) 

for Lambert's law. 

As mentioned in section II, D, the concern is with the illumination of 
an image element in an optical system, not with the brightness of the illuminating 
point as observed at the optical system. As approximated within the ETL Software, 
the relationship is one of proportion. 

<E> = aB (109) 

where < E > is the illumination of our pixel, and B is the brightness of some point 
of the image found by the object-image correlation algorithm (see section III, A). 
The calculation for B is dependent only on the relevant angles, which are found by 
evaluating the slope at the object point by means onhe appropriate algorithm (see 
section III, B), the position of the observer (for the Lommel-Seeliger case) based 
on equations (I 04) to (I 06), and the position of the sun as defined by equations 
(98) to ( 100). The angles are then used to determine the cosines of the relevant 
angles by the appropriate formula of the sequence (91) to (97). The cosines are then 
used to determine the brightness by which the illumination of the pixel is approx
imated (after normalization). 

However, the quantity that is to be used to define the image to be pro
duced is not illumination, rather it is the density of the image. Before specifying .the 
relationship, the meaning of density must be explained. 
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Consider a piece of photographic film, with illumination .. Eo, normal to 
the surface of the film. Let us assume that the film has been exposed and developed 
and, hence, that some light will be absorbed. The change in illumination across an 
infinitesimal layer of the fill will be 

dE = -bE dt (l 10) 

where b is the fraction of the light absorbed in passing a unit thickness, E is the 
illumination of the upper surface of the infinitesimal layer, and dt is the thickness 
of the layer. Integrating, we find that the illumination of the far side will be 

(l 11) 

where t is the thickness of the film. If the film is designed for viewing from the front, 
then assuming that all light is reflected at the bottom of the film, it undergoes similar 
absorbtion in the second pass through the film and obeys Lambert's law upon striking 
the upper surface (as in a matte print). The brightness of the film will be given by 

B = Eoe·2 bt (112) 

In any case, convention defines the image, not by the brightness or in
tensity, but by the density. The density, D, is proportional to the exponent of equa
tions (11 l) or (112). Consider (111) and let 

o' = ln (E/Eo) = ln (e·bt) = -bt (l 13) 

This is not the usual density, which is conventionally defined in terms of the log1 0 
and must be positive. The relation is given by 

D = log (Eo/E) = log10 e+bt = a bt = a 20
1 

(114) 

where a = 1/ln
10

. The term Eo/E is known as the opacity. 

Since the intensity Eo in the ETL algorithm is normalized, the density 
D is defined as 

D = log10 (1/E) (115) 

where E is calculated as outlined above. Output devices have between 12 and 256 
different discrete density values available, with the values linearly positioned between 
some minimum and maximum density values. Consequently, a density scaling factor 
is used in the ETL algorithms to take advantage of the latitude in densities offered 
by the output devices, storing each density value to an 8-bit byte. 

Thus the analysis of the basic algorithms of the ETL shaded relief 
software is completed. 
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E. GRAPHIC PRODUCTION. The basic algorithms governing the pixel-
by-pixel generation of the shaded relief images have been described. The result of 
these algorithms, for a given pixel, is a number. The process of converting this 
number into a pixel of corresponding density at a given position relative to the other 
pixd of the image remains to be discussed. 

Three types of devices are available at ETL to generate gray-shade images: 
(l) line printers for low resolution "proofing" plots, (2) a VERSATEC raster 
plotter to generate moderate resolution digital half-tone images, and (3) an Electron 
Beam Recorder (EBR) to generate high resolution near-continuous tone images. 
The first two output devices require special algorithms to generate shaded relief images, 
and the third device directly accepts a file containing sequential rows. Since the soft
ware to generate line printer or VERSATEC graphics requires sequential processing 
similar to that of the EBR and since it may be derived to output a given image to any 
or all output devices, ~he product of the ETL shaded relief software is a disk file 
contouring the coded density data. Both files store 7 bits of data (densities 0-127) 
in 8-bit bytes. Each record represents one column of pixel, and successive records 
represent successive columns. For compability with the disk access routine DSKTRN 
used at ETL, the image files generated are of uniform size, 2048 bytes by 2048 
records for the file LPPERDAT generated by the shaded perspective routine SHDPER, 
and 1024 bytes by 1024 records for the orthonormal shaded relief routine SSLPLP. 

The line printer routine used was devised by P. Yoeli and uses multiple stikings 
to generate varying densities.3 ° The look-up table used for this algorithm is shown ir. 
table l. The VERSATEC halftoning software creates a digital halftone pattern, 
characterized by 33 halftone dots per inch.3 1 Using the EBR is described in the 
literature. 3 2 

Since all the algorithms used are described in available literature, no additional 
discussion is necessary. It is clear, though, that the file generated by the ETL soft
ware can be used by any gray-shade graphics generation device with minimal trouble. 

30P. Yoeli. "The mechanization of Analytic Hill Shading," Carto. J. 1967. 

31 R. Rosenthal. Private Communication, U.S. Army Engineer Topographic Laboratories, Fort Bclvoir, Vir~inia, 
3 July 1979. 

32operation and Maintenance Manual for Cartographic EBR System, Ima!-(c Graphics, Inc., under contract No. 
DAAG-53-75-C'--0221, 1976, pp. 67-72. 
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TABLE 1. Line Printer Density Table. 

CHARACTERS DENSITY 

1st Printing 2nd Printing 3rd Printing 

0.00 

0.07 

0.10 

0.12 

I 0.15 

v 0.19 

# 0.22 

@ 0.26 

u 0.30 

A I 0.35 

A v 0.40 

A @ 0.46 

A v 1 0.52 

A u 4 0.60 

A ([i; w 0.70 
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F. SPECIAL PURPOSE ALGORITHMS. As noted in the introduction to 
this section, a number of special-purpose algorithms devised to address specific carto
graphic problems have been implemented in the ETL shaded relief software. The 
algorithms enable the solar azimuth to be varied, thus enhancing the impression of 
terrain relief and delineating the ridge lines. 3 3 Producing "relief contours" enables 
atmospheric haze to be simulated, thus providing the option of simulating an addi
tional qualitative distance cue in the perspective images. 

1. Variable Sun Angle Algorithms. A problem occurs when a single 
source of illumination is used to delineate similar terrain features in different orien
tations. This is as much a problem for aerial photography as it is for artifically gener
ated orthonormal or perspective images. First, the problem will be analyzed, then the 
various alleviating procedures developed by cartographers in the past will be con
sidered. Finally, the adaptations of procedures implemented in the ETL software, 
will be examined. 

The problems inherent in using a single source of illumination may be 
seen in figure 21, which depicts an idealized ridge illuminated by side lighting. The 
ridge slop facing the sun is illuminated, and the far slope is in shadow. The form of 
the terrain is clear to an observer if he is aware of the direction of illumination. Now 
consider a situation such as in figure 21 (b ), in which the illumination is parallel to 
the ridge line. In such a case, both sides of the ridge are equally bright, and no infor
mation as to the terrain form is available to the observer. It is clear that in an area with 
varied topography and illuminated by a single source of light, the form of the terrain 
is poorly delineated, with some features exaggerated and some washed out. 

As noted in tire introduction-, the problems associated· with depieting 
terrain form are not new. For sometime, cartographers have been manually shading 
contour maps to improve interpretation of the terrain features. A simple solution 
might be in the careful choice of the direction of lighting, thus optimizing the de
lineation of the terrain. However, a problem exists that prohibits such a solution. 
This is the problem of interpretation, which requires a near-intuitive knowledge of 

33p. Yocli. "Die richtung des licht bei analytischen," Kartographische Nachricten Guetersloh 17(1967), 
pp.537-544. 
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(a) (b) 

FIGURE 21. Sun Azimuth Importance. 

90° 

270° 

FIGURE 22. Variation of Solar Azimuth. 
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light direction. Shaded relief images arc usually treated as though lighting is from the 
top or upper left. Because of this treatment, cartographers usually use north-west 
lighting when producing shaded relief overlays for contour maps, thus preventing the 
choice of the lighting direction. 

To overcome the problem, cartographers have developed the procedures 
of implicity varying the direction of the lighting to emphasize all major terrain fea
tures. The variation in lighting direction is around a principal direction defining north
west lighting. Although cartographers manually prepare shaded relief overlays of con
tour maps, substantial progress has been made in automating the process. Although 
quite sophisticated, the present algorithms arc largely expcrimentaJ.34 The algorithms 
used at ETL arc relatively simple, created largely to demonstrate the capability. 

The ETL software is based on the variation of the azimuthal component 
of the illumination vector. Thus, the vertical component will not be considered in this 
discussion. North-west lighting will be used throughout, and algorithm will be based on 
the local orientation of the surface, as defined by the normal vector rt. The azimuth 
of n will be lfln. 

First, let us consider the case of ridges parallel to the principal direction 
of light S (sec figure 23). The normals to the two faces of the ridge lie roughly in 
the second and fourth quadrants of the Cartesian plane. This is the case where the 
greatest variation will probably be needed, as this is an example in which the ridge 
would be washl·d out. To guide our development of an algorithm, we note that as the 
ridge is rotated from an orientation parallel to the Y-axis to an orientation parallel 
to the X-axis. face b gradually dims and face a gradually brightens. A corresponding 
change will occur if the illumination vector S is changed from a position parallel to 
the X-axis to a position paraHcl to the- Y~a*is-. Thus-, for normals-in the second quadrant 
the "washout'' effect can be prevented by defining the light vector components 
s s b x. y y 

= -1, Sy = 0) 

0, Sy = 1) 

0 

45° 

45° 

< 90° 

34 K. Bra"el "A \!odd lcH Automatic: Hill Shadinr." Am. Cart., 1(1974), pp.15-27. 
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\ 90° 

I 

270° 

FIGURE 23. Variation of Solar Azimuth. 



and by 

(Sx = -1, Sy = 0) for 180° < \{Jn < 225° (118) 

(Sx = 0, Sy = 1) for 225° < \{Jn < 270° (119) 

for nonnals in the fourth quadrant. 

For areas in between, one would like a smooth transition between the 
two lighting vectors used in equations (116 - 119). This can be defined by the first 
quadrant 

(s 0 S = sin•"n) x = -c S\{)n, y Y 90° < lfJn < 180° (120) 

and for the second quadrant 

(121) 

In practice, one would like more control over the variation in lighting 
direction. The ETL software enables the user to input the angular variation ZfJ 
desired. The above fonnulas are altered accordingly. Thus, instead of the orthongonal 
lighting directions specified by equations (116 - 119), 

[Sx = -cos(l35° + fJ), Sy = sin(l35° + fJ)), 325° + () < v>n < 145° (122) 

[Sx = -cos(l35° + fJ), Sy = sin(l35° - fJ)], 145° < \{Jn .;;;;; 135° - fJ (123) 

[ sx = -cos(l35° + fJ}, Sy = sin(135° + fJ)], 135° + fJ < "Pn < 225° (124) 

and 

[Sx = -cos(l35° - fJ), Sy = sin(l35° -fJ)], 225° < "Pn .;;;;; 325° - () (125) 

Formulas (120 and 121) are unaltered, except that the ranges are modified in accor
dance with equation (122 - 125). 

Determining the local illumination vector straight forward, and it cal
culated immediately after the normals are determined, as outlined. The local illumin
ation vector is then used to determine the illumination of the local surface area and 
hence, the density of the image. 
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2. Relief Contours. Several attempts have been made to combine 
directly the quantitative properties of contours with the qualitative advantages offered 
by shaded relief images by creating an image of a contour terrace model. These at
tempts implicitly involve creating a "layer-cake" model of the terrain, with the 
elevation discontinuities corresponding to contour lines. This model is then illumi
nated, and shadows are cast by the tier structure, which is then photographed. ln 
practice, actual models are rarely created. Instead, an ingenious manual mt!thod de
veloped by Kitiro Tanaka is used. 3 s Working from a contour map, one can trace 
the contours away from the assumed source of light, keeping the nib paralld to the 
light source. Thus, a variable width contour line results. For complete representation. 
a gray background is used, and contours facing the light are similarly inked in white. 
The result is a striking, if costly, representation of the terrain. 

An alternative method of creating a map with the visual impact similar 
to that of Tanaka's method can be created using the software developed at ETL. 
The method uses the main orthonormal shaded relief routine, SS LP LP, but calculates 
slopes in a slightly different manner. Briefly, the relief contour option of program 
SSLPLP involves creating a square grid of quantized elevation data. The quantization 
interval is a user input parameter and corresponds to the contour interval of the 
image. The quantized elevation values are then used to calculate slope for each pixel 
center. The slopes are used to calculate image densities at each pixel position as in the 
usual method for creating a shaded relief overlay. 

The calculation of the slopes is straightforward. Each pixel has a uniform 
size and is assumed to be square. Elevation data values are generated at the ground 
locations corresponding to the four comers of the pixel. Letting Zu l be the Z
vaiue of-ttre upper left comer of the pixel, Zur be the t'levation value of the upper 
right comer, and Zu and Z1r be the corresponding lower ekvation v:.ilucs, we have 

6 Z / 6 X = Yi ( Z u r - Zu I + Z1 r z .. )/ 6 x 
II ( l 26) 

6 Z / 6 Y = Y2 (Zul ( 1 27) 

where 6 X = 6 Y = pixel size. 

3SK. Tanaka. "The Orthographic Relief Method of Representing Topography 011 Maps," Grngr. Ra., 41)( l 9Slll, 
pp. 444-456. 
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Since elevation values are quantized, unless a corresponding contour 
line passes through a given pixel, all elevations for that pixel will thus be assigned the 
neutral background density corresponding to flat terrain. If a single contour line 
passes througl1 a pixel, then the mean plane fit to the four points corresponding to 
the pixel can assume any of 24 different orientations. Since the resolution of the 
image created is variable, more than one contour line may pass through a pixel. Thus 
the number of orientations is correspondingly increased. 

It should be noted that each point of a contour line will be assigned 
to some pixel and that the width of the contour line cannot be less than the size of 
the pixel. To maximize contrast, the ETL software alters the vertical exaggeration 
such that illumination of slopes facing the source of illumination is maximized. Since 
contour lines parallel to the direction of illumination will be of low contrast relative 
to the background, it is usually convenient to utilize the variable sun angle algorithm 
described in this report. 

3. Simulation of Atmospheric Haze. A simple model to simulate one 
aspect of atmospheric haze has recently been proposed.3 6 This model treats only the 
attenuation properties of such haze, predicting for uniform haze an exponential 
decay of the apparent luminous intensity of a surface element with increasing distance. 
This is certainly one aspect of such haze, but only in the case of highly absorbent haze 
(such as, perhaps, industrial smog) or when the haze is not actually imaged but shades 
the ground as do clouds. The most important prediction of this model is that, for 
thick haze, distant objects will appear very dark. This is not the case with most actual 
haze. Consider a moderately thick ground fog. Distant "objects" in such a fog ap
proach a uniform, non-zero brightness. To model more accurately the effects of such 
haze, ETL pcrsonnci have developed a new model of atmospheric haze-; 

36w. Dungan, Jr. "A Terrain and Cloud Computer Image Generating Model," Computer Graphics, 13(1979), 

No. 2, p. 143. 
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Careful consideration of the physics of light scattering results in a more 
appropriate (though still approximate) model of haze. Consider a thin slice of the 
atmosphere of thickness dr, measured along a radial to an observer. Fog or haze in 
this atmospheric section can be modeled as a collection of small randomly distributed 
particles with a cross section a, and brightness b, with a density of n such particles 
per unit volume. The attenuation of a light beam traversing this section of the at
mosphere along the radial to the observer will be 

dE = -Enadr (l 28) 

where E is the luminous intensity of the beam. 

If the sun or other source of illumination shines upon the slice, then 
there will be an additional term to the expression for the attenuation of a beam tra
versing the ground haze. This term, expressing the fraction of the incident sunlight 
that is scattered into the beam, will be proprotional to bE5na, where Es is the 
luminous intensity of the source of illumination. Detailed analysis of the situation 
requires that the scattering be calculated in terms of illumination of an imaging el
ement, considering the area of the light sensitive element, the size of the light accep
tance cone of it, and the distance of a given scattering section of the atmosphere 
from the element. However, the net result of these considerations is a constant factor. 
It is thus convenient to lump this constant together with the brightness, b, in a new 
constant, C. 

The differential equation governing the propagation of light through a 
ground fog, along a path roughly parallel to the surface of the earth is 

dE = (-Ena + CEna) dr (129) 

Integration yields the solution 

E(r) = exp(-rna) [CE
5 

.(exp(rna)} + K) (130) 

where K is a constant of integration. Two boundary conditions must be satisfied by 
this constant of integration if the result is to be physically meaningful. These boundary 
conditions are 

t. E(r)~E0 as na~o, where E0 is the brightness of some 
object in the distance: and 

2. E(r)-+CE
5 

as na~oq or as ~00. 
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The first of these conditions corresponds to the physical situation of clean air, in 
which distant objects should be unobscured. The second boundary condition requires 
that the model of haze results in a uniform, finite brightness as the thickness of the 
haze increases. Both of these boundary conditions are satisfied by choosing 

(131) 

Thus, the niodel of haze implemented at ETL takes the form 

(132) 

By applying the Tyndall effect to this formula, the effect of atmospheric 
haze on the appearance of distant objects can be simulated. The Tyndall effect notes 
that very small objects, such as suspended dust, will scatter blue light much more 
than they will red. Thus, red light will pass through such a medium without appreciable 
change in intensity, and most blue light will be scattered. In color-shaded relief dis
plays, the bluish-purple cast of distant mountains may be simulated by generating 
unattenuated shaded relief images for all colors, except blue or purple. In these image 
components, the above model for haze will be used. The result should be a moderately 
bright, relatively uniform, bluish tint of low contrast over distant objects. 

From the above model of atmospheric haze, the effects of such haze 
can be more accurately predicted than with previous models. Although only slightly 
more complicated in form, this model should provide much more qualitative infor
mation to the viewer of a shaded relief image. As such, the model should ease the 
problem of interpreting such images. Jn particular, the bluish-purple cast of distant 
mountairis can be accurately modeled, thus providing subtle distance clues otherwise 
unavailable. This will enable the accurate generation of color-shaded relief images. 
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The algorithms discussed in this report have been coded in two FORTRAN 
routines. One set of routines, named SSLPLP, generates orthonormal shaded relief 

images; and the other, named SHDPER, generates 
IV. IMPLEMENTATION perspective shaded relief images. To test the algorithms 

AND RESULTS and software that have been developed, the two 
routines use an elevation/slope computation sub

routine, ALSLP, that is "hardwired" to a polynomial terrain data base of Cache, 
Okla. In this section, the results of these tests are discussed. 

A. PERSPECTIVE SHADED RELIEF ALGORITHMS. In this section, 
the results will be described of the implementation of the true-perspective algorithms 
in the shaded relief routines SHDPER. Running on a PDP-11 /45 minicomputer, 
one can create a shaded relief perspective image SHDPER in a multi-user environment 
in approximately 5 milliseconds per pixel of clock time. The image is subject to 
enormous variation, dependent on viewing parameters, machine utiliztion, and control 
parameters. The user of the SHDPER routines can 

1. · Specify viewer location. 
2. Specify imaging geometry. 
3. Specify image resolution. 
4. Specify the terrain viewed. 
5. Specify a vertical exaggeration. 
6. Define the position of the sun. 
7. Enable local variation solar azimuth 

within user specified boundaries. 
8. Choose between the Lommel-Seeliger law 

and Lambert's law to define terrain brightness. 
9. DeTine the oensity scaling. 

I 0. Specify program control parameters affecting 
processing efficiency. 

11. Simulate the effects of atmospheric haze. 

The program generates 

1. Diagnostic output. 
2. A DSKTRN-callable disk file of coded pixel densities. 
3. Low resolution line printer plots. 
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Sample outputs demonstrating these capabilities are shown in figures Cl through 
Cl 5. These images are each composed of 700,000 pixel (70C pixels by 1000 
columns). The disk files containing the image density data were processed using ETL
modified VERSAPLOT Software. To prevent the generation of overly dark, es
thetically displeasing, halftone images, only Yi of the available density latitude of 
the VERSAPLOT software has been used. This was done at the expense of some 
loss of tone continuity. 

The images contained in appendix C are largely self-explanatory. The first 
image may be considered standard. In succeeding images, the effect of varying a single 
parameter at a time is demonstrated. The effect of changing the observer's altitude, 
the focal length of the imagery system, solar elevation, and solar azimuth are succes
sive displayed. The effects of a very light ground haze are next portrayed. In figure 
Cl L the effects of degrading resolution and displayed, which is a 128 by 179 pixel 
image that has been magnified by bilinear interpolation. Figures Cl 2 and Cl 3 are 
views of two different areas using the same image parameters that were used for the 
first image. Figure C 14 is a view of the same area seen in the preceeding one, but 
this image is degraded by a moderate haze. The final image, figure C 15, shows 
the parameters of the first image, but with the local variation of solar azimuth to 
enhance terrain features. No perspective image was included that illustrated the Lom
mel-Seeliger law. No satisfactory parameters have been found for such an image. 

No attempt was made in coding to optimize the speed and efficiency of 
SHDPER. Tests on the ETL PDP-I I /45, using the parameters of figure CI, in
dicate that approximately 4.8 milliseconds of clock time are required to process 
each pixel. This value may be strongly influenced by the parameters governing image 
generation. In particular, the dependence of execution time upon the sampling 
density has been investigated for the first image. The relationship is roughly linear, 
and, for a D (depth of view) of 7.4 map sheet friclies (rS-.S- cm), tlie totarexecution 
time for this image may be estimated by 

T (clockminutes) = 40 + .03 l NPTS (133) 

where NPTS is the number of sample elevation data points generated along the radial 
elevation profile. This formula should not be considered to be generally applicable, 
and may not be valid for NPTS =< 200. 
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B. ORTHONORMAL SHADED RELIEF ALGORITHMS. In this section, 
the implementation of the orthonormal shaded relief in the program SSLPLP is 
discussed. From these routines, an orthonormal shaded relief image is produced that 
is defined by various input paramters from a polynomial terrain model. When the 
routines are run on the ETL PDP-11/45 computer, one can produce an image in 
approximately 3.3 milliseconds per pixel. However, the image is subject to variations 
as noted in the introduction to the SHDPER routines. 

The user of the SSLPLP routines can 

1. Specify the area to imaged. 
2. Specify the resolution of the image. 
3. Specify the vertical scaling factor for 

the terrain. 
4. Specify the shading law to be used to 

model the terrain. 
5. Specify the position of the "sun". 
6. Define a variation in solar position to 

highlight terrain features. 

From the routines one can generate 

1. Diagnostic output. 
2. A DSKTRN - Callable disk file of 

coded pixel densities. 
3. Low resolution line printer plots. 

For sample outputs demonstrating these capabilities, see figures ClO through 
C2 l. As with the perspective images, the examples were generated from disk files 
containing coded image density data by the ETL-modified VERSAPLOT software. 
The exception of figure C20 must be noted, since this image was generated by means 
of a half-tone algorithm developed by R. Rosenthal of ETL.3 7 

37R. Rosenthal. Private Communication, U.S. Army Engineer Topographic Laboratories, Fort Belvoir, Virginia, 
3 July 1979. 
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The orthonormal images contained in figures C 10 through C22 should be 
easy to interpret. Figure Cl6, which might be considered a "~candard," is an ortho
normal view of much of the terrain seen in the first perspective image (the perspective 
view is from the left of the orthonormal image, looking across the orthonormal view); 
the image contours 600 by 900 pixels. The second orthonormal image uses the 
same variation of solar azimuth used in the corresponding perspective view (figure 
C 15 ). Figure C 18 is the same image, upon which contour lines generated by the 
program SIMCON3 8 have been overlaid by ETL-developed software.3 9 The next 
two images illustrate the relief contour option of SSLPLP, with and without local 
variation of solar azimuth (figures C 19 and C20). These two figures display a portion 
of the area of the previous orthonormal images. The final orthonormal image illustrates 
the use of the Lommel-Seeliger law (figure C2 l ). The image is dark and of very low 
contrast. 

As with the perspective software, no attempt was made in coding to optimize 
the speed and efficiency of SSLPLP. From test runs, the execution time is approxi
mately 3.3 milliseconds per pixel for images some 540,000 pixels. This time 
shouldn't vary appreciably with any variation of parameters, but no extensive tests 
of this have been made.* 

*The algorithms decribed in this report have been substantially improved since the fust draft of this report. A 
modified GRNDPT routine has reduced execution times to an average of 40 percent of the above figures. A 
further modification, exploiting the redundant processing of previous approaches, has reduced execution times 
by an additional factor DF ~2.5. 

38
J. Jancaitis, Modeling and Contouring Surfaces Subject to Constraints, University of Virginia, U.S. Army 

Engineer Topographic Laboratories, Fort Belvoir, Virginia, ETL-CR-74-19, January 1975, AD-AO IO 406, 
pp. 163-165. 

39
R. Rosenthal. User's Guide to MERGE U.S. Army Engineer Topographic Laboratories, Fort Belvoir, Virginia, 

to be published. 
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The problems associated with generating shaded relief images have been system
tically investigated. Also, the theory of the formation of gray shade images by optical 

systems have been investigated, as has the theory of the 
V. DISCUSSION scattering of light by solid surfaces with mathematical 

models having been successfully developed. The theoretical 
conclusions of this investigation have been used to develop a series of algorithms for 
the efficient generation of a wide variety of shaded relief images. Special algorithms 
designed to address the specific cartographic problems of enhancing terrain features, 
modeling haze, and generating relief contours have also been developed. These al
gorithms have been implemented in two sets of FORTRAN routines: SHDPER, 
to generate shaded perspective images; and SSLPLP, to generate orthonormal shaded 
relief images and relief contours. These programs have been tested using a polynomial 
terrain data base of the Cache, Okla. The images that have been generated demonstrate 
the feasibility, economy, and promise that shaded relief images hold for future carto
graphic applications and for tailored specific user need (see tables 2 - 6). 

It is concluded that: I. This effort has resulted in versatile and efficient 
shaded relief software that can now serve as the 

VI. CONCLUSIONS basis for future ~udies into terrain data user special 
requirements and needs. 2. More work is needed 

in !wo main areas, improved presentation and product use studies. 3. The improved 
presentation should include color CRT and incorporate non-hypsometric terrain data. 
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TABLE 2. SHDPER FTN 

Function/Source Code Correlation 

Description of Program Function Compilation Line Number 

Overhead 

Interactive Parameter Entry 

Parameter Computation 

Loop Over Co!umns of Image 

Calculation of Radial Profile (CALL PTS) 

Calculation of Densities of Current 
Column of Pixels 

Determination (CALL GRNDPT, CALL ALT) 
Object/Image Point Correlation/Slope 

Density Computation 

Write to Disk File 

Write to Line Printer (If appropriate) 

Overhead 

83 

- 26 

27 - 44 

45 - 84 

85 - 153 

86 - 99 

100 - 145 

110 - 115 

116 - 145 

146 - 153 

154 - 162 

163 - 177 



TABLE 3. ALSLP.FTN 

Function/Source Code Correlation 

Program Function Compilation Line Number 

Overhead 

Read Coefficients if first call 

Retrieve needed coefficients 

Calculate Z 

Calculate aZ;/aX, aZ;/aY 

Calculate W; 

Calculate aW;/aX, aW;/aY 

Calculate z, az;ax, az;ay 

Overhead 

1 - 13 

14 - 32 

33 - 53 

54 - 67 

68 - 76 

77 - 83 

84 - 92 

92 - 98 

100 - 111 

TABLE 4. Outline of GRNDPT Source Code Function 

Function Compilation Line Numbers 

Initilize Flags, Overhead 

Y(I) < Y
5 

(Y(I + l)? 

Calculate I st iteration parameters 

Calculate projection of algorithmically 
determined point 

Set parameters for next iteration, if needed 

Return 

84 

- 13 

14 - 23 

24 - 40 

41 - 44 

45 - 59 

62 - 63 



TABLE 5. The Angular Width of the Image 
as a Function of DIS 

DIS (") Total Angular Width of Image 

4. 

6. 

8. 

10. 

12. 

14. 

16. 

18. 

20. 

24. 

30. 

TABLE 6. SSLPLP.FTN 

Function/Source Code Correlation 

122° 

10 l 0 

84° 

62° 

55° 

49° 

44° 

40° 

34° 

27° 

Description of Function Compilation Line Number 

Overhead 

Interactive Parameter Entry 

Parameter Computation 

Loop Over Rows of Image 

Calculation of Slopes for row (CALL SLPS) 

Calculation of Densities: Lambert's Law 

Calculation of Densities: Lommel-Seeliger Law 

Write Densities to Disk File 

Write to Line Printer (If appropriate) 
(CALL LP) 

Overhead 

85 

- 25 

26 - 55 

56. - 9T 

98 - 148 

101 - 110 

105 - 120 

122 - 139 

144 - 147 

149 - 158 

159 - 169 



I. Theoretical Details. Lambert's law is a scattering law that is an idealization 
of empirical evidence. As noted in this report, no good derviation of Lambert's law 

exists that is based on assumptions about the microscopic 
APPENDIX A. strncture of materials obeying it. This appendix presents 

an inadequate derivation of Lambert's law. This derivation 
has two components, just as Lambert's law may be thought of as having two com
ponents: 

1. The brightness of a surface obeying Lambert's law is independent 
of the direction of view. 

2. The brightness of such a surface is proportional to the cosine of the 
angle between the vector of illumination and the normal to the 
surface. 

The first component of Lambert's law accurately describes the functional 
dependence of brightness of self-luminous objects as well as that of some reflecting 
bodies. Consequently, the derivation given below first postulates a model for the 
microscopic structure of a self-luminous medium, and then shows that the surface 
of a body described by this model will be of constant brightness, regardless of the 
orientation of the surface to an observer. 

The derivation of the second component of Lambert's law is not satisfactory. 
In essence, this portion of the derivation is an attempt to justify the third assumption 
given below about self-luminous bodies for illuminated reflecting bodies. This attempt 
is not successful in a rigorous mathematical sense, but is included for completeness of 
this aj)pendix. It must be noted that this attempt is the author's: better "derivations" 
may exist, but they are not known to the author at the time of writing. 

First, the variables involved in the derivation will be defined. As can be seen in 
figure Al, the system modeled migl1t be used to measure the brightness of the surface 
S. These measurements would be based on the determination of the total flux of 
radiant energy incident upon the light-sensitive area, <.p, of a photodetector. This 
detector has a light acceptance cone of width dw, the center of which is inclined at 
an angle 0 to the normal to the surface S. The distance of the detector from the 
surface is R, measured along a ray within the detector acceptance cone, and the 
corresponding distance to some volume element dV is r, located a distance z = 
(r - R)cosO below the surface. 
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FIGURE Al. D~finition of Variables for Lambert and Lommel-Seeliger Derivation. 



A derivation such as this must be motivated by empirical evidence. If self
luminous bodies obey the first aspect of Lambert's law, then the body with surface 
S will be first modeled as a homogeneous, self-luminous medium. These assumptions 
can be easily modified to treat non-radiant bodies that are accurately modeled by 
Lambert's law, as will be discussed. The medium presently being considered is char
acterized by three features: 

1. Each infinitesimal volume element radiates equally in all directions. 
2. A ray of light has a mean free path of length before being absorbed 

or re-scattered, and thus lost to a given beam. 
3. All volume elements are equally luminous, with luminosity per volume 

Io. 

It is a well known result of statistical mechanics that a beam of light char
acterized by flux F will, in such a medium, be attenuated by a factor of dF in 
traversing a distance dx, such that 

dF = -F(l/r)dx ( 134) 

Thus, a beam of initial intensity F 0 will be of intensity F(x) after traversing a 
distance x, such that 

x 

F = ~ dF = (135) 

Consider now a volume clement a distance z beneath the surface. A light 
ray emitted from this element towards the detector will traverse a path of length 

x = (r - R) = z secO before emerging from the surface. Now, F 
0 

= 10 dV ctn, 
where in this case, 10 is the luminosity per unit volume, dY is the differential volume 
element, and ctn is the solid angle subtended by the detector at the volume clement. 
Hence, the differential flux incident upon the detector from this volume element 
will be 

dF = I dV ctn e-<r - R )/7 
0 

( 136) 
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To find the total flux of radiant energy upon the detector, one must integrate 
all the volume elements within the detector acceptance cone dW. Hence, 

F = dF = {'" 1
0 

e·<r - R )/'1 dV ctn (137) 
r = R 

Now, ctn = a/r2 , and dV = r2 dW dr. Hence, 

F = Joo I (a/r2 )r2 dW e·<x - R)/; dr 
0 

r = R 

00 

= J I a dW e·<r - R)/T dr 
0 

r = R 

= Io a dW 1' (138) 

Thus, the flux received by a detector is independent of the inclination of the detector 
to the surface (i.e. independent of 8), if all else is held constant. The apparent 
surface is a function of angle 

dA = R 2 dW /cos(8) (l 39) 

The solid angle that the light subtends is approximately constant: 

dn = a/r2 ~ a/R2 ( 140) 

This is a valid approximation, if R ~ T, since all light emerging from the surface 
effectively emerged from a radius r ~ (R + 107) ~ R. This follows from the ex
ponential decay of the emerging flux: less than l % of the emerging light traverses 
a distance of more than iOT. Having made this approximation, one can keep the 
brightness of the surface constant: 

F 
B = 

dA cos& ctn 

= F/[R2 (dW/cos8) cos& (a/R2 )] 

= F/(a dW) 

= Io 1' (141) 
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The brightness of a surface obeying lambert's law is defined as being independent 
of the direction from which it is viewed, which is the case of the surface of the body 
just modeled. The first aspect of Lambert's law has thus been derived from micro
scopic considerations for a self-luminous body, in a form relating the brightness of the 
surface of the body to the flux incident upon a photodetector. 

To complete a derivation of Lambert's law, one must justify the third assump
tion for reflecting bodies. This can only be done by making an additional assumption 
about the microscopic structure of such bodies. In particular, reflecting bodies that 
obey Lambert's law are composed of miscroscopic particles, each of which is 

1. Non-absorbing. 
2. Defuses light uniformly in all directions. 

It must be shown that these assumptions lead to the following conclusions: 
In a semi-infinite body which may be modeled by these assumptions, (l) the intensity 
of the light with the body is everywhere constant, and (2) the intensity of the light 
is proportional to the cosine of the angle incidence of the incoming light. 

· first, examine a differential .volume element dV a depth Z below the surface 
(see figure A 1 ). By showing that the net flux upon this volume element is independent 
of Z, one assumption can be justified. Considerations of flux out (which, since no 
absorbtion is assumed, must equal flux in), will define the value of the constant. 

The flux upon the volume element can be defined as an integral with two com
ponents; the flux of the incident light reaching volume element from the surface. 
and the flux scattered from the rest of the body. This incident light is assured to be 
of intensity E0 above the surface and incident at an angle to the normal to the sur
face. By analysis similar to that above, the fraction of the incident light reaching dV 
will be 

El = 1T E 112 e·Zscci/r 
on to o (142) 

where it has been assumed that the volume element is spherical and has a radius 
6 (dV = 4rr/3 D,3; dA = 1T 62 ). Of this, a fraction 6/3T will be scattered. Thus, 
F 0 u t of this fraction is 
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rr 

3T 
E t:::.3 e;Zscci/r 

0 
( 143) 

The contribution from scattered light from the rest of the body must now be con
sidered. Herc the differential contribution for a volume element dV' of luminous 
intensity 10 (assured constant, we must find 10 in terms of E

0 
and i) at a distance 

r will be 

( 144) 

where rr f::::.2 /r represents the solid angle subtended by dV at a. As above, a frac
tion of !::::./3r of this flux will be scattered. Thus, 

dFout = lo = c-r/TdV' ( 145) 

This must be integrated over the volume of the body. Since the surface dcliniates 
the body, the limits of integration are: 

2 rr 

F = 2 0 u t I I 
r=o tp=o 

+ 
(l 0 

where, in spherical polar coordinates, 

dV' = r2 sinO dr dO dip 

0 

rr !::::. 3 
e-r/T dV' 

Jr2 T 

rr !::::. 3 
1

0 
-~-,- c-r/r dV'(14Ci) 
_, r- r 

(147) 

The first term can be readily integrated by standard techniques. The second 
cannot he evaluated in c!osed form; hence, approximations must he resorted to if it 
is to be evaluated. This alone precludes the success of the approach, sinL'.t.' in the 
absence of a closed form renresentation, it cannot be shown that the result will contain 
a term negating the Z dependence of F 1 . Strict limits can be placed on the Z 
dependence of both F 1 and the non-integrable term of F 2 , but these are not ad
equate. They arc inconsistent with the assumptions necessary for the derivation of the 
first "aspect" of Lambert's law. Consequently, this "derviation" must he con
sidered unsuccessful. 
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2. The Lommel-Seeliger Law. The Lommel-Seeliger law is a scattering law 
derived from realistic physical assumptions about the microscopic structure of a 
scattering medium. From this law, accurate predictions can be made about the light
scattering behavior of many natural surfaces. In particular, a scattering surface is 
assumed to be apparent and that it is actually the surface of a material body composed 
of many small, unifonn scattering bodies. It is also assumed that the interaction of 
light with the body is amenable to statistical analysis. 

The present derivation of the Lommel-Seeliger law is an ex:ension of the treat
ment given by Hapke.4 O Since the derivation assumptions about the nature of the 
scattering body are. Explicit, the approach is representative of a large class of similar 
theoretical laws and is included as a detailed examination of one of these laws. As 
noted in the beginning of this section, the Lommel-Seeliger law was selected for the 
simplicity of its final mathamatical form and theoretical basis and for its ability to 
predict accurately the light-scattering properties of a variety of surfaces. 

The following variables are used in the discussion that follows (see figure A I). 

n 
a 
'Y 

b 

a: 
e 

ctn 
a 
R 

dW 

Eo 

l(O'.). 

= 
= 
= 

= 

= 

-
= 

= 
= 
= 

= 
= 

= 

Definition of Variables 
mean number of scattering objects per unit volume; 
average cross section of a scattering object; 
mean free path of a beam of light rays in the medium. We 
shall assume that 'Y = l /na is always a good approximation. 
total reflectivity of a scattering object. Hence, (1 - b) is 
eql,livalent to the fraction of light incident on a scattering 
object which is absorbed. 
the angle of the incident light with respect to the normal 
to the apparent surface; 
angle betw_een the rays of incidence and reflection; 
angle of the ray reflected towards the detector with the 
normal to the apparent surface; 
solid angle subtended by the detector at the surface; 
light-sensitive area of the detector; 
distance of the detector from the apparent surface, measured 
along the path of the reflected ray (dn ~ a/R2); 
solid angle of the acceptance cone of the detector; 
incident intensity (flux of radiant energy per unit area 
normal to the direction of incidence); and 
scattering law of an individual object. Of the light reflected, 
I (O'.) is that fraction of the incident light from a unit 

solid angle about the source reflected into the unit solid 
angle about the direction of observation. l(O'.) is normalized 
so that J:7T l(O'.) ctn = 1. 

40B. Hapke. J. Geophys. Res. 68(1963), p. 4575. 
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Consider the fraction of radiation incident upon the apparent surface reaching 
a volume element dV = r2 dW at some distance Z = (r - R) cosO below the 
apparent surface. If the radiation is incident at an angle i to the normal to the ap
parent surface, then the distance traversed by the ray will be 

Z' = Z/cosi = Z Seci (148) 

The fractional change in the flux incident upon an infinitesimal volume element 
of the scattering material of thickness dZ' (measured along the path of the incident 
ray), owing to scattering or absorption within the differential volume element, will 
be 

dE 

Hence, 

E (Z') 

and 

E (Z) 

= -E' na dZ' 

= E e-n az' 
0 

= E e-naz Seci 
0 

= E e-<Z Seci)/ T 
0 

(149) 

(150) 

(l 51) 

The light reaching the detector is the ligl1t within the detector acceptance 
cone, dW. This light may be interpreted as being reflected from the apparent surface 
area dA = R2dW/cos8. 

Consider the volume element dV a distance Z below the apparent surface. 
As above, the light intensity at the dV will be 

E (Z) = Eo e-(Z Seci)/T (l 52) 

Now, determine the differential flux incident upon the detector owing to scattering 
within this volume element. First, not all light incident upon the volume element will 
be reflected. Instead, only the light incident upon the surface area dS = nu dV of 
the scatterers within the volume will be available for reflection. Of this, only a fraction 
b will be reflected. The detector is located at an angle ex. to the radiation incident 
on the scatters; l (ex.) of the total reflected radiation will fall within a unit solid 
angle around the detector. However, the detector doesn't subtend a unit solid angle. 
It subtends a fraction dD. = a/r2 of a unit solid angle. The product of these factors 
represents the flux incident upon the detector: 
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dF = E
0 

(a/r2) b 'l:: (a:) na e-(Z Scci)/T dV (153) 

Assume that the light reflected towards the detector will be further attenuated 
by a factor of exp[(-Z SecO) 'Yl before emerging from the apparent surface, since 
it must again pass through the scattering body. Hence, the flux of radiant energy 
reflected from the volume element dV and emerging from the surface will be the 
product of equation ( 153) and the new attenuation factor. Thus, 

dF = Eo (a/r2) b L(a:) no e-(Z ScciJr c-<Z Sec0)/T dV 

= E
0 

naa b L(cx) exp[-(r -R) (I + cosO /cosi)/r l dr dW ( 154) 

where the identities Z = (r - R)cosO and dV = r 2 dW dr has been used. 

Thus, the total flux of radiant energy falling upon the detector within the 
detector acceptance cone dW will be found by integrating the differential tlux from 
each dV = r2 dW dr within the acceptance cone dW; i.e. by integrating over 
all r greater than R: 

F = I"' dF 
r = R 

Joo E na ab L(a:) dW e-l (r - R) (I + cosO/co~i)/TI <lr 
l) 

r = R 

T 
(-- ) (E na ab L(a:) dW) 

I + cosO /cosi 0 

1:,) ab L(cx) dW 

1 + cosO I cosi 
( 1 :'i :'i) 

As mentioned before, this report is not interested in the total incident tlu" in 
photoml'tric applications. such as photometry, but is interested in the photometric 
brightness. Recallin~ the basic photometric identity and invoking the geometric law 
or conservation or energy' one has 
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B = F/(dA cosO dr2) 

= F/[dA coslJ (a/R2)] 

= E ab L(O'.) dW 
() 

R2 

l + cosO I cosi a dA cosO 

E ab L(O'.) dA cosO R2 
= 0 

l + coslJ /cosi R2 a dA cosO 

E h L:<O'.) 
= () 

(156) 
l + cosO /cosi 

This is the form of the Lommel-Seeliger scattering law of interest to us. 

3. Image Element Illumination. Let us repeat the problem adJrL'SScd by 
this report: that is the Jetermination of the densities of each of an array of imagL' 
clcmcnts of a clearly defined optical system for the specified lighting conditions of 
a given krrain model. 

The first problem to be considered is what each image clement is to represent. 
Ideally; each clement will reproduce the average illumination of that image clement. 
Mathematically, this is a continuous process, defined by the integral of the illumination 
at each point of the image clement, divided by the finite area of this element. Thus. 
the average illumination is given by 

I dF 
<E> A 

A 
I I 5 7) 

where A is the area of the image clement, and dE is the illumination of a difforcntial 
in1:1ge area clement. dS'. Recalling equation (41) and remembering that there is a I: I 
mapping of the differential surface area of the object into the corresponding l'lc111c111 
dS', one st:L'S that equation (43) can he written as 
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J 
<E> ~ S' 

a B cose cosw dS 
Mo2 coscx cos{3 

+A 

where S1 is the corresponding area of the object. 

(158) 

It is this continuous integral that we must approximate by a discrete sum. 
If we let Ei represent the illumination of the ;th point of the image element under 
consideration, then 

n 

i~l E; <E> ~ 
n 

(159) 

If the ;th point of the image element is defined in terms of a local (x, y) coordinate 
system by (Xi Y;), and the corresponding point of the objects surface by (fl;, ~;)in 
terms of some (fl, ~) coordinate system on the surface of the object, then B = B(fl,n 
and particular points can be defined as Bi. Similarly, 0 and i.p can be labeled by 
Oi and i.p,.. Then 

n 

L 
<E> ~ € = 1 

B,. a cosi.p; cosO i 

Mo2 coscx case 

n 
( 160) 

Fur-realistic imaging systems, one may assume that e will not vary appreciably over 
the image element. A more dubious assumption, although we11-}ustified for image 
elements of sufficiently small areas, is that Bi and '-Pi will also vary by a negligible 
amount over the area of interest. Thus, we have 

<E> ~ a Bi COS'{); cose i 

Mo2 coscx cos{3 
(161) 

for some typical Bi and corresponding O; and 'Pi within the area of interest. Ideally, 
this point should be at or near the center of our image element, but in light of the 
approximations introduced thus far, this is not essential. 
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Finally, the approximation is introduced so that the field of view of the imaging 
system is small, and that for all elements of the image, ei XO. However, it is an ap
proximation only for the perspective projection; it is exact for the orthonormal projec
tion. Having introduced this approximation and noting that 

COS!.p :::::::: COSCc'. cos~ (162) 

one has the fonnula for the "average" illumination < Ei > of the jth area element 
of the image, which contains a typical point with a corresponding point on the surface 
of the object characterized by a brightness Bi. 

a B· 
<E. > = __ J_ = Cc'.B· 

J Mo2 J 
(163) 

This approximation is introduced for two reasons. First, the number of cal
culations will be significantly reduced that need to be made to detennine the densities 
of a synthetic gray shade perspective image. Second, the final perspective 
should be composed of image elements with densities that are well defined functions 
of the terrain and lighting and that are not dependent on the arbitrary viewing para
meter. In essence, the approximations introduced remove the vignetting effects that 
the rigorous equation accurately models. These effects would probably detract from 
the qualitative appearance of the image. 
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1. Software Guide. This appendix is a user's guide to the ETL shaded 
relief software developed during the course of the wor~ described in this report. 

The software was developed in FORTRAN on a PDP-11 /45 
APPENDIX B. minicomputer under an RSX-11/D operating system. The 

software is currently running on the ETL PDP-11 /45 under 
an RSX-11 /M operating system. Familiarity with the body of this report is desirable 
before reading this appendix, and limited familiarity with FORTRAN and the RSX-
11 /M operating system is assumed. 

This appendix present the information necessary to use the three sets of routines 
developed. First, the perspective shaded relief routine SHDPER.TSK procedures 
that arc necessary to create the executable file from the FORTRAN source files 
will be examined, explaining the input parameters and detailing the format of the 
polynomial elevation data base, the output line printer graphic, and the coded-density 
disk file. The orthonormal shaded relief routine, SSLPLP.TSK will be examined. 
Finally, the program PDSKTP will be reviewed. The program reads the coded density 
data from the disk file created by either SSLPLP or a SHDPER and writes the data 
to a nine-track tape to generate high resolution images, using either the DICOMED 
or EBR gray shade recording devices available at ETL. 

2. Perspective Routines. In this section, the use of the true-perspective 
shaded relief routines SHDPER will be described. Running on a PDP--11 /45 mini
computer. SHDPER can created a shaded relief perspective image in a multi-user 
environment in a time on the order of 5 milliseconds per pixel real time. This figure is 
subj~d _to enormous variation, dependent on viewing parameters, machine use, and 
control parameters. The user of the SHDPER routines can 

I. Specify viewer location. 
2. Specify imaging geometry. 
3. S11l~cify image resolution. 
4. Specify the terrain viewed. 
5. Specify a vertical eraggeration. 
6. Define the position of the sun. 
7. Enable a variable sun position within user

specified boundaries. 
8. Choose between the Lommel-Seeliger law and 

Lambert's law to define terrain brightness. 
9. Define the density scaling. 

I 0. Specify program control parameters affecting 
processing efficiency. 

I l. Simulate the effects of atmospheric haze. 
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The program generates 

1. Diagnostic output. 
2. A DSKTRN-callable disk file of coded 

pixel densities. · 
3. Low resolution line printer plots. 

a. Building the Task: SHDPER.TSK. In this section, the procedures 
are examined for creating the file SHDPER. TSK to be executed on an RSX-1 l /M 
operating system. The user should know how to create files of the source code, as 
listed in appendix B, as well as the FORTRAN-callable I/O routine DSKTRN. 

( 1 ) FORTRAN Source Code File. In this section, the FORTRAN 
source code files needed to create the task SHDPER. TSK are examined. First, the 
algorithmic function of each of these files will be reviewed, and where appropriate, 
sufficient information for specific minor modifications will be presented. 

(a ) SHDPER.FTN. The program SHDPER.FTN is the main 
routine of the shaded perspective routines. An understanding of the basic structure 
of the program can be quickly gained by examining the listing and comparing it with 
the functional outline of the FORTRAN code presented in table 2. 

There are two modifications of the file that the users might wish 
to make; ( l) to alter the size of the maximum image that can be produced, and 
(2) to change the disk file created to another device. 

To make the first modification, let M represent the desired max
imum number of pixels per column of the image, and let N represent the maximum 
number of columns of pixels in the image. Thus, M' and N' are the corresponding 
least multiple of 256 greater than or equal to M/2 and N, respectively. Hence, 
the byte anag SHADE should be re-deminsioned 

LOGICAL* 1 SHADE (M) 

and the two calls to DSKFlL should be altered as 

100 CALL DSKFIL (2, -l,' DB:, LPPER.DAT',DUM, M, N) 

CALL DSKFIL (2, -2,' DBl:, LPPER.DAT', DUM, M, N) 

The dimensions of the Y-array may be altered with that of SHADE. 
The disk file name, or the device it is to be written on, can be changed by altering the 
appropriate strings within the apostraphes of the two calls to DSKFIL. 
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(b ) PTS. FTN. The PTS.FTN file contains the subroutine 
PTS, which detennines the coordinates at which elevation data points are to be 
accessed. The subroutine is compatible with the SHDPER calling routine and the 
altitude- and slope-computing subroutine ALT found in file ALSLP.FTN. Because 
it is simple, no outline of function will be given here. 

where 

The calling statement is 

CALL PTS (Xl, Yl, X2, Y2, NPTS, B, DLN, IASCD) 

(Xl, Yl) 
(X2, Y2) 

NPTS 

B 

DLN 
IASCD 

are the mapsheet coordinates of the observer's location 
are the coordinates of the other end point of the radial 
of interest. 
is the number of elevation data points to be generated 
along this profile and returned to the calling routine. 
is the array in which the elevation data points are to 
be stored. 
is, effectively, a dummy parameter for this application. 
should be set to 0 to minimize execution time. 

One COMMON block should be defined in the calling routine 
(as it is in SHDPER): 

where 

COMMON/BOUNDS/XMAXB,/YMAXB, XMINB, YMINB, ELEVB 

(XMINB, YMINB) are the mapsheet coordinates of the ongm of the 
ar-ea _modeled b_y the polynomial terrain data base. 

(XMAXB, YMAXB) are the maximum mapsheet coordinates of the area 
modeled by the polynomial data base. 

ELEVB is the minimum elevation of the polynomial data 
base. 

These variables are appropriately defined in the overhead portion of SHDPER. FTN. 
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(c) ALSLP.FTN. This file contains subroutine ALT. This 
subroutine accepts the X and Y mapsheet coordinates of the current point of 
interest and an integer flag IASCD. When IASCD = 0, only the elevation of the 
point of interest will be returned. When IASCD is set to 1 in the calling routine, 
both elevation and the partial derivatives (aZ/aX and az/aY) at the point of interest 
will be returned. 

The subroutine uses a polynomial terrain data base and currently 
is structured to read the coefficients of the upper one-third the Cache, Okla mapsheet 
into the arrays COEFl (90, 40) and COEF2 (90, 40, 3). By bringing these coef
ficients into core, execution time is considerably reduced. 

With this implementation, only data for points within the region 
modeled by the coefficients brought into core can be evaluated. The subroutine 
avoids inadvertent attempts to access non-modeled terrain areas by checking to see 
that the point of interest is within the region modeled. Points outside of this region 
will have their z values set to a nominal elevation, and the partial derivatives will be 
set to 0. 

In table 3, the correlation is outlined between the function and 
the FORTRAN compilation line numbers used in the listing in appendix B. 

where 

as in 

The calling statement is 

CALL ALT (X, Y, Z, SN, AZ, BZ, IASCD) 

(X, Y) 
z 
SN 
AZ, BZ 

are the coordinates of the point-of-interest 
will be the elevation of that data point. 
is a dummy parameter. 
are respectively az/aX and az/aY; IASCD should 
not be equal to zero if AZ and BZ are desired. 

Two COMMON Blocks must be defined in the main routine. 

COMMON/BOUNDS/XMAXB, YMAXB, YMINB, ELEVB 

ALSLP, FTN and COMMON/NEW/MRDR 

where MRDR should be next to l in the main routine. 
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(d ) GRNDPT.FTN. This file contains the image-object point 
correlation subroutine GRNDPT. The subroutine accepts the number of the current 
pixel of interest in the column of pixels being processed at the time of the call to the 
subroutine. On the basis of an array of elevation data points along the radial corres
ponding to the current column of pixels and the parameters defining the perspective 
view being generated, the subroutine finds a point along the radial, whose projection 
lies within a specified distance of the center of the pixel of interest. 

The algorithm used (described in section IV, A) is iterative and 
makes several assumptions about the nature of the terrain modeled. Foremost among 
these is the assumption of continuity, which is violated at the "edge" of the area 
modeled by the coefficients in core. Hence, those views of the terrain in which the 
"cliff" would be visible are not amenable to analysis by the SP (or other) interative 
routine. The subroutine GRNDPT detects this condition, issues diagnostic error 
messages, and sets NF LAG to I 0, which halts the execution of SHDPER. 

In table 4, the correlation is outlined between the function of 
the source code and the line numbers of the FORTRAN compilation of GRNDPT 
in appendix C. In the table the notation found in section IV, A, is used. 

The calling statement is 

GRNDPT (J, Y, NFLAG, XI, YI, I, YMAX, IASCD, AZ, BZ, Z) 

The argument and return values are as follows: 

J 

y 

NF LAG 

(XI, YI) 

I 

YMAX 

IASCD 

is the index of the pixel for which we are seeking 
a corresponding point on the ground. J runs from 
l at the bottom of the screen to NPIX at the top, 
where NPIX is the number of pixels in each column. 
is the array containing the ~creen Y-valucs of the 
projections of the points comprising the radial of 
elevation data. 
is a flag returned by GRNDPT to the calling routine. 
NFLAG is l, if a successful correlation has been 
made, and it is set to l 0 if an error condition has 
been detected. 
arc the coordinates of the point on the ground whose 
projection lies within the pixel of interest. 
is an index pointing to the last Y array position with 
a value less than the last pixel center. 
is the maximum Y value in the Y array in the range 
Y(l) to YO). Any Y array value greater than 
YMAX is assumed to be visible. 
is the flag directing ALT to perform either altitude 
and slope, or just altitude computations. It should 
be set to 0 before calling GRNDPT. 
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and 

where 

Two COMMON Blocks must be defined in the calling routine: 

COMMON/AARGH/Y, YO, THETAP, D, NPTS, DX, H, 

YSF, I, SCL, TOL, THETA, YlST 

COMMON/HGRAA/Zl, Z2, CSTP, SSTP, CST, SST 

X, YO 

THETAP 

THETA 

YlST 
DX 

H 

VSF 
TOL 
SCL 

D,DIS,NPTS 

are the SHDPER user specified "coordinates 
of position" (see SHDPER input Parameters 
below). 
is the absolute azimuth in radians (aeronautical 
convention) of the current radial. 
is the azimuth, in radians (aeronautical con
vention) relative to the principal direction 
of view. 
is the elevation of the point (X, YO). 
is the increment between pixel centers (De
fined as 14.5 /(number of radials in SHDPER). 
is the elevation of the observer above ground 
level (in meters). 
is the vertical scaling factor. 
is the user specified tolerance. 
is the ratio of inches on the image plane· to 
meters on the ground. 
are as specified in SHDPER Input Parameters. 

(e) SXSY.FTN. This file contains the variable sun angle sub-
routine SXSY. The subroutine varies the azimuthal position of the sun to highlight 
terrain features, within user-specified tolerances. Since the subroutine is well doc
umented internally with respect to the functions outlined in section III, F, no table 
of source code function is given. 

The calling sequence is 

CALL SXSY (SX, SY, AZ, BZ) 
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where 

SX,SY 

AZ,BZ 

will be the X- and Y-- components of the 
illumination vector to be used for the current 
pixel. 
are the partial derivations az/oX and az/aY, 
defining the normal at the point of the surface 
of interest. 

One COMMON Block must be defined: 

COMMON/SEXY/DELTAG, COSEL, IVSUN, ANG, Cl, C2, SI, S2 

where DEL TAG should be set to 1. 

COS EL 
IV SUN 

is the cosine of the elevation of the sun. 
is a flag specifying that the sun angle is to be 
varied (IVSUN = l) or is not to be varied 
(IVSUN = 0). 

(f) LPPER.DAT. The file LPPER.FTN contains the line 
printer output algorithm LP. The subroutine accepts a byte array of arbitrary length 
and outputs the coded gray shade information of the first 100 array positions. The 
image format is summarized in section III, E of this report. Each byte should contain a 
value between 0 and 128. The correlation between density and input value can 

. be. found by examining the listing of LPPER.FTN and correlating it with table 1. 

The calling statement is 

CALL LPER (SHADE) 

where SHADE is a byte (LOGICAL * l) array of arbitrary length. 

ANG 

Cl,C2,Sl,S2 

is the angle of view (in radians, following the 
mathematical convention). 
are the values of Sx in equations (108, l 09) 
and the values of Sy in equations (108, 109). 
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(g ) LPPER.FTN. This file contains the line printer output 
subroutine LP. The subroutine is a straightforward implement of the Yoeli density 
table found in table 1. The calling statement is 

CALL LP (SHADE) 

where SHADE is a byte array containing the coded image densities. 

(2) Compilation and Task Building. Before the SHDPER 
shaded relief perspective routines can be run, the source code files must be compiled, 
and the object files created by compilation must be combined into an executable 
file by the task builder. 

Compilation is straightforward. If the user is logged on to the 
system, then the Main Console Routine (MCR) will issue a prompt: 

MCR > 

The user should then enter 

FOR object file name, LP: = source file name, [CR] 

If no line printer listing of the compilation is desired, the ",LP:" may be deleted. 
An example of this process is 

MCR > FOR SHDPER, LP: = SHDPER [CR] 

The output file containing the object code will be placed, by default, in the file 
SHDPER.OBJ. 

It should be noted that all of this assumes that the User Identi
fication Code (VIC) of the user is that whose library contains the needed source 
code files as outlined in this appendix. If not, recourse to the RSX-11/M manuals 
should be made. In any case, all source code files should be compiled. 

At this point, the executable task SHDPER.TSK can be built. 
This is done by using the indirect file SHDPER.TKB, (listed in this appendix). After 
the last source file has been compiled, one enters, in response to the MCR prompt 

MCR > TKB SHDPER [CR] 
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This assumes that the FORTRAN -callable data access routine is stored under the 
UlC (300, 300). If this is not the case, then the command file SHDPER.CMD 
should be appropriately modified by the user. If the user is unsure as to how to do this, 
he should review the RSX-11/M operator's manuals. It is also possible that the user 
may desire alternative device assignments. These may be altered by changing the 
command file before task building or at the time of the running of the program (see 
the following section). In table 5, a summary of device assignments and program 
characteristics is shown. 

b. Running SHDPER.TSK. Before discussing input parameters, it 
is appropriate to discuss the commands involved in initiating the execution of the 
SHDPER routine, as well as possible error conditions that might occur. Two pro
cedures are available for initiating the execution of the task. Both assume that the 
task file SHDPER.TSK has been created, that the user is privileged (i.e. has logged 
on to a privileged UIC and has SET his UlC to that containing the task file), 
that the data base CACHEI.DAT exists on DBO: (and is unlocked), and that 
both disk drives (DBO: and DB l:) have been properly mounted. 

The first means of initiating execution is, in fact, a subset of the second. 
In response to an MCR prompt, the user enters 

MCR >RUN SHDPER [CR] 

Execution should now commence, as outlined in the next section. It is possible, 
however, for error messages to occur as a result of any of several faulty conditions. 
The most frequent is related t0 the files. ELther the input data file or the output 
data file may be locked. It is possible to check this (as well as correct it) by means 
of the Peripheral Interchange Program (PIP). In response to an MCR prompt, the 
user should enter 

MC'R > PIP:CACHE 1 DAT, DB I:= LPPER.DAT/UN 

If the files are not locked, PIP will respond with a message to that effect. If this is 
the case with both files, check to make sure that the files exist on the appropriate 
devices and are of the right dimensions. If they don't exist, PIP will respond with 
a message to that effect after the above command. If the files were locked, then no 
message will be issued; an MCR prompt will be issued, and the user should again 
attempt to run SHDPER. 
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It should be noted that the active task created by the RUN command, 
as used above, will be named by the name of the terminal from which the task is 
excuted. Thus, if the user initiated operation on TTO:, then to abort the task during 
execution, the user must first bring up MCR by entering a < Control > [CR] 
command and then entering, in response to the MCR prompt 

MCR >ABO TIO [CR] 

Alternatively, the task can be INSTALLED before running, and an 
alternative name given to the active task. In response to an MCR prompt, the user 
enters 

MCR >INS SHDPER/TASK = SHDPER [CR] 

In this example, the task SHDPER is installed under the name of SHDPER. 
Any other name (6 characters) could be substituted for the second occurrence of 
"SHDPER". Having installed the task, one may alter the running priority by using the 
ALT command, or logical unit numbers can be reassigned to other physical devices by 
means of the REA command. See the RSX- I I /M Operating Procedures Manual for 
details. The installed task is then run as above. The task should be removed after 
execution by the REM command: 

MCR >REM SHDPER [CR] 

c. Input Parameters. It is now assumed that the program is executing 
properly. In this section, the prompts issued by the program in sequential order will 
be reviewed, and the meaning of each of the input parameters will be explained. All 
READ statements in the program SHDPER.FTN are list directed. Thus, no attention 
needs to be paid to considerations of format. 

Once the program has begun successful execution, it will issue a prompt 

ENTER COORDINATES OF POSITION 

The user should enter the X and Y mapsheet coordinate (X, Y 0) 
of the position from which he wishes to create a perspective image. These coordinates 
do not have to be within the area modeled by the coefficients in core, but if this is 
not the case, care should be taken to avoid circumstances such as those described in 
the discussion of the subroutine GRNDPT in A. l .d. An example of an entry in 
response to this prompt is 

7,0,14.[C'R] 
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The shaded perspective routine will now issue another prompt: 

ENTER ALTITUDE, AZIMUTH, # RADIALS, PTS/RADIAL, 

DIS, #PIX/COLUMN, D 

The first value entered should be the altitude in feet of the observer 
above ground level at the coordinates just entered. This defines the program variable 
HT. Low values for the altitude (0 to 1000 feet) will result in images with most 
of the image portraying terrain in the foreground; higher altitudes ( 1000 - I 0,000 
feet) will result in substantial coverage of distant objects. 

The azimuth to be entered (AZ 1 ), will specify the direction in which 
the imaging system will face. The program accepts any value for this parameter. It 
assumes that the value entered will be in degrees and will follow the aeronautical 
convention, such that 0° implies facing North, 90° implies facing East, etc. 

The number of radial entered (NRAPS) specifies the number of columns 
in the resulting image. The actual number of columns in the image created will be 
(because of the algorithm used) 

#Columns = 2 times INT(#radials specified/2) + l 

The number of columns are important in determining the vertical dimensions of the 
image. The software assumes a 14.5-inch-wide display screen, and a nominal spacing 
between pixels of DX = 14.5/(#columns-l). This DX, when mutiplied by the 
number of pixel per column, yielOs the eff~ctive vertical dimension -0f the image. 
The number of radials must be less than or equal to 1023, and the value entered 
should be positive. 

The number of points per radial entered (NPTS) will determine the 
number of elevation data points to be generated along each radial profile. The NPTS 
number should greatly affect the time of execution; however, no study has been done 
of the actual impact of the value on execution time. It should be greater than l 0 
times the parameter D (see below) and must be less than 1024. 

The distance of the image plane from the focal point is defined by DIS. 
Since the width of the image plane is internally fixed at 14.5 inch, the parameter 
also defines the angular width of the image. In table 5, a brief list of total angular 
widths are presented for various values of this parameter. Values of DIS below IO 
result in fish--eyed views of the terrain, and values of DIS above 20 have narrow 
fields of view and are telescopic in nature. 
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The number of pixels per column (NPIX) defines the height of the 
image, as noted above. This number must be less than 100 if line printer output is 
desired, and it must be less than 1024. 

Finally, the mapsheet length of the radial of elevation data points gener
ated is defined by D. Thus, only terrain within a radius D of the position of the 
observer will be imaged. Although D may assume any value, the value chosen should 
reflect the size of the area modeled. 

The values for these seven parameters should be entered sequentially. 
seperaterl by commas. For example, one might enter 

5000., 0., 200., 10., 100., 10., 100., 9.6 [CR) 

The program will next issue the prompt 

ENTER VERTICAL SCALING FACTOR, TOLERANCE 

The first parameter to be entered, the vertical scaling factor VSF, is the 
vertical exaggeration to be applied to the terrain. It corresponds to the 'Y of equation 
(9) and should take a value between l and 5, although any value is acceptable. 

The second parameter to be defined, the tolerance TOL, is defined in 
section Ill. B. There is no mathematically valid reason for defining TOL less than 
0.5. Significantly greater values may under some circumstances result in images of 
ragged appearance. Thus, 0.5 is the suggested value. 

One might enter the following in response to the prompt being considered 

3, 0.5 

The next prompt asks the user to 

ENTER 0 FOR LAMBERTS LAW, 1 FOR 

LOMMEL-SEELIGER LAW; DENSITY SCALING FACTOR, ATNTN COEF 

The first entry requested defines the light-scattering law to be used in 
subsequent processing and sets a flag (LAW) in accordance with the entry. 

The density scaling factor DSCL defines the factor by which the nor
malized densities that are calculated by the program are to be multiplied before 
packing each in an 8-bit byte. Any positive value is acceptable. For the upper one-
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third of the CACHE, Okla. mapsheet as modeled at ETL, with the sun at altitude 
of 45°, with Lambert's law and with a vertical scaling factor of three, a good value 
is 200. A wide latitude is available, and it will be needed for various in;iages. Thus, 
it is always a good idea to "proof' a proposed image with a line printer plot before 
generating a high resolution image. 

The next input requested defines the attenuation coefficient. This para
meter effectively enables the user to define the amount of haze present over the terrain 
viewed. Since haze is assumed to be of constant density, the contribution of the 
haze to image illumination increases roughly exponentially with distance. This para
meter should be about half the value of D. An entry of 0. results in no haze. 

A typical entry in response to this prompt might be 

0, 200., 0. [CR] 

The final input parameter prompt of SHDPSR asks the user to 

ENTER ELEVATION, AZIMUTH OF SUN, 

VARIATION OF SOLAR AZIMUTH. 

This prompt enables the user to define the illumination of the terrain. 

The first two inputs requested define the (principal) position of the sun. 
The first value requested, the elevation of the sum (ELEV 1 ), is the altitude of the 
sun relative to a flat base plane. The parameter can assume values between 0° and 
90°, such that zero degrees defines the sun to be on the horizon and 90° defines 
the sun to be directly overhead. 

The second input parameter defines the azimuth of the vertical plane 
in which the elevation of the sun is measured. Any positive value is acceptable. The 
program assumes that the input will be in degrees and that the user will follow aero
nautical conventions. Thus, an entry of 0 would define the sun as due north; and 
entry of 90 would define it as due east. 

The third parameter enables the user to vary the sun angle, as outlined 
in section III, F of this report. The input requested is the variation in solar azimuth 
to be used in the algorithm, which defines variable RVIEWl. The program assumes 
an input in degrees, with any value between 0 and 90 being acceptable. Any value 
below 1° results in no variation of solar azimuth and values of 90° enables variation 
through one quadrant. 
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At the present time, no detailed guidance can be given to the user with 
regards to the selection of these parameters. Optimum values ar.: highly dependent 
on terrain, as well as on the other image parameters. A typical entry might be 

45., 300., 0. [CR] 

After processing the image that the user has just defined, the user will 
be required to 

ENTER l FOR ANOTHER IMAGE 

An entry of l enables the user to rederine parameters as outlined above. 
Any other entry halts execution. 

3. Orthonormal Shaded Relief Routines. In this section the orthonormal 
shaded relief routines SSLPLP will be described. The routines produce an ortho
normal shaded relief image defined by various input parameters from a polynomial 
terrain model. When being run on the ETL PDr-1 l /45 computer, the routines can 
produce an image in approximately 3 millisecono5 per pixel, subject to variations as 
noted in the introduction to the SHDPER routines. 

The user of the SSLPLP routines can 

I. Specify the area to be imaged. 
2. Specify the resolution of the image. 
3. Specify the vertical scaling factor for the terrain. 
4. Specify the shading law to be used to model the terrain. 
5. Specify the position of the "sun". 
6. Define a variation in solar position to highlight 

terrain features. 

The routines generate 

1. Diagnostic output. 
2. A DSKTRN-Callable disk file of coded pixel densities. 
3. Low resolution line printer plots. 
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a. Building the Task: SSLPLP.TSK. In this section, the procedures 
for creating the file SSLPLP.TSK are reviewed. It is assumed that the user has already 
created files of the source code (as listed in appendix B) as well as the FORTRAN 
callable disk 1/0 routine DSKTRN. 

(1 ) FORTRAN Source Code Files. Before describing the actual 
procedure to create the SSLPLP task file, the function of each of the FORTRAN 
source files will be reviewed. Since most of the files have already been described in 
the SHDPER portion of this appendix, the previous discussion will not be repeated, 
only referenced. 

(a ) SSLPLP.FTN. This is the main routine of the orthonormal 
imaging routines. An understanding of the basic structure of the program can be 
quickly gained by comparing the listing of SSLPLP.FTN with the functional outline 
of the FORTRAN code presented in table 6. 

SLPS.FTN. This file contains the source code for the subroutine 
SLPS, which generates an array of x and y slopes at equally spaced points along 
a profile of the terrain. The subroutine is called by 

where 

CALL SLPS (Sl, Yl, X2, Y2, NPTS, AZA, BZA, DLN) 

(Xl, Yl) are the mapsheet coordinates of the first point 
of the profile. 

(X2, Y2) are the mapsheet coordinates of the last point 
of the profile. 

NPTS is the number of points aiong the profile at 
which the slopes are to be evaluated. 

AZA is the array that will be filled with the x-slopes 
az;ax. 

BZA is the array that will be filled with the y-slopes 
az;av. 

DLN is the distance in mapsheet inches between 
successive points along the profile. It is com
puted within SLPS. 

One COMMON Block must be defined in the calling routine: 

COMMON/BOUNDS/XMAXB, YMAXB, XMNB, YMINB, ELEVB 
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They are: 
The common variables must be defined in the calling routine. 

XMAXB, YMAXB 

XMINB, YMINB 

ELEVB 

The mapsheet coordinates of the upper 
right corner of the area modeled by the 
polynomial data base. 
The mapsheet coordinates of the lower 
left corner of the area modeled by the 
polynomial data base. 
The minimum elevation in meters of the 
area modeled. 

The subroutine is very similar to the SHDPER subroutine PTS in structure. 

(b) ALSLP.FTN, LPPER.FTN, SXSY.FTN. The files ALSLP. 
FTN, LPPER.FTN, and SXSY.FTN contain the remaining subroutines called by 
SSLPLP.FTN. All have been described in this appendix. 

(2 ) Task Building. Before the SSLPLP orthonormal shaded 
relief routines can be run, the source code must be compiled, and the object files 
created by the compiler must be combined into an executable task file by the task 
builder. Source files should be compiled as outlined in this appendix. 

When the source files have been appropriately compiled, the task 
file can be created. This is done by entering 

MCR > TKB (ti!SSLPLP [CR] 

As with SHDPER. the indirect command file SSLPLP.CMD assumes that the 
FORTRAN--callable disk 1/0 routine DSKTRN is stored in the UIC [300, 300]. 
If this is not the case, appropriate changes should be made in the command file. 

b. Running SSLPLP.TSK. Execution of the program should 
begin. If an error condition occurs, it can be corrected as outlined in the discussion 
of the initiation of SHDPER in this appendix. 

The prompts issued by the program will be reviewed in sequential 
order, and the meaning of each of the input parameters will be detailed. As with 
SHDPER, all READ statements in SSLPLP are list directed, and no attention 
needs to be paid to the format of the input parameters. 
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Once the program has begun successful execution, it will issue the 
prompt 

ENTER MAPSHEET COORDINATES OF LOWER 

LEFT-HAND AREA OF INTEREST 

The user should enter the X and Y mapsheet coordinates of 
the lower left corner (north-up) of the area of interest. This point does not have 
to be within the area modeled by the coefficients in core, though the unmodeled area 
will appear as a featureless plane. An entry in response to this prompt might be 

5., 15. [CR] 

The program will next prompt the user to 

ENTER HEIGHT AND WIDTH OF AREA OF INTEREST 

Height is the y-extent of the rectangular region to be modeled, and width is the corres
ponding x-extent. Both are measured in terms of mapsheet inches. A user might enter 

4., 4. [CR] 

The program next asks the user to 

ENTER #PIXELS/HORIZONTAL LINE 

The SSLP-1P calculates one profile of elevation data points at a time. Each profile 
has a constant Y- coordinate, with successive profiles running from the upper (greater 
Y) boundary of the rectangle to the lower boundary. This prompt is asking the user 
to define the number of pixels in each of the profiles, which defines the pixel size and, 
thus, the number of profiles. It should be noted that a value of NPIX (the number 
of pixels per profile) of 100 or less results in the immediate production of line 
printer output, as well as of the disk file. Values greater than 100 will create only 
a disk file. A typical entry might be 

100 [CR] 

The program next asks the user to 

ENTER VERTICAL SCALING FACTOR 
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The number entered will be used to scale the Z-coordinate of the terrain, resulting 
in an appearance of greater relief. Values between I and 10 are reasonable, although 
the values of other parameters will have an impact on the appearance of the final 
image. No absolute guidance can be given. This and other parameters must be opti
mized together, not one at a time. A typical entry might be 

3. [CR] 

The user next determines the light-scattering law that he will use 
to model the reflectance of the terrain. The user is asked to 

ENTER FOR LAMBERTS LAW, I FOR THE LOMMEL-SEELIGER LAW 

The prompt is self explanatory. 

The final image defining prompt asks the user to 

ENTER ANGLE OF ELEVATION OF LIGHT. 

DIRECTION OF LIGHT, AZIMUTHAL V ARIA TI ON 

This prompt plays precisely the same function that the corresponding prompt plays 
in the SHDPER routines. The user is referred to that section for more information 
about this prompt. 

At this point, the program executes, and the user is asked, upon 
completion of the image just specified, to respond to 

ANOTHER IMAGE: ENTER #1 

The user should enter 

1. [CR] 

in order to continue execution. Any other entry will halt execution. 
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x, y = 8., 22. 
H = 5000. 

USF = 3. 
LAMBERT'S LAW 

NO HAZE 
AZ= 180°(S) 

TOL = 0.5 
D = 7.4 

DIS= 12. 
700 X 1000 Pixels 
SUN = 45., 45. 
NO SUN ANGLE VARIATION 

FIGURE Cl. Nominal Perspective View: Cache, OK. 
I 



00 

H = 5500 

FIGURE C2. Telescopic Perspective View: Cache, OK. 



DIS = 2.0 

FIGURE C3. Perspective View: Cache, OK. 



-N 
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DIS = 30. 

FIGURE C4. Telescopic Perspective View: Cache, OK. 



N ...... 

DIS = 8. 

FIGURE CS. Wide Angle View: Cache, OK. 



-N 
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DIS = 6. 

FIGURE C6. Fisheye View: Cache, OK. 



-N 
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EL, AN = (60., 45.) 

FIGURE C7. Perspective View. High Sun: Cache, OK. 



EL, AW = (30. 45) 

FIGURE C8. Perspective View. Low Sun: Cache, OK. 



EL, AN (45., 315.) 

FIGURE C9. Herspectivc View. NW Sun: Cache, OK. 



ATNTN = 10. 

FIGURE ClO. Perspective View With Haze: Cache, OK. 



-N 
-....) 

NPIX 
NRAD 

= 128 
= 179 

FIGURE Cl 1. ferspective View With 1 /64 Resolution: Cache, OK. 

(Magnified With Bilinear Interpolation) 



N 
00 

x, y = 8., 15. DIS = 12. 
EL = 5000. OTHER PARAMETERS AS ABOVE 

SUN= 45.,315. 

FIGURE Cl 2. Perspective View (N): Cache, OK. 



x, y = 5., 17. AZ = 90. 
H = 2000. EL, AW = 50., 45. 

FIGURE Cl3. Perspective View: Elk Mountain. 
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X.Y 
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AZ 
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5., 17. 
2000. 
90. 

EL, AW = 90., 45. 
ATNTN = 3. 

FIGURE C14. Perspective View: Elk Mountain With Haze. 



w -

10° SUN ANGLE VARIATION 

FIGURE ClS. Perspective View With Ridge Enhancement: Cache, OK. 
I 



Sun from upper left, no variation of sun angle; 45° elevation Lambert's law; 900 x 600 image; 3x vertival exaggeration. 

FIGURE Cl6. Orthonormal Shaded Relief: Cache, OK. 



Parameters same as for (Cl6), both with 10° local sun variation. 

FIGURE Cl 7. Orthonormal Shaded Relief: Cache, OK. 



FIGURE C18. Orthonormal Shaded Relief Image With Variable Sun Azimuth Merged With SIMCON Contours. 
(20-meters Interval) 



NE Sun, I 0° Sun Angle Variation I 0-meter Contour Interval. 

FIGURE Cl 9. Relief Contours: Cache, OK. 



NW Sun, no solar azimuth variation. 
(This image is different scale, and uses different half-toning routine from previous figure). 

FIGURE C20. Relief Contours: Cache, OK. 



Same Parameters as Cl6, but with Lommel-Seeliger law. 

FIGURE C21. Orthonormal View: Cache, OK. 



APPENDIX D. 
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SHDPEH/PH:O/~P/CP/NOTH=SHUP~R,l300,JOOJDSKTHN 
SXSY,LPPEH,ALSLP 
PTS,RGSTR,GHt.UPT 
I 
UNITS=21 
ASG=U~~:b 1 11:5,T1:7 
ASG=DB0:14,Db0:13 
ASG=DB4!:12 
II 

139 



FORTRAN IV-PLUS V02-51E 13:21:37 21-APR-Sl PAGE 1 
SHDPER.FTN /TR:BLOCKS/WR 

C THIS ~ROGRAM WILL PRODUCE AN EBR•COMPATlbLE 
C 9•THACK ODD-PAHITY MAGNETIC TAPE f'ILE 
C CLJNtAlNING THE CUDED D~NSlTlt:S OF A PER• 
C SP~CTlVE VIEW O~ TH~ CACHE MAP SHEET, 
C BASED ON USt:R SPEiCIFIED INPUT PARAME;IERS. 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

PROGRAM BY CYRUS C. TAYLOR 
AUTOMATED CARTOGRAPHY BRANCH 
USAETL, fORT bELVUlR, VA 
18 JULY 1978 

0001 LOGICAL*l SHADE(2048) 
0002 DIMENSION YC2048) 
0003 DIMENSIUN AT1M(2) 
0004 CUMMUN /BOUNDS/XMAXB,YMAXB,XMINB,YMINB,ELt:VB 
0005 COMMON /REG/NRD1,NRD2,NRD3,NRD4,NRG1,NRG2,DXX 
0006 COMMON /NEW/MRDR 
0007 COMMUN /SEX~/DELTAG,CUSEL,IVSUN,ANG,Cl,C2,Sl,S2 
0008 COMMON /AARGH/X,YO,THETAP,D,NPTS,DX,H,VSf, 

1 SCL,TOL,DELR 1 UlS,1H~TA,YlST 
C FOLLUwING COMMON ADDED lb AUG 79 
C f'UR NEW GRNDPT ROUTINE. C. TAYLOR 

0009 COMMUN /HGRAA/Z1;z2,CSTP,SSTP,CST,SST 

0010 

0011 

0012 

0013 

0014 
001~ 

0016 
0017 

0018 
0019 

c 

c ,. 
- ... 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

1 
1 

1 

-1 

1 

1 

1 

100 
1 

2 

101 
1 

3 

102 

DATA XMAXB/17.696/,XMlNBl.17717/,YMAXB/21.59/, 
YMINB/.17717/,ELEVB/390.l,IUNlT/O/,KODE/•1/,MODE/O/, 
IPAR/O/,IDEN/O/,ICTL/liB/,KOU~T/12a/ 

DATA PI/3.141592b53b/,SCL/.00078740lb/ 
MRDR/·1 / 
DATA IlMG/O/,lPFST/O/,IRFST/O/ 
OPENCUN1T=4,NAME='PL3DEM.DAT',TYPE='OLD',ACCESS: 
'-1UHEC~f '_, REo.:ADONLY, SHARED, ASSOC lATEV ARI ABLE= 1 V) 
OPEN(UN11'=9,NAME='FOROO!:>.DAT, ,T'iPt:=•oi.n~, 
ACCESS:'OlRECT',READONLY,SHARED,ASSUClATEVARlABLE=lW) 

CALL TAPTHN(lUNIT,KODE,KOUNT,lER,NTRAN,IPOS,lSTAT, 
SHADE,MODE,lDONE) 
lF(IERR.Ev.O)GO TO 100 
wR11'E(5,1)1ERR 
FORMAT(' TAPTRN ERROR: ',13) 
STOP 
CALL DSKF1L(4,•1,'DBO','CACHE1.DAT',DUM,1024,100 
,lFLAG,Il::RR) 
IF(IERR.l::Q.O)GO TU 10~ 
WRITE(7,2)l~RR,1FLAG 

FORMAT(' UPEN FAILURE DBO:CACHE1 ',213) 
STOP 
CALL DSKFIL(J,-1,·o~o·,·c~cHE2.DAT',DUM,1024,122, 
lf'LAG, IERR) 
lf(lERR.EQ.OlGU TO 102 
WRITEC5,3)lERR,lfLAG 
~URMATC' UPEN FAILURi UBO:CACHE2 ',213) 
STOP 
KOUNT=8*1PARtlDEN+ICTL 
CALL OSKFILC2,-1,'DB2','LPPER.DAT',DUM,1024,2041, 



FORTRAN IV-PLUS V02-S1E 1.3:21:37 21-APR•81 PAGE 2 
SHDPER.FTN /TR:BLOCKS/WH 

1 lf'LAG, !ERR) 
0020 IFCIERR.EQ.O)GO TO 114 
0021 WRITE(7,115)1ERR,IFLAG 
0022 115 f0RMATC1X,'DB2:L~PER UPEN FAlLURE',213) 
002J SlUP 
0024 114 CONTINUE 
0025 127 FORMAT(1X,2A4) 

C CALL TAPTRN(IUNIT,b,KOUNT,IERR,NTRAN,IPOS,ISTAT, 
C l SHADE,MOOE,lDONEJ 
C lfllERR.EQ.O)GU TU 103 
C wRITE(5,1JIEHH 
C STOP 
c 

002b 103 WRITE(7,4) 
0027 4 FORMAT(' ENTER CUOHUlNATES OF PUSITION') 
0028 HEAD(~,*JX,~O 
0029 WHITE(?,~) 

0030 5 FORMAT(' ENTER ALTITUD~,AZIMUTH,#RADIALS,PTS/RADlAL', 
1 I,' DIS,#PIX/COLUMN,0') 

0031 READ(5,*)HT,AZ1,NRADS,NPTS,DIS,NP1X,D 
0032 WRITEC7,6) 
0033 b FORMAT(' ENTER VERTICAL', 

1 ' SCALING FACTOR, TOLERANCE') 
0034 REA0(5,*),VSF,TOL 
0035 WRITEC7,1) 
003b 7 FUHMAT(' ENTER 0 FUH LAMBERTS LAW, 1 FUR LOMMEL•',/, 

1 ' SEELIGER LAW; DENSIT~ SCALING FACTOR;ATNTN COEF') 
0037 READ(~,*)LA~,USCL,ATNINl 

0038 WRITE(7,8) 
0039 8 fORMATC' ENTER ELEVATION,AZIMUTH OF SUN;',!,' 

1 VAR AZIMUTHIATION OF SULAR') 
0040 READC5,*)EL1,AN1,RVIEW1 

C FOLLUWING 3 LINES OF CUDE ADDED 1 AUG 79 BY 
C ( •. '.l'AHcl..lR '.l'O- !M~RO-\LI::- L~'!' !-Cl-.t:NCY- 1-N- .. 
C 'SNAP5HUT' PHOCESSE!NG, ETC. 

0041 WRITE(7,125) 
0042 12~ FOHMATClX,'ENTER Y•OfFSET') 
0043 HEAD(~,*)YFSET 

0044 CALL TIME(ATlM) 
0045 WHITE(7,127J(AllM(lJKLJ,1JKL=l,2) 
0046 IVSUN=O 
0047 lf(RVIEW1,LT.1.)GO TO 104 
0048 IVSUN=l 
0049 104 AN:90.•AN1 
00!:>0 lf'(NHADS.GE.1024)GU TO 126 
0051 1Pf5T=l024*llIMG•l2*lIIMG/2))) 
0052 lRF5T=1024*lllM~/2) 

0053 12b CONTINUE 
0054 AZA=CPI/2.J-(AZl*Pl)/180, 
0055 RVlEw=HVlEW1/3bO. 
OO~b HVIEW=CP1•2.*RV1EW)/2. 
0057 EL=CELl*Pl)/180. 
00~8 AN=CAN*Pl)/180. 
0059 ANG:((13!:>.•Pl)/180.J•AN 
OObO DX=14./FLOATCNRADS•l) 

C FULLO~lNG LINE ADUED 1 AUG 79 BY C. TAYLOR 



FORTRAN lV•PLLS V02·~1E 13: 21 : j ., 2l•APR•Bl 
SHOPER.fTN /TR:BLUCKS/wR 

0061 
0062 
0063 
0064 
00b5 
0066 
0067 
0068 
0069 
0070 
0071 
0072 
0073 
0074 
0075 
0076 
0077 
0078 
0079 
0080 
0081 

o~·s·r=ffsi::vox 

DXX:OX 
MRAD=NRADS/2 
H=HT•l2.l~OOOO. 
si::SlNCl::L} 
SY:SINCAN)•COS(EL) 
SX=COSCAN)•COS(~L) 
COSEL=COS(EL) 
DELR=D/FLOATCNPTS•l) 
DELTA:D/FLUAT(NPlXJ 
DELTAG:(Dl::LTA*50000.l*C2.54/100.) 
DELTAP=CDELTA/({(5.E•4)*100./2.54)*9•)) 
Cl=COSC•RV1EW+C3.*Pl/4.)) 
Sl=SlN(RV1Ew+(3.•Pl/4.)) 
S2=SINCRVIEW•(Pll4.)) 
C2=CUSC•RV!l::w•(Pl/4.)} 
DELSQR=Ol::L'l'AG* *2 
ATNTN=ATNTN1 
ITST::O 
CALL IRGSTR 
WRITE(6,10)X,YO,HT,AZ1,VSF,LAW,ATNTN1 

PAGE 3 

0082 10 FORMAT(' X,Y:(',2F9.4,') HT::',f9.4,' AZ::',F9.4,' VSF=', 

0083 
0084 

0085 
0086 

0087 

11 

12 

c DU 
c 

c 

1 F9.4,' LAw::',15,'ATNTN1=',F8.S) 
WRITE(6,11)NRADS,NPTS,NP1X,MROR,TOL,RVIEW1 
FORMAT(' NRADS:',15,' NPTS:',I5,' NPIX:', 15,' MROR::',15,' 
TOL:',F9.4,'RV1Ew:',FB.3) 
WR1TEC6,12)EL1,AN1,DSCL,IVSUN,0,01S 
FORMAT(' EL,AN=l',2F9.4,') DSCL:',F9.4,' IVSUN:', 15 

1 ,• D::',f9.4,' DlS:',F9.4,/) 
LOUP OVER THI:: RADIALS 

DO 105 NRAD::MRAO,•MRAD,•1 

C ~!HST PT OF RADIAL IS X,1~ LAST POINT FOUND B1 
C TRIGUNOME:THIC CONSlL>t:KA~!lfNS, -NO'lE TtiAT iN Tt!lS PROGRAM 
C RADIALS ARE SEPERATED 81 A CONSTANT DISPLACEMENT 
C lDX) AT THE IMAGE PLA.NE, RATHER THAN BY A CONS1'ANT ANGLE 
C AS IN THE TEKTRONIX PERSPECTIVE ROUTINES. 
c 
C MULTlPLE IMAGE ~ILES MUST READ PREVIOUS IMAGE 
C lf THE PREVIOUS IMAGE lS TU BE PR~SERVED. 
C FOLLOWING B LINES ADDED C. TAYLOM 10 AUG 79 

0088 MRCNT:MRAD•NRAD+l+IRFST 
OOB9 lFlIIMG,EQ.OJGO TO 128 
0090 CALL DSKTMN(2,1,1ERR,MRCNT,NR~S,SHADE,O,IDONE) 
0091 lFllERM.l::Q.O)GU TU 12H 
0092 WRITE(7,11BJ1EMR,1NRAD,MRAD,MRCNT 
009~ STOP 
0094 128 CONTINUE 

C ENO O~ ADOlTlON 10 AUG 79 CCT 
0095 THETA=ATANCCNRAD*OX)/DIS) 
0096 lASCD:O 
0097 THETAP=AZA+THl::tA 
0098 CST:COSCTHETA) 
0099 SST:SlN(THETAl 
0100 CSTP=COS(THETAP) 



fURTRAN JV-PLUS V02•51E 1J:~1::n 
SHDPER.fTN /TR:8LOCKS/WR 

0101 SSTP=SIN(THETAP) 
0102 XEND=D*CCSTP) 
0103 XEND=XtXENU 
0104 tENU=YOtU*(SSTPl 
0105 CALL PTSCX,YO,XENO,YENU,NP1S,Y,DLN,lASCDJ 

C FOLLUwlNG LINE ADDED fOR COMPATIBILITY W!TH 
C NEW GRNDPT ROUTINE. C. TAYLUR. lb AUG 1979. 

OlOb IASCD=l 
C r"OLLUWING COMMENTS AIU:.: NU L01'GER APPROPRIATE. 
C 1HESE COMPUTATIONS ARE ~Uw DONE lN GROUND 
C COHkELATlUN HOUTlNE. C. TAYLOR 16 AUG 79. 
C WRITEC6,13JCYCIGFJ,IGF:1,NPTS) 
c 
C NOw HAVE THE RADIAL REPRESENTED BY A PROFILE OF 
C ELEVAfION DATA PTS. wE NEXf TRANSFORM THESE TO 
C SCREEN COURUINA1£S, SU THAT ~E MAY COMPARE PIXEL 
C Y•VALUES ~lTH PROJECTED GRUUND PTS, EVENTUALLY 
C INTERPOLATING TO FIND GROUND POSITIONS CORRESPONDING 
C TO P!XEL POSITIONS. 
c 
C FOLLOWING 3 LINES COMMENTED UOUT FOR NEW 
C GHNPUT RUUT!NE. lb AUG 1919. C. TA~LUR 
D DU 106 lPt=NPTS,~,-1 
D rs=Ht(l(l)-YCIPTJ)*VSF*SCL 
U lOb Y(IPT):7.•YS*UlS/((IPT•lJ*DELR*CST) 

0107 YlST:YClJ 
C FOLLOWING LINE COMMENTED OUT 16 AUG 79. CCT. 
U YllJ=-100. 
c 
C THE CURRENT RADIAL HAS NU~ ~EEN CONVERTED TO SCREEN 
c Y-VALUES. NOw LOUP LIVER THE PIXEL POSITIONS u~ 
C THE SCREEN, U~TERMINING CORRESPONDING GROUND 
C POSITIONS, If ANY, AND COMPUTE IMAGE DENSITY AT 
C lhUSt:; PD.l:N'I'~. 

c 
0108 NfLAG=O 
0109 YMAX=O. 
0110 1=1 

C WRITECb,lJJ(Y(lGfJ,IGF=l,NPtSJ 
0111 lJ fORMAT(lOllX,lOFl0.4,/),//) 
011~ DU 107 J=l,NPIX 

C FOLLUwlNG LINE AUDEU 1 AUG 79.C.TAYLOR. 
OllJ lf(J.Lf.UfST)GO TU 108 

C fOLLUWING LINE COMMENTED UUT FOR NEW GRNP1 
C ROUTINE 17 AUG 79. C. TAYLOR. 
D IASCU=O 

0114 CALL GkNU~l(J,Y,NfLAG,Xl,Yl,l,~MAX,lASCD 
1 ,AZ,8Z,Z,lt~T) 

C lF(J.NE.lU.ANU.J.NE.ll)GO 10 11~ 
C WH11E(5,l5)X,YO,Xl,Yl 
C15 FORMAT(' GHNUPT VALUES:',4Fl0.4) 
C112 CUNTlNU~ 

0115 l~(NfLAG.NE.O.ANU.NfLAG.NE.lO)GU 'l'U 108 
U lflNfLAG.EQ.lU)GU TU 111 
C ~OLLUWlNG LINE COMMETEU UU1 lb 
C AUG 79 FUR NEw GHNOPT RUUTIN~. C. 1AYLOR 

PAGE 4 



FUHTRAN lV-PLUS V02•5lt:.: 13:21:.n 
SHDP~R.tTN /TR:BLOCKS/wR 

D lASCU=l 
C FULLOWlNG LINE SUPERFLUOUS WITH N~W GRNPOT 
C ROUTI~E. 16 AUG 79. C. TAYLOR 

Ollb CALL ALT(Xl,Yl,Z,SN,AZ,BZ,IASCD) 
C t'ULLUWl~G l'wO Lll~ES CUMMt:.:f'ITEl.I UU1' C. TAYLOR 10 AUG 79 
C AZ1=AZ 
C 8Z1=BZ 

0111 AZ=AZ*VSf*Dt:.:LTAP 
0118 BZ=BZ~VSF*DELTAP 
011~ CALL SXSYlSX,SY,AZ,BZ) 
0120 bEG=-SX*AZ*Dt:.:LTAG•SY*BZ*Dt:.:LTAG+DELSQR*SZ 

PAGE 5 

0121 DISI=SQRTl(AZ*Dt:.:LTAG)**2+lBZ*DELTAG)**2+CDELSQR**2)) 
0122 COSI=BEG/DlSI 
0123 IF(COSI.LT.1.E•b)COSI=.000001 
0124 lF(LAW.EQ.l)GO TO 109 
0125 SHAD=CUS! 

C WRlTE(5,ll3JAZl,BZl~AZ,BZ,VSf,DELTAP,SX,SY,SZ,DELTAP,Ut:.:LTA 
0126 113 fORMAT(2(1X,6Fl0.5,/),//) 

C THIS LINE ADDED IN N~W FOG FCIR CALCS 
C 24 AUG 79 C. TAYLOR 

0127 IFCABS(ATNTN).LT.l.E-3)GO TO 138 
0128 109 CONTINUE 

0129 
0130 
0131 

0132 
0133 
0134 
0135 
013b 
0137 
0138 
0139 
0140 
0141 
0142 
0143 
0144 
0145 
014b 
0147 
0148 
0149 
0150 

0151 

c 
C LUMMt:.:L SEELIGER NUT AS EASY AS IN NORMAL VlEw ••• 
c 

c 
c 

c 
c 
c 
<.: 
c 
c 

RlP=SQRT(lXl•X)**2+CYl•YOJ**2) 
YS=H+(Y(l)•Z)*VSF*SCL 
RHR:SQRI(HlP**2+~S**2) 

FOLLOWING LINE ADDED fOR SMOG FACTOR 
C. TAYLOR 24 AUG 79 

lf(LAW.NE.l) GO TO 110 
ALPHA:(ATANlYS/RIP)) 
VX=CCSTP)*CUS(ALPHA) 
V~=(SlN(THETAP))*(CO~(ALPHA)) 

VZ=SIN (AL-PHA) 
COSE=Cl•DELTAG*(Ai•vx+BZ*VY)+VZ*DELSQRJ)/DlSl 
SHAD=l,/(1.+(COSt:.:/COSI)J 
lf(SHAD.LT.1.E•6)SHAD:0.000001 
IFCABSCATNTN).LT.l.E•3)GO TO 138 

110 CONTINUE 
fCTR=ABSlRRR/ATNTNJ 
SHAD=l.+lSHAD•l.J*EXP(•fCTR) 

138 SHAD=CALUGlOll./SHAD)J*DSCL 
lFCSHAD.LT.1.)SHAD=l. 
IFCSHAD.GT.127.)SHAU=127. 
SHAUECJ+lPFST):SHAO 
GO TO 107 

108 SHADECJ+lPfSTJ=O. 
107 CONTINUE 

NU~ OUTPUT PROflLE 

fOLLUWING 2 LINES MUU'fD 10 AUG 79 C. TAYLOR 
NROD=MRCNT•IRfSl 



FORTRAN IV•PLUS V02•51E 13:21:37 21•AP~·81 
SHDPER.rTN /TR:BLOCKS/WR 

CALL RGSTRCNROD,SHADE) 0152 
01~3 
0154 
0155 
01~6 118 

c 

CALL DSKTRNC2,2,1ERR,MRCNT,NRES,SHAOE,0,10UN~) 
lf(IERR.EQ.O)GO TO 105 
WRlTEC7,11B)lERR,NRAD,MRAD,MRCNT 
fORMATClX,'DSKTRN fAlLURE',13,3lb) 
WRITE(5,!4)NRADlMRAD,MRCNT 

c 14 FORMAT(' NRAD:',316) 
01~7 STOP 

c 
c 
c 

0158 105 CONTINUE 
0159 IFCNPIX.GT.100)GO TO 136 
0160 DO 116 NRAD=1,C2*MRAD+l) 

C FOLLOWING LINE ADDE0-10 AUG 79 FOR MULTIPLE 
C IMAGE PROCESSING. C. TAXLOR 

Olbl NROD=NRAD+IRFST 
0162 CALL DSKTRN(2,1,IERR,NROD,NRES,SHADE,O,IDONE) 
0163 lF(lERR.E~.O)GO TO 120 
Olb4 WRITEC7,118)IERR 
0165 STOP 

C NOTE THAT PROGRAM IS NOT!!!!!!!!! MODIFIED TO 
C CORRECTLY PRINT MULTIPLE lMAG~ FILES UN LPO: 

0166 120 CALL LPCSHADE) 
0167 116 CONTINUE 
0168 136 CONTINUE 

c 
C HECAUSE OF EBR SOFTWARE ~RUHLEMS, SEPERATE 
c !MAGES BX 5 RECORDS or HALNKS, WITH AN 
C EDF AFTER ALL IMAGES 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

0169 111 CONTINUE 
C... 4 LINES COMMENTED OUT R0 ROSENTHAL 6/79 
C UNCOMMENTED C. TAYLOR, WITH MODS TO ALLOW 
C MULTIPLE IMAGES TO BE GENERATED OVERNIGHT 
C NEXT 3 LINES ADDED SAME TIME C. TAYLOR 9 AUG 79 

0170 llMG=IIMG+l 
0171 CALL T!MECATIM) 
017i WRITEC7,127)(A!lM(lJKL),lJKL:l,2) 
0173 WRITEC7,139)ITST 
0174 139 FORMATClX,'#ALT CALLS FROM GRNOPT:',18) 
0175 lFClIMG.GT.3)GO TO 137 
0176 WR1TEC7,9) 
0177 9 fURMAT(' ENTER 1 FOR ANUTHER lMAGE') 
0178 READ(5,*)1ANS 
0179 IFCIANs.eu.lJGU TO 103 
0180 137 CONTINUE 

PAGE 6 

0181 CALL USKFILC2,•2,'DB2','LPPER.DAT',DUM,1024,2048, 



fUKTRA~ IV-PLUS vo2-~1E 13: 21: j ., PAGE 7 
· SHL>PER.f'TN /'fR:l:iLUCKS/WR 

1 
0182 

c 
c 1 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

ouu 
0184 

lFLAG,lERR) 
CALL DSKF1L(4,•2,'DBO','CACHE1.DAT',DUM,1024,100, 
IfLAG, !ERR) 
CALL OSKF1L(J,•2,'DBO','CACH£2.DAT',OUM,1024,122, 
lfLAG, lERR) 

CLOSECUNlT=4,DlSPOSE='SAV£') 
CLOSECUNlT=9,DlSPOSE='SAVE') 

STOP 
ENO 



fUHl'RAN IV•PLUS V02•!>1E l3:it IJ'I 21•APR•81 PAGE 8 
SHL>PER, t'TN /TRISLOCKS/wR 

PRUGRAM SECTIUNS 

NUMSt;R NAME SIZE ATHIBIJTES 

5COUt:I 005036 1295 NW. 1 1,CON,LCL 
SPDATA 000126 4l Rw,O,CON,LCL 
SIUATA 001514 446 RW 1 D1 CON 1 LCL 
SVARS 024J66 ~H3 Rlo,O,CUN,LCL 
STE MPS 000012 5 Rw,D,CON,LCL 

• bUUNOS OOOOH 10 t0~ 1 0,0VN,G8L 
1 Rt:C 000020 8 ~h,D,OVR,GHL 
8 Nt:W 000002 I Ro, 0, OVR, CBL 
9 St.XY 000036 15 Rw,O,OVR,GHL 

10 AAHGH 00006b 27 N.w,D,O\IR,GHL 
II HCRAA 000030 12 Rw-,0,0YFC,GSL 

VAHIAbLES 

t.AMt: TYPt; AUDRESS NAME l'XPt. AuDRt.SS NAME TYPE AUORESS NAME TYPE ADDRESS NAMt. TYPt; ADD HESS 

ALPHA R•4 4•0HJ32 AN H•4 4•024120 AN(; HU 9•000012 ANI H•4 4•024102 Al NTN H•4 4•024176 
AINlNI H•4 4•024012 AZ H•4 4•0242!>6 AZA HU 4•024124 AZI R•4 4•024054 bEG H•4 4•02427b sz R•4 4•0H262 CUSE R•4 4•024352 COS EL R•4 9•000004 COSl R•4 4•024306 CST R*4 11-000020 
CSTP R•4 11-000010 Cl R•4 9•000016 C2 HH 9•000022 0 R•4 10-000014 Ut:LR R•4 IO•OOC04& 
Ut:LSVR R•4 4•024112 DELTA R•4 4•024162 DELTAG R•4 9•000000 OE LT AP R•4 4•024166 OlS R*4 10-oooos2 
UIS! H•4 4•024302 OLN RH 4•024230 OSCL R•4 4•024066 OUM R•4 4•024040 DX R•4 10-000022 
DXI< H•4 7•000014 t.L H•4 4•024134 t.L<VS H•4 •·000020 t.LI R•4 4•02407• f'CTH R•4 4•024356 
H H•4 IO•OOOOlb HI kt4 4•024050 1 1•2 4•0l4242 lANS 1•2 4•0243b4 IASCD 1•2 4•02421• 
ICTL 1•2 4•024022 IUt:N 1•2 4·024020 IOONE 1•2 4•024212 !EHR 1•2 4•024046 If LAG 1•2 4•024044 
llHG 1•2 4•024032 lJKL 1'l 4•0241 lb INRAO 1•2 4•024214 IPAR 1•2 4•0240lb lPfST 1•2 4•024034 
IHI s·r 1•2 4•0l4036 llST 1•2 4•024202 IUNU 1•2 4•024010 IVSUN 1•2 9•0000 I 0 J 1 •2 4•024244 
KUOE 1•2 4•024012 KUUNT 1'2 4•024024 LA~ 1•2 4•024064 MOOt; 1•2 4•024014 MHAD 1•2 4•024144 
MHCNT 1'2 4•02420& M~UN lf 2 e-000000 hf LAC 1•2 4•0242 34 NPIX 1•2 4•0240b2 •PTS 1'2 10-000020 
NH.AO 1'2 4•0'4204 •RAUS !fl 4•0'40b0 •RU I 1'2 7•000000 /ll~L)2 1•2 1-000002 NRD3 1•2 7•000004 
NH04 1•2 7•00000b NHS 1•2 4•024210 NRGI 1'2 1-000010 NRG2 1•2 1-000012 NROO 1•2 4•024362 
Ol~T H•4 4•024140 Pl R•4 4•024026 RIP R'4 4•02431• HRR R•4 4•024326 HV IE~ R•4 4•0241JO 
RVl•~I H•4 4•024106 SCL R•4 I0•00003b SHAO R•4 4•024312 SN R•4 4•024272 SST R•4 11•0000•4 
S~TP R•4 11-000014 sx R•4 4•0241~6 SY R•4 4•024152 sz RH 4•02414b SI R•4 9•000026 
S2 H•4 9•000032 'l'HHA R•4 I0•00005b Tttt. TAP RH 10-000010 TUL R•4 10•000042 VSt H•4 10-000032 
vx R•4 4•024Hb n k•4 4•024J42 n H'4 4•02434• x H•4 10-000000 XlNU R•4 4•0H220 
XI R•4 4•02424b XMAXb R•4 6•000000 XMINB RH b•OOOOIO YENO R•4 4•024224 Yt'SET R•4 4•Qi4112 
YI H•4 4•024252 YMAX RH 4•02423b YMAXB R•4 &•000004 IM!Nb R•4 6•000014 YS RH 4•024322 
YO H•4 10-000004 x 1s·r R•4 10•000062 z R•4 4•02426b ZI R•4 11-000000 Z2 R•4 11•000004 

ARKA IS 

NAMt: 'I Ill• ADDRESS s1i~ DI Mt.NS IONS 

A'CIH H•4 4•024000 000010 4 l 2) 
SllAUt. L•I 4•000000 004000 IOH l 204~) 
j H•4 •-004000 020000 409• l 204~) 

LAb•LS 



f'UkfRAN l V•PLUS i02·o!E 13: ll 1J1 21•APH•81 PAGE 9 
SHOPEH.nN ITR:BLUCKS/Wk 

LABEL AUUR~55 LAB~L ADDRESS LABEL AODR~SS LAtlEL ADU RESS LAtlEL ADDRESS 

2. 3•000000 4' 3•000104 , . 3•000l4b 6. 3•000252 1' 3•000332 
ij' J•000472 y. 3•001202 10. 3•000b20 II' 3•000720 12. 3•001022 
I 3 • •• I 01) •• 102 1-000112 !OJ 1•000236 104 1•001062 
100 1•004342 I 07 1•004164 108 1•004142 109 1•003402 110 I •003756 
Ill .. 113. • • 114 1•000230 115' 3·000040 116 .. 
llij' 3•001114 1'0 I •004520 125. 3•000576 126 1•001162 127. 3•000076 
128 1 •00:1544 136 1-004so2 I 37 1•005002 I Jij 1·004034 1 J9' 3•001144 

fUNC'IlllNS ANO SUBkUUT lNES RE!'ERENCt:D 

Al.T OSKt 11. OSKTRN GRNOPT IRGSTR LP PTS RGSTR SXSY TlME SALG I 0 SATAN seas SEXP SS!N sson 

TUIAL SPACE ALLOCATED oHoo2 7105 

,LP,L5f•SHOP~R 



rURTRAN lV•PLUS V02•51E 13:23:08 2l•APR•81 PAGE 1 
sxs~.FT~ /TR:BLOCKS/WR 

C THlS SUBROUTINE IS DESIGNED TO VARY THE AZIMUTH OF THE 
C 'SUN' TO STRENGTHEN THE DETAlL IN SHADED RELIEF IMAGES 
C CREATED BY PRUGRAMS SHADE.FTN AND SHADLP 0 FTN. 

0001 
0002 
0003 
0004 

C REFERENCE: P. YOELl, 'SOME REMARKS ON THE COMPLETION 
C Of THE ANALYTICAL HILL SADING PROJECT' 
C (UNPUBLISHED?•AUTO CARTO flLES) 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

PROGRAM BY CYRUS C. TAYLOR 
AUTOMAfED CARTOGRAPHY BRANCH 
USAETL, FURT b~LVUlR, VA 
11 JULY 1978 

SUBROUTl~E SXSYCSX,SY,AZ,BZ) 
COMMON /SEXY/D~LTAG,COSEL,lVSUN,ANG,Ct,c2,s1,s2 
REAL*4 i~X,NY 

IF(IVSUN.EQ.O)GO TU 110 

000~ NX;•AZ*DELTAG 
0006 NY;•BZ*DELTAG 
0007 DlSfl=SQRTlCNX**2J+lNY**2)) 
0008 lf(DlSFl.LT.l.E•b)GU TO 110 
0009 CO=NX/DISFI 
0010 SO=NY/OlSfl 
OUll C;CO*COS(ANG)•SO*SlNCANG) 
0012 S=SO*COS{ANG)+COfSlNCANG) 

C lN ~~f'ECT, UUH X·Y CUUkDlNAT~ SYSTEM HAS BEEN 
C ROTATED THRUUGH AN ANGLE Uf ANG RADIANS. NOTE 
C THAT THE ANGULAR COORDINATE SYSTEM USED IN THIS 
C HUU1INE AND IN SHAD~ OR SHADLP IS NUT TH~ 
C AERONAUTICAL ANGULAR CUORDlNATE SYSTEM, BUT THE 
C TRADITIONAL ALGEBRAIC CuORDINATE SYSTEM. SINCE 
C UUH X-~ COURUlNAT~ S~STEM HAS bEEN ROTATED, 
C 5). AN-!J S'i MU:i't liE:_ KL.IJ'A'tl:..il l::iACK liEEURE_ HLI~U_RNI_NG 
C TU THE MAlN ROUTINE. 
C St..C'l'UH 1 CASE 

0013 IfCC.GT.CCl). OH .S.LT.(Sl))GO TO 10 
0014 sx=-C•COSEL 
001~ S~=-S*CUSt..L 
OOlb GU TO 100 

C SECtUH Ill CASE 
0017 10 lflC.Ll.lC2). OR .s.GT.lS2))GO TO 20 
0018 SX;C*COSEL . 
0019 SY=S*CUSEL 
0020 GU TO 100 

C SlLTUk 11 CASE: 2 SUtiCASES 
0021 2U Ifl(C.LT.O.AND.S.LT.O).OR.CC.Lt.O.AND.S.LT.Sl) 

l .OR.CS.LT.O.ANU.C.LT.C2))GO TO 30 
0022 lflC.GT.C0.707l))G0 TU 25 
0023 SX=O. 
0024 SY=•CUSEL 
002~ GO TU lOU 
002b 25 SX;COSEL 
002/ S~;O. 

U028 GU TO 100 
C SEC1UR IV CASE: 2 SUBCASES 



FORTRAN lV•PLUS V02•51E 13:23:08 21•APR•81 
SXSX.FTN /TR:BLOC~S/WR 

0029 
0030 
0031 
0032 
0033 
0034 
003~ 

003b 
OOJ"/ 
0038 
0039 
0040 
0041 
0042 

c 
c 
c 

30 IFlC.LT.(·0.7071l)GO TO 35 
SX:O. 
SY:•COSEL 
GO TO 100 

3~ SX:COSEL 
SY:O. 

100 CONTINUE 
WE MUST NOW ROTAT~ OUR LOCAL X•Y COORDINATE 
SYSTEM BACK, SO THAT SX AND SY WILL BE CON&ISTANT 
~!TH THE MAIN ROUTINES. 

x=sx•CUS(ANG)-SX*SlNCANG) 
x=sx•COS(ANG)+SY•SINCANG) 
sx=-x 
SX=•Y 

110 CONTINUE 
RI:: TURN 
END 

PAGE 2 



~UNTRAN l V•PLUS V02•5U:: !J:;J:08 ll•APR•Sl ~A~t: J 
sxs1.n• /l'R I BLUC~Sl•R 

PRUGRAM SlCTIUNS 

NUMBEk NAHt: SIZE ATTRIBUl'ES 

l 5'UDll 001000 25b RW,l,COh,LCL 
2 $POATA 000014 b Ro,D,CON,LCL 
4 $VARS 000044 18 R111,0,CON,LCL 
5 STlMPS 000004 2 RW,O,COh,LCL 
b St:U 00003& 15 RW,O,OVR,GBL 

ENTRY POINTS 

NAME TYPt: ADDRESS NAME TYPE ADDRESS NAME TYPE ADDRESS NAME TYPE ADDRESS NAME TYPE ADDRESS 

SX:H 1•000000 

VARIABLES 

NAMJ:: TY Pl ADDRESS NAME TYPE ADDRESS NAME TYPE ADURESS NAME TYPE ADDRESS NAME TYPE ADDRESS 

AN<.i R•4 b•00001' AZ R•4 f•oOOOOb• BZ R•4 r-0000111• c R44 4•000024 cosn R•4 6•000004 
co R•4 4•000014 Cl R*4 6•000016 C2 R*4 b•000022 DELTAG RH 6•000000 DISfl R*4 4•000010 
IVSUN 1•i •-000010 NX RH 4•000000 NI R•4 4•000004 s .104 4•0000JO sx R•4 f•000002• 
SI R44 !•000004• so RH 4•000020 SI RH b•OOOOlb si R•4 b•OOOOJ2 x R•4 4•000040 
y R•4 4·0000l4 

LAOELS 

LAdt:L ADDRESS LAOEL AUDHSS LABEL ADDRESS LABEL ADDRESS LABEL ADDRESS 

10 1-oooiio ~o 1•00041l 25 1•000542 Jo 1·000570 J5 1 •000614 
lUO l•UUOboO 110 1 •00077b 

~·uNCT IUNS ANll SUBROUTINES kE~~t;Rf;NC t:D 

scus SSIN $S~RT 

IUTAL SPACE ALLUCATtU • 001122 l97 

, LP, LS'f;SXSY 



fUkfRAN lV-PLUS V02-51E 
LPPER.FTN /TR:BLOCKS/WR 

C flLE NAME - LPPER.FTN 
c 

13:23:37 

SUBROUTINE LP(SHADEJ 
LOG1CAL*1 SHADE(1),CHARll2) 
LOGICAL*l PRNTCiOO) 

21•APR•81 PAGE 1 

l) 001 
UOO:.! 
JOOJ 
()004 DATA CHAR/' ', '.', '·', '1', 'I~, 'V', '#', '~', 'U', 

)00!:> 
)00b 
)007 
)008 
)00Y 
)010 
) 011 
) 01 '.£ 
)01 J 
)014 
)015 
lO l 6 
101/ 
10 lt:J 
1019 
) 02 0 
IO:ll 
IO:l'.l 
10:.! J 

. 10 :t 4 
10:.!!:> 
I 0 2 b 
I 0 2 '/ 
1028 
t029 
t03U 
•OJ l 
•OJ2 
•OJJ 
034 
OJ!:> 
(J 3 b 

031 
038 
039 
040 
041 
042 
04J 
044 
04!:> 
046 
047 
048 
04'.:I 
050 
051 
0!:>2 

1 'A','4','W'/ 
C WRITEC5,51)(SHADECM),M:l,32) 

51 fURMATllX,3203,/) 
DU 10 I=l,J 
00 50 K:l,100 
IF(SHADECK).LT,0,)SHAOE(K):127. 
PRNT(K):CHAR(l) . 

50 CON1'l NUE 
DU 20 J:l,100 
IF(SHAUElJJ,GT.bJGO TU 21 
lfCl.NE.l)GU TO 20 
PRNT(J):CHAR(l) 
GO TO 20 

21 IFCSHADElJJ.GT.9)GO TO 22 
lfll.NE.llGU TO 20 
PRNT(J):CHAHl2) 
GO TO 20 

2~ lfCSHADE(J),GT.lJ)GO TU 43 
IFCI.NE.l)GO TO 20 
PRNT(J):CtiAR(J) 
GU TU 20 

43 1f(SHADECJ).GT.15)GO TU 23 
IFll.NE.l)GO TO 20 
PRNT(J):CHARC4) 
GO TO 20 

23 IFCSHADE(JJ.GT.19)GO TO 24 
lF(l,NE.lJGU TO 20 
PRNT(J):CHARl~) 

GO TU 20 
24 lflSHADE(J).GT.~4)GU TO 25 

IF(l,NE.l)GU TO 20 
PRNT(J):CHAR(b) 
GU TO 20 

25 lf(SHADE(JJ.GT.28)GO TU 26 
il'CI.NE.lJGU TO 20 
PRNT(J):CHARC7) 
GO TU 20 

26 1F(SHADE(J).Gt,33)GO TO 27 
lfCI.NE.l)GU TO 20 
PRN'l'(J):CHAkl8) 
GO 'fO 20 

27 lf(SHADE(J),Gt.38)GO TO 28 
lF(l,EQ.llGO TO 20 
lf{l.EQ.l)PRNT(JJ=CHAM(9) 
lf(l,EQ.2JPHNTlJ):CHARl2) 
GO TO 20 

28 lf{SHADECJJ.~T.44)GO ru 29 
1f(l,EQ.3)GO TU 2U 
lfCI.EQ.l)PRNTCJ):CHARClO) 
lf(l,EQ.2)PRNTlJJ=CHAH(5) 



UHIHAN IV•PLUS V02•51E 13:23:37 21 •APR•B l 
PP~R.fIN /tR:BLOC~S/~H 

053 
054 
USS 
()~b 

057 
05~ 
05'.:I 
Ot>O 
061 
Ob2 
Ot> 3 
064 
Ob5 
0 t>t> 
Ot> 7 
Uo8 
Ob\.i 
070 
071 
01,;. 
073 
074 
075 
Olb 
077 
0·113 
079 
080 
081 
Otl'.l 
0 tl 3 
084 

29 

30 

31 

33 

20 

500 
1 (J 

501 

GO TU 20 
IflSHAUElJJ.Gf.SlJGO ru 30 
lf(l.EQ.3)GO TO 2U 
lfCl.EU.lJPRNTlJJ=CHAkllU} 
lf'll.EQ.~JPRN1(J):CHAH(5} 

GO TO 20 
lFCSHADElJJ.GT.58)GO TU 31 
lf(l.EQ.l)GU 10 20 
lf(l.EQ.llPRN1lJ)=CHAR(lU) 
lf(l.EQ.2JPHNT(JJ=CHARl8) 
GU TO 20 
lF(SHADE(J).GT.bb)GO ro 32 
lf(l.EU.3JPHNT(JJ=CHAR(4) 
lf(l.~Q.l)PRNT(JJ=CHARlb) 
lFC1.EQ.2)PRNf(J)=CHAH(lOJ 
GO TO 20 
lf(SHAOE(JJ.Gt.7b)GO TU 33 
PRNTCJl=CHAR(ll) 
lf(l.EQ.l)PRNI(J):CHAR(10) 
lf(l.EQ.2JPRN1(JJ=CHAHl9} 
GO TO 20 
PRNT(JJ=ChARll2J 
lf(l.~U.lJPHNf(JJ=CHARllO} 
Ifll.EQ.2JPRNT(J)=CHAR(5) 
CO~TINUE . 
wRITE(6,500)(PRNT(L),L:l,100) 
FORMATC'+',lX,lOOAl) 
CONTINUE 
WIUTl.:;(6,501) 
fURMAT(lX) 
RETURN 
END 

PAGE 2 



URTRAo IV-HUS VOl-51t. IJ:lJ: n 21-APR-tl I PAGt. J 
PPt.R.~IN /Tti: 1:4LllCK..S/l'<K 

RUGRAM SLCl"ll>NS 

UMbER NAML SI Z<: AITRlBUT<:S 

SCU1'•1 001704 4tl< t<w,1,curii,LCL 
S!UATA 000024 10 Ro,O,CON,LCL 
SVAkS 000170 bO ~111t,D,Clllll,LCL 

NIHX PU!Nlb 

NAME HPE AlJURESS NAM<: rxn ADDRESS NAME HPE ADDRESS NAML TXPE ADDRESS NAME TYPE ADDR~SS 

LP 1-000000 

AR!Abl.ES 

NAMI:. TXPE Ali DRESS NAME rYPt. ADURt.SS NA~E TXPL AOURESS NAM!; TXPE ADURESS NAME TYPE ADDRESS 

1 •• 4-000lbO l •l 4-000 I b4 1•2 4-000102 l •2 4-000lbb 

1N.HAtS 

NAME HPt. AlJlJRICSS SlZt. UlMENSlUNS 

CHAR L•I 4-000000 000014 0 (I l) 
PR1H L•l 4-000014 UUU144 5\1 (I 00) 
::tHAOt; L•I t -oooon • ouuuu 1 0 (I) 

,Abt.LS 

LAU EL AlH.1~1:.b:;, LAl1t.t.. AUUR•ss LAbEL AllDRL~S LABH ADDRESS LABLL ADDkESS 

10 •• <o l-1101534 21 1-00021b n 1-oou212 2J 1-0004n 
24 1-0004 lb 2> 1-000552 20 1-000020 27 1-000102 28 1-001002 
29 1-001102 JO 1-001174 JI 1-0012ob J2 1-00llbb ll 1-00l4b0 
4J 1-000J4b 50 .. 51' .. 500. J-000000 oOI' J-000010 

'OTAL SPACt. ALJ..UCATiCU 00'120 552 

LP.LSl=LPPER 



'OKTRAN lV-PL~S V02-51E 13:24:20 21-APR-81 
,LSLP.FTN /TR:BLOCKS/Wk 

c 
c 
c 
c 

THIS SUBROUTINE ACCEPTS THE X,Y COORDINATES OF 
A POINTU~ THE CACHE MAP SHEET, AND R~TUk~S 
fHE Z VALUE AT THAI POINT 

CS************************************************ 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

SUBROUTINE B~ CYKUS C. TAYLuR 
COMPUT~R SCIENCE SPEClAL!SllTRAINEE) 
AU'l'U-CAHTU bk 
l'DL,USAETL 
FORT BELVIJIR, VA 
23 AUG 1977 

C*********************************************~* 
c 

1001 SUbRUUTl~~ ALt(A,~,Z,SN,AZ,bZ,lASCO) 

1002 INTEGER CO~fl 
1003 LOG!CAL*l COEF2 
1004 DlMENSlUN CUEfll90,40J,BUfl512),COEf2(90,40,3) 
100~ DlME~SIUN FlT1(4),Flf2(4),FlT3(4),FIT4(4) 
IOOb CUMMUN /bUUNDS/XMAXb,~~AXB,XMINb,YMINB,ELEVb 
IOU/ CUMMON /NEw/MHUR 
l008 lf(X.LT.XMAXB .AND. Y.LT.YMAXB 

l .ANO. X.Gt.XMlNb .AND. Y.GT.YMlNBJGO TO 2077 
)009 Z=ELEVB 
)010 AZ=O. 
lUll bZ=O. 
)Ul2 RETURN 
J013 2077 CUN11NUE 
)014 UATA lFIRST/0/ 
)01~ lf(lflRST.GT.U) GO 10 111 
JO lb lflRST=l 
)U l / lSA\lt_=U 
)018 JSAVE=U 
)019 bUkUER=Cl~.E-4J*l00.12.54)*8• 
)020 f11:(b0RDEH/H.l*9• 
)021 DO 112 K=l,90 
)022 CALL DSK1HN(4,1,lERR,K,NRES,bUf,O,lOONE) 
)UL3 lf(lEHk.GT.UJ GU IO YYYY 
)0Lq OU 114 J:l,qU 
)02~ L=4*CJ•1Jtbt32~ 
)U2b CUEFllK,JJ=bUflL) 
Joi? cm.:ncr-,J,lJ=HurcL+lJ 
)028 CUtf2lK,J,2J=bUf (Lt2J 
JU~9 COEF2lK,J,3J=bU~(Lt3J 
)03u 114 CONTlNUt 
)031 112 CUNTlNUE 
)03L 111 CuNTlNU~ 

)033 J:!NTllX•UUkUEH)/fll)tl 
)034 l=l~f((Y•HUkDERl/FlTJtl 
)03~ Jl=Jtl 
)U3o 1MUD=l•l:l2 
lu3/ lf(l.~Q.lbAV~.ANu.J.~U.JSAV~) GU TU 80 
lOJt; lF'(lMUU.Ll'.1) GU TU 9998 
JOJ9 lf(J.GT.90) GU 1U 9998 
)U4U lb:(1MUD•ll*4 

PAGE 1 



rUHIRAN lV-PLUS V02-51~ 13:24:20 21-APR-81 PAGt: 2 
'LSLP.f1~ /TR:BLUCKS/Wk 

)041 
)042 
)043 
)044 
)045 
J04b 
)047 
)048 
)049 
)050 
)051 
)052 75 
)053 80 
)054 
)055 
JO Sb 
)057 
)058 
:>059 
OObO 
OOb 1 
UUoi 
00b3 
00b4 
00b5 
OObb 
00b7 
uvotl 
vOb9 
uu7u 
0071 
00/i 
0 0 I 3 
I) 0., 4 
I) 0 7 5 
uv7o 
0 () 7 l 200 
u078 
U079 
U08U 
OOHl 
0082 
U083 
U01:14 
0085 
UOl:io 
OOts 7 
00tl8 
0Ut!9 
OO<JO 
UU91 
009.i 
u09J 
U094 
U095 
00% 

flTllll=COEfl(J,IMOD) 
flT2(1):COEfl(J,lMODtl) 
FlI3Cll=COEF1CJl,lMOD) 
flT4Cll=CO~fllJl,lMOUtl) 
DO 7':5 1P=2,4 
.1.l=lB+IP 
12=Ibt4+1P 
FITlCIPJ=CU£f2lJ,1MOD,lP•l) 
flT2(1Pl=CO~F2(J,IMOO+l ,lP-1) 
fl1J(lP):COEF2lJl,.l.MOU,lP-l) 
fIT4(1Pl=CUEf2lJl,.1.MUU+l,IP•l) 
CUNTlNUI'.: 
CONrINUE 
XC:FLOAT(J•ll*Flt+~ORUER 
XL:(X-XC)/f'lT 
YC=fLUAf(l-lJ*flitBORO~R 
'lL=l :i-:iC)/t IT 
XLC:XL·l. 
nc=n-1. 
Z1=FlT1(l)+FITll2l*XL t (fltll3)tflT1(4)*XL) * :iL 
Z2=rlT2(1)+~·.1.t2l2)*XL + lFIT2l3)+FIT2(4)*XL) * :iLC 
Z3=~1T3(l)tflTJl2)*XLC + lflI3(3)+flT3(4)*XLC) * YL 
Z4=flI4(1J+FlT4lLl*XLC + lfl14(3)+flT4l4)*XLC) * YLC 
XL2=ABS(XL**lMHOH+l)) 
XLC2=ABSCXLC**lMRuR+l)) 
YL2=ABSCYL**lMRUR+l)) 
YLC2=ABS(:iLC**CMRUR+l)) 
lfllASCµ.~U.O)~U lU 200 
AZl=~lTll2)+flill4)*:iL 
At.2=fl f2(2)+t'112 ( 4) •YLC 
AZ3=flT3(2Jtfl13l4)*'iL 
AZ4=Fll4l2)+flT4l4)*'iLC 
~Zl=flfll3)+flT1(4)*XL 

bl2=fll2l3)tfll2L4l*XL 
bi.3=flf3(3)+~113L4l*XLC 
bZ4=f!T4(3)t~II4l4)*XLC 

CONTINUE 
XLC=-XLC 
'iLC=-nc 
~l=lXLC2*l-2.•XLC+3.lJ*l'iLC2*C·2.*'iLC+3.)) 
w2=lXLC2*l-2.*XLC+3.lJ*(iL2*l•2.*YL+3.J) 
w3=lXL2*l•2.*XL+3.Jl*l'iLC2*l-2.*:iLC+3.)) 
~4=lXL2*(•2.*XL+3.))*l:iL2*l-2.*YL+3.)) 
lf'(lASCo.~v.OJGU TO 205 
AUwl=·o.•XLC•ll.-XLC)*lXLC2•(·2.•'iLC+3.)) 
AUw3=b.•XL*ll.-XL)*lxLC2•t-2.•'iLC+3.)) 
ADw2=·b.*XLC*ll.-XLC)*l1L2*l•2.*'iL+3.J) 
AD~4=b.*XL*ll.-XLJ*(:iL2*(•2.*'iL+3.)) 

bUwl=-b.*'iLC*ll.•'iLCl*lXLC2*(·2.*XLC+3.)) 
UDw2=o.*XL*ll.·YLl*lXLC2*l-2.*XLC+3.)) 
b0~3=-b.*'iLC*ll.·'iLC)*(XL2*l•2.*XL+3.)) 
bDw4=b·*~~*ll.-XLJ*lXL2*l•2.*XLt3.)) 
AZ=Zl*ADwl+Z2*ADn2~ZJ*ADw3+Z4*AOw4 
AZ=AZ+AZ1•wl+AZ2*~2+AZ3•w3+AZ4*w4 

bZ=Zl*BDwltZ2*bDW2+Z3*bDW3+Z4*BUw4 
UZ:Hl+BZl*~l+bZ2*w2tbl3*W3+bZ4*W4 



fOHTRAN IV•PLUS V02•51E 13:24:20 2l•APR•81 PAGI:: 3 
ALSLP.FTN /TR:BLOCKS/wH 

U097 
OU98 

0099 
0100 
0101 
0102 
lJ 10 3 
0104 
OlU~ 
UlOb 
0101 
010& 
() 10 9 
0110 

20f, 
210 

c 
c 1 
c 1 

101 
100 

9999 
99991 

999& 

Z=Zl*Wl+Z2*W2tZ3*W3+Z4*W4 
CONTINUE 

WRITl::(6,101)AZ,BZ,Zl,Z2,Z3,Z4,W1,W2,W3,W4,ADW1,ADW2, 
,ADW3,ADw4,,BOwl,BDw2,BDW3,BDw4,AZ1,AZ2,AZ3,AZ4,BZ1,BZ2, 
BZ3,BZ4 
FORMATC1X,2F9.4,2X,2C4f9,4,2X),/,2(1X,3(4F9.4,2X),/),//) 
FORMATC1X,15,15,2Fl0.3,flO,l,/) 
JSAVl::=J 
lSAVE=l 
lUSVE=lUl'<lT 
HJ::TUHN 
WR1TEC5,99991)ll::RR 
FURMATC'll/U FAILURE ON 081: • IERR = ',13) 
SlOP 
Z=310. 
HETUkN 
C:ND 



rDHKAN H•PLU> VOl•511:. IJ:l4:lO l l •APK•ij I PAcE 4 
ALSl.P.rl• IH: BLOCK>l•K 

PROGRAM Sl:.C11UNS 

NUMbl:.R NAME. SIZE ATTf<!BUHS 

SCUlll:.I 01))074 l9ij ~w,l,CON,LCL 

&PDATA 000024 10 Rw,D,CON,LCL 
SIOAlA OOOOb& 27 R'f!",D,CON,LCL 
&VARS 047504 IOI 4b Rlll, D ,CUN, LCL 
STEM PS 000022 9 Rw,[;..,COtt,LCL 
bOUNllS 0000l4 10 Rw,O,OVk,c..it:iL 
NI:.• 000002 I t<w,o,ov~,GHL 

1:.Nrt<l POINTS 

l~AMt:. l'IPt:. ALIO~r..ss hAMI:. HPI. ADDRESS NAMI:. UPI:. AULH<t.SS NAMI:. IIPE ADDRESS NAMI:. UPt; AUDHl:.SS 

ALl 1•000000 

HRIABLt;S 

NAHi:; liPt:. ADDKl:.SS NAMO: IIPt. ADDKt:.SS NAME. UPI:. ADOKl:.SS NAME TiPI:. ADORE.SS NAMt; TXP.: ADURl:.SS 

AO•l R•4 4•04 7440 AD•2 R•4 4•o474~o AD•J H•4 4•047444 AD•4 104 4•047454 AZ RH r•oOOO Ii• 
Aol R•4 4•0473b0 AZ2 R•4 4·047lb4 AZ3 K•4 4•047370 A04 H•4 4•047374 BOWi H•4 4•0474&0 
BD•2 H•4 4·0•74&4 BDwl H•4 4·047470 S0•4 R•4 4•047474 BUROt;H R•4 4·04722& BZ R•4 f•000014• 
~id R•4 4•047400 boi K*'I 4•04 7404 BZl i.04 4·047410 BZ4 Rf4 4•047414 t:.Ll:.VB R•4 &·000020 
f~ II H•4 <l•U41lll l 1"2 •·04 7 ;;; !A>CO I•'l f •OOOOlb• lU Hl 4•0472&0 !DUNE. 1•2 4•047H4 
11:.RR 1 •i 4•U47l40 H !HSI l'l 4·o41 no !MOU l•l 4•U4H5b IP 1 •i 4•04 72&2 !SAVI:. Hl 4•04'7lll 
!UN!l i•i 4•04750l IUSV!. 1 •; 4•04 7500 11 1•2 4•047lb4 12 1>2 4•04 l2bb J H2 4•04"/l4b 
JSAit: i•i 4•U41224 JI 1•2 4•04 7254 K 1•2 4•0472lb L 1 •2 4·047250 Mk UR 1•2 7•000000 
N~t.::S 1•2 4•U4 724l SN 1«4 f'•OOOOIO• WI R•4 4·047420 •2 RH 4•047424 • 3 k•4 4•04743U 
•4 k•4 4•04 74l4 x K•4 f"•OOOOO« xc k•4 4•047270 XL H•4 4•U4 7274 XLC R•4 4•U47 310 
XLCl K•4 •·041344 XL/. k•4 4•04 7 l40 XMHd k•4 •·000000 XMll-itj k•4 b·OOOOIU y k•4 1"•000004• 
le k•4 4•047JOO IL k•4 4•047304 YLC k"I 4•o47ll4 ILC2 kH 4•04 7l54 YL2 k•4 4•U47l50 
IMAXb k•4 &•000004 IM!Nll k•4 b•000014 z H•4 r •UOOOOb• ZI k•4 4•041320 Z2 R•4 4·047lH 
Z3 k•4 •·047330 Z4 R•4 4•047ll4 

ARkAIS 

NAMt TIP!. ADDRESS SlZI:. Dl~t:No!UNS 

SUI' k•4 4•04Jl20 004000 l U24 l ~12) 
CUEf I l •2 4•00UOOO u I 0040 Joou ( 90. 40) 
CUt:f /. L• 1 4•0lb040 Ol5Ub0 5400 (90,40,J) 
HTI k•4 4•0471 ;o 000020 s ( 4) 
fl Tl k•4 4•047140 oooo;u s (4) 
Fill H•4 4•047lb0 000020 8 ( 4) 
fll'4 H•4 4•U47200 oouo20 ( 4) 

LABtLS 

- LASO:L -ADlJl\t.SS b-MH~.:-L. -M.lD!U:SS LA8t::L APDkESS LAUt:L AOORt:SS LAB!.L ADOkl:.SS 



fOklRAN !\•PLUS 'Ol•Sl~ 
Al.SLP,f l'N / l~:"LUCKSl•k 

7; 
112 
~077 

!ISKTkN 

•• •• 
1•0001 l4 

!Ol'AL SPACt. ALLUCATrn 

,LP,LSI•ALSL~ 

80 
114 
9998 

l•OOl lOl 

•• 
l•OOJo;J 

•• 
1·001774 
l•OOJOOo 

101' 
iu; 
99991' 

•• 
1•00l700 
J•OOOOOO 

111 
210 

1·000444 

• • 



fOHTRAN 1V•PLU5 V02•51E 13:2~:08 21•APR•81 
·prs.FTN /TR:BLOCKS/WR 

0001 
0002 
OOOJ 
0004 
0005 
0006 
0007 
0008 
0009 
0010 
0011 
0012 
0013 

0014 
0015 
OOlb 
0017 
0011:! 
0019 
0020 

C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE X,Y POSITIONS OF 
C ALL POINTS ALONG A LOS PROFILE AT WHICH THE 
C ~LEVATION lS TO BE CALCULATED 
c 
C************************************************** 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

PROGRAM BY CYRUS C. TAYLOR 

AUTU·CARTU bH 
'l'OL,USAETL 
TDL,UASETL 
23 AUG 1977 

PROGRAM MOOlFlED 19 JANUARY 1979 
IN ORDER TO BE COMPATIBLE WITH DUAL 
ALTlfUDE/SLOPE CUMPUTATlON 
5UBHOUT1NE AL5LP.fTN, TO BE USED 
BY SHADED RELl~f PERSPECTIVE SFTWR. 
C. C. TAYLOR 

C*************************************************** 
c 
c 

1 

~o 

100 

SUBROUTINE PTS(Xl,Yl,X2,Y2,NPTS,B,DLN,IASCD) 
DIMENSION BC 1) 
COMMUN /BOUNDS/XMAXB,YMAXB,XMlNB,YMINB,ELEVB 
FNPTS1:fLUATCNPTS•1) 
OLN:(SQRT((X2•X1)**2+(Y2•Y1)**2))/fNPTS1 
OX:(X2•X1J/~NPTS1 . 
DY=CY2•Y1)/fNPTS1 
SN:DY /D·LN 
DO 100 l=l,NPTS 
flMt:f"LOATC 1•1) 
x::Xi H"IMY*D-X 
Y=Yl+flMl*Ux 
lf(X.LT.XMAXB .AND. Y.LT.YMAXB 
,AND, X,GT,XMINB· ,AND. Y,GT,YMINB) GO TO 50 
B(l)=I::LEVB 
GO TU 100 
CALL ALT(X,Y,Z,SN,AZ,bi,lASCD) 
t:H u =z 
CONTINUt:: 
RETURN 
END 

PAGE 1 



t'lJfUNAr~ JV•PLUo vo;·>IE IJ:<S:Oij ;1-APH•ijl PAGE ' Pro,f 1« !TH: dLUOSl•H 

PROGkAM Sl::OIUNS 

NUMbl::k NAMI:: SIZE ATtRlbU'l'l::S 

scuuu 00045b I >1 Rw,l,COt'll,LCL 
SIUA1A 000032 13 RW,O,CON,LCL 
SVARo 000052 i1 R~,D,CON,LCL 

STEMP.> 000002 1 R~,D,C(JN,LCL 

SOUNDS 000024 10 RW,D,OVR,GBL 

ENfHY POINT 

NAMI:: TYPI:: AUDHESo NAME TYPE ADDkE.SS NAME TYPI:: ADDkESS NAME TYPE ADDRESS NAME TYPE A DURESS 

PIS 1•000000 

VAHIA8Ll::S 

NAME TYPI:: Ali DRESS NAME TYPE ADDRESS NAME TIPE AUDRl::SS NAME TYPE ADDRESS NAME TYP!: ADDRESS 

A'/. R•4 4•000042 bZ k•4 4•00004• OLN k•4 f'•OOOO 1 bf DX Hf4 4•000004 UY R•4 4•000010 
ELEVb Rf4 6•000020 fl Ml Rf4 4•000022 fNPTSl Rf4 4•000000 I 1•2 4•000020 IASCD 1•2 r-000020• 
NP'IS H< t•000012• SN Hf4 4•000014 x R•4 4•0000<• XMAXb Rf4 6•000000 XMIN8 Hf4 6•000010 
XI k•4 t'•000002• X2 R•4 f•OOOOOo• y k•4 4•00003:.i YMAX8. R•4 6•000004 YHINB R•4 6•000014 
YI R•4 f•000004• Y2 H•4 f•OOOOlO• • f<•4 4•000036 

ARRAYS 

NAME llPE ADDRESS SIZE DIMENSIONS 

k•4 f•000014• 000004 (1) 

LAbELS 

LABEL ADDkl::SS LABEL ADDRESS LABEL ADDRESS LABEL ADDRESS LABEL ADDRESS 

50 1·000356 100 1•000432 

FUNCTIONS ANU SUBROUTINES RU'ERENCED 

ALI SSVRT 

'fUTAL SPACE ALLOCATED • 000610 196 

, LP• LST=PTS 



FUK1RAN lV•PLUS V02•51E 
RGSTR.FTN /TR:BLOCKS/WR 

0001 
0002 
0003 
0004 
0005 
0006 
0007 
0008 
0009 
0010 
0011 
0012 
0013 
0014 
0015 
0016 
0017 
0011:1 
0019 
0020 
0021 
oon 
0023 
0024 
0025 

10 

12 
11 

20 

22 
21 

100 

SU~KOUTlNE RGSTR(NRAD,SHAOE) 
LOGICAL*l SHAOE(l) 
COMMON /REG/NRDi,NRD2,NRD3,NRD4,NRG1,NRG2,UX 
1FCNRAD.LE.NKD2.AND.NRAD.GE.NRD1)GU TO 10 
IFCNRAD.LE.NRD4.AND.NRAD,GE.NR03)GO TO 20 
GO TO 100 
lf(NRAD.NE.NRDlJGO TU 11 
DO 12 J=NRG1,NRG2 
SHAD~CJJ=127 
SHADECNRG2J=127 
GO TO 100 
lf(NRAD.NE.NRD4)GO TU 21 
DU 22 J:NRG1,NRG2 
SHADE(J)=127 
SHADECNRG2l=12"/ 
GO 1'0· 100 
ENTRY lRGSTR 
NRD4=1NT(l3./DX+0,5J 
NRD3=1NTC12,5/DX+0,5) 
NRDl=INT(l./DX+0,5) 
NRD2=INT(l.5/UX+0.5) 
NRGl=lNf(l:l.5/DX+0.5) 
NRG2=1NT(9,/DX+0.5) 
RETURN 
ENO 

PAGE 1 



FORTRAN 1Y•~LU5 Y02·~1t; 1J:2S:2b 2l·APM•Ul PAGl 2 
RG5TR,FTN /TRIBLUCKSl•k 

PROGRAM 5lC11UNS 

NUMBER NAME SIZE· ATH!BUTES 

SCODll 0004b2 1 ~J Rw,J,C0~,1,,CL 

llDATA 000012 ~ ~1111, 0 ,CON, LCL 
SYARS 000002 I Rw,O,CUN,LCL 
STEMPS 000002 1 Rw,D,CON,LCL 
REG 000020 8 Rliil,O,OVR,GSL 

ENTRY POINTS 

NAME TYPE ADDRt;SS NAME riPE ADDRESS NAME TYP>. AUDR>.SS NAME TYPE AUURESS NAM>. TYPE ADDRESS 

!RGSTR 1•000272 HGS'!H 1•000000 

VARIABLES 

NAME TYPE ADDRESS NAME TYPE ADDRESS NAM!: TYPE AODRESS •AM>. TYPE ADDRESS NAME TYPE AOORESS 

ox RH &•000014 J 1•• 4•000000 NRAO l•• t'•oooooi• NkUl 1•2 6•000000 •HD2 I•t &•000002 
NRDl 1•2 &•000004 NHD4 1 •2 &•00000& NHGl 1•2 &•000010 NkG2 1•2 6•000012 

ARRAlS 

NAME TYH AUOkESS SIZE u11<>.•s1urrn 

SHAUE L• 1 t •000004' 000001 (1) 

LABELS 

LABEi. ADO RESS LAB>.L AUORESS LABEL AUUR>.SS LAS>.L ADU HESS LASH ADUR>.ss 

10 l•OU00b2 11 1•000142 12 .. 20 l•OOOl&b 21 1•00024• 
22 •• 100 l•OOU4J2 

TO'fAL SPAn ALLuCA1'EU • oou~.io lbU 

1 LV,LST:s~GS1'k 



fORfRA~ lV•PLUS V02•51E 13:25:59 21•APR·81 
GRNDPT.FTN /TR:BLOCKS/WR 

0001 SUBROUTINE GRNUPT(J,Y,NfLAG,XI,Yl,l 
1 ,YMAX,IASCD,AZ,BZ~Z,ITST) 

C THlS SUBROUTINE IS DESIGNED AS A MORE 
C ~FflClENT IMAG~/O~JECT CURHELATIUN ROUTINE 
C THAN THE ORIGINAL GRNDPT.FTN OF AUG 78. 
C SE~ "COMPUTER GENERATION OF SHADED RELIEF IMAGES 
C FOR CARTOGRAPHIC APPLICATIONS" FOR 
C DOCUMENTATION. ALGORITHM AND ROUTINE 
C l:IY C. TAYLOR, lb AUG 79 

0002 COMMON /AARGH/X,tU,THEIAP,D,NP1S,DX, 
1 H,VSF,SCL,TOL,OELR,DIS,THETA,YlST 

0003 COMMON /HGRAA/Zl,Z2,CSIP,SSTP,CST,SST 
0004 DIMENSION Y(l) 
0005 Ir(NFLAG.EQ.l)GU TO 30 
OOOb YS=J*DX 
0007 lfCl.NE.l)GU tu 10 
0008 Zl=Y(l) 
0009 ~2=Yl2) 
0010 Y(l)=•lOO. 
0011 Y(2l=H•(Y(2)•YlST)*VSF*SCL 
0012 Yl:.!)=7.•lY(2l*DlS)/(OlLR*CS1) 
OOlJ 10 CUNTlNUt 
0014 lf(YS.GE.Y(l).ANU,YS.LE.Yll+lJ)GU TO 20 
0015 1=1+1 . 
OOlb lf(l.NE,NPIS)GU TU 70 
0017 NFLAG=l 
0018 GO TU JO 
0019 70 Zl=Z2 
0020 Z2=Yll+ll 
0021 Yll+ll=H•CZ2·YlSI)*VSf*SCL 
0022 Yll+l)=7.·(Y(l+l)*UIS)/(rLOAT(l)*DELR* 

CST) -
002 3 GU 1·0 TO 
U024 20 CUNllNUE 
0025 ZU=Z2 
0020 ZL=Zl 
0027 A:VSf*SCL 
0028 ZP=ZU•ZL 
0029 R=fLUAl(l·l)*D~LH 

0030 U~LIA=UELH 

0031 RL=R 
OOJ2 RU=R+DELk 
003J ITRTN:O 
0034 ~O CONTlNUE 

C ~ULLU~lNG LIN~ COMM~Nl~U OUT AY1~R DE• 
C bUG<..lNG. 17 ALIG /9. C. TAtLUH 
D WklTE(b,100)1,J,D~LR,UELTA,ZP,ZL,ZU,CST 

003~ 100 ~OHMAT(lX,215,oFlU.5) 
0036 ANUM=C-H*UlS•lilST•ZLl*A*DlS•ZP*A*RL*DlS/O~LTA) 
OOJ7 D~N:(tS·7.J*CST-Z~*A*D1S/DEL1A 
OU lb kAD=A~UM/DEN 

OOJ9 1TkTN:ltH1N+l 
0040 lY(lfR1N,EU.:.!~)(.,U" tu oO 
0041 XI=X+KAD*CSTP 
004i Yl=YO+HAD*SSfP 
U04J ITST=l1St+l 

PAGE l 



FORTRAN lV•PLUS V02•51E 13:25:~9 PAG~ 2 
GRNUPT.FTN /TR:~LUCKS/WR 

0044 CALL ALT(Xl,YI,z,s~,AZ,BZ,lASCD) 
0045 YTRY=H•(Z·YlSTl*VSf*SCL 
0046 YTHY=7.·(YTRY*DIS)/(RAU*CSTJ 
0047 ~ERR=YTRY•YS 
0048 lfCABSCYERR).LT.CTOL*UXJlGO TU 30 

C TwO POSSIBILITIES:CONCAVE AND CONVEX 
0049 lF(YERR.GT.OlGO TU 40 
0050 ZP=ZU•Z 
0051 ZL=Z 
0052 RL:RAD 
0053 UELTA=RU•HL 
00~4 RL:RAO 
0055 GO TO 50 
0056 40 ZP=Z•ZL 
0057 ZU=Z 
0058 RU:RAD 
005Y UELTA=RU•HL 
0060 GO TU 50 
OObl 60 CUNilNUE 
0062 30 CONTINUE 
0063 RETURN 
0064 END 



fORTRAN lV•PLUS V02•51t; IJ:25:5~ 21•APR•81 PAGE 3 
GRNDPT ,fTN l'fRIBLanst•R 

PROGRAM St.CtlUNS 

NUMBER NAMt. SlZE ATTRlBUTES 

$COOt:I UOl412 399 lo<h,l,CON,L.CL 
$IDATA 000032 13 RW,0,CON,LCL 
SVARS 000076 JI Ro,D,COh,LCL 
AAkCll 000066 27 Rw,D,OVR,CBL 
llCRAA 000030 12 Rw, D, UVR, CBL 

ENTRY POlNTS 

NAME TYPt. AUORESS NAMt: TYPE ADDRESS NAME TYPE ADDRESS NAME TYPE ADU RESS NAME TYPE ADDRESS 

CRNDPT l•UOOOOO 

VARlABLES 

NAME TYPE AO DRESS NAME TYPE ADO RESS NAME TYPE ADDRESS NAME TYPE ADDRESS NAME TYPE ADDRESS 

A k•4 4•000014 ANUM R•4 4•00004b AZ RH r-000022• az R•4 t"•OOOOH• CST R•4 1-ooono 
CSTP R•4 7•000010 0 R•4 6•000014 OELR R•4 6•000046 DELTA R*4 4•0000 30 OEN R•4 4•000052 
DIS R•4 6•000052 DX R•4 6•000022 H RH 6•000026 I 1•2 r-000010 lASCD 1*2 r-000020• 
lTRTN 1•2 4•000044 lTST 1•2 t"•OOOOJO* J 1•2 r-000002• NFL AG 1•2 f•000006. NPTS 1•2 6•000020 
R R•4 4•000024 RAD R•4 4•000056 RL RH 4•000034 RU R•4 4•000040 SCL R•4 6•000036 
SN R•4 4•0000&2 SST RH 7•000024 SSTP RH 7•000014 THt.TA R•4 6•00005& THETAP R•4 6•000010 
TOL R•4 b•Oo0042 VSf RH &•000032 x RH 6•000000 Xl R•4 r-000010• Yt.RR RU 4•000072 
n R•4 t•000012• YMAX R•4 f•OOOOI&• YS R•4 4•000000 YTRY R•4 4•000066 YO R•4 6•000004 
YIST R•4 &•000062 z R•4 ;--000020• ZL RH 4•0000 Io ZP R•4 4•000020 zu RH 4•000004 
ZI R•4 7•000000 Z2 R•4 7•000004 

ARRAYS 

NAME TYPE ADDRESS SIZE DIMENSIONS 

R•4 t •000004• 000004 (!) 

LAHELS 

LABEL ADDRll>S LABEL ADDRESS LAB!:L ADDRESS LAHt:L AUDRESS LABEL ADDHSS 

10 1-oooni 20 1•000504 JO 1•001410 40 1•001322 50 1 •00062& 
60 1•001402 70 l•OOOJJ2 I 00' •• 

fUNCTlONS ANO ~UBl<UUT lNES k~fER~NCEO 

ALT 

TOl'AL SPACt. ALLOCATED z OOlbi>O 472 



FORTRAN lV-~LUS V02•51E 13:25:59 21•APR•81 PAGE 4 
GHNDPT.FTN /TR:BLUCKS/WR 

,LP.LST:GRNDPT 



SSLPLP/PR:O/~P/CP/NOTR=SSLPLP,[300,300}DSKTRN 
SLPS,ALSLP,LPPE~,sxs~,QUANT,RCSLP 
I 
UNITS=:ll 
ASG=T 1: 1, TI :"6 
ASG=TI:B 
AtiG=D~0:14,D8i:12 
II 



FOHTRAN IV•PLUS V02•51E 1J:27:02 21·APR•81 
SSLPLP.FTN /TR:BLOCKS/WR 

C THIS PROGRAM WILL PHODUCE AN OUTPUT 9 TRACK 
C MAGNETIC TAPE FILE CONTAlNlNG THE OPTICAL 
C DENSITIES Of AN ORTHONORMAL IMAGE OF A USER• 
C SEL~CTEU AREA Of THE CACHE, OK MAP SHEET, 
C THE USER MAX SELECT BETWEEN TWO FOkMULA FOR 
C THE DETERMINATION OF THE GRAY SHADES, SPECIFY 
C THE POSITION Uf THE SUN, THE PIXEL DENSITY, 
C AND A VERTICAL SCALING FACTOR, 
c 
(********************************************** 
c 
C PROGRAM BY CXRUS TAYLOR 
C AUTOMATED CARTOGRAPHX BRANCH 
C ENGINEER TOPOGRAPHIC LABS 
C fORT BC:LVO!R, VA 
C 27 JUNE 1978 
c 
C********************************************** 
C UIMENSlON THE TWO ARAYS THAT WILL 
C CONTAIN THE DATA PTS FOR TWO SUCCESIVE 
C ELEVATION PHOflLES. THESE WILL BE 
C USED TU DETERM!NE THE LOCAL SLOPE OF 
C THE TERRAIN, WHICH, TOGETHOR WITH OTHER 
C USER DETERMINED FACTORS, DETERMINES 
C 1HE lNTENSITX UF THE REFLECTED LIGHT, 

0001 DIMENSION AZAC1024),BZA(1024) 
C UE•lNE THE bYTE ARRAY CONTAINING THE 
C DE~SITY lN•URMATlON; THIS ARRAY WILL BE 
C ~RITTEN TO TAPE, 
C *fULLOWlNG STATEMENT ADDED R. ROSENTHAL 2/13/79 

0002 UlMENSlON IBYlES(lO) 
C FULLO~ING LINE ADDED FOR TIME STATEMENT 
C C. 'fAHUH. 26 AUG 1979 

0003 DlMENS!ON A11Ml2) 
0004 LUGICAL*l SHADE(l024) 
0005 COMMUN /BOUNDS/XMAXB,YMAXB,XMINB,YM!NB,£LEVB 
0006 COMMON /SEXY/DELTAG,CUSEL,lVSUN,ANG,Cl,C2,S1,S2 
0007 CUMMUN /NEW/MRDR 
000~ UATA XMAXb/lJ.bYb/,XM1Nbl.1772/,YMAXB/21.5Y/ 
0009 UATA 'iM1N81.177~/,ELEV8/310 0 / 1 IUNI~/O/,KUDE/•l/ 
0010 DATA MOUE/O/,IPAR/O/,IUEN/O/,lCTL/128/ 
0011 DATA KOUNT/128/ 
0012 lERR=O 
0013 MRDR=l 
0014 PI=3.141~Y 

C w~ HAVE NUW lNlTlALlZ~D tAPTRN FUR LUN1 
C NU~ hE WILL UPEN THE OlSKflL~S 

0015 CALL DSKr1L(4,•l,'UbO','CACHE1,0AT',DUM,1024 
1 ,100,lfLAG,lERR) 

C ~ENCUNIT:4,T'iPE='ULD',ACCESS='DIRECT',READONLY, 
C 1 ~£COHDSIZE=4Y3,SHAHEU,ASSOCIATEVARIA8LE=lV) 

OOlb 1FC1ERR.EU.UJG0 IO 6 
C ALL WH11E STATEMENTS MUUlflEU TO 
C Wk11E TU UNIT 1; l.E., ALL STATEMENTS 
C 'WRITE(5,' CHANGED TU WRlTE(l, •• , 
C CHANGES MAUE TU ALLOW DELAYED RUNNING 

PAGE 1 



FURtRAN IV•PLUS V02•51E 13:l7:02 21•APR•81 PAGE 2 
SSLPLP.FTN /TR:BLUCKS/wR 

0017 
0018 
0019 

0020 

0021 
0022 
0023 
0024 
0025 

002b 
0027 

0028 
0029 
0030 
0031 
0032 

OOJb 
0037 
0038 
0039 
0040 
0041 
0042 
0043 
0044 
0045 
004b 
0047 
0041:! 

0049 
0050 
0051 

0052 
0053 

C Of SOFTwARE. C. TAYLOR. 2b AUG 1979 
WRITE(l,104)1ERR,1FLAG 

104 FORMAT(' OPEN FAILURE ON DBl:CACHEl.DAT',213) 
STOP 

Cb CUNT!NUE 
b CALL OSKFIL(2,•1,'DBO','SDRLF.DAT',DUM,512, 

1 1024,IFLAG,IERR) 
C OPEN(UNIT=9,NAME='FOR005.DAT',TYPE:'OLD',ACCESS: 
C 1 'DIREC1',READONLY,RECORDSIZE=405, 
C l SHARED,ASSOC!AfEVARlAbLE=lw) 

IFCIERR.EQ.OJGU TO 7 
WRITE(l,107)1ERR 

107 FORMAT(' OPEN FAILURE ON DBl:SORLF.DAT',13) 
SlOP 

7 CONT INUI:: 
C NLlw S~T PARITY AND D~NSITY UF TAPE 
C hUw DEflNE PARAMETE~S 
C *NEXT 7 LINES ADDED R. ROSENTHAL 2/13/79 

WRITE(l,*)' ENTER DEVICE AND ~ILE NAME: ''DDN:FILE.EXT''' 
WRlTE(l,*)' TO INPUT FROM TERMINAL ENTER ''Tl:''' 

C NEXT TWO READ STATEMENTS ALTERED 10 READ FROM 
C UNIT 4 IN ORDER TU ALLOW DELAYED RUNS 

READ(8,5555)1BYTES 
5555 fORMAT(10A2) 

wR!TECl,*)' NUM~ER UF CHARS IN FILE NAME' 
REAOCB,*)NbY'fl::S 
CALL ASSIGN (4,lBYTES,NBYTES) 

C *~lXt J COMMENTS ENfERED Ho ROSENTHAL 2/13179 
C PkOMPT INPUTS ARE NOW FRUM UNlr 4 
C l~~UT PARAMETERS MAY NOW BE READ fROM DISK FILES 
C CHANGES MADE TO 'READC5,*)' NOW 'READ(4,*) 

20 CONTINUE 

-100 
1 

101 

lJ(J 

l O:.! 

103 

1 vo 
1 

10~ 

1 
l 

WRlTE(l,100) 
f'ORMAT( 1 X, '-E~H:.-R M-A-PSHEE'I' CU-C!.RDlti!A'I£S (l_f LOWl!.R LEf'l'-HAM> 
",1,lX,' AREA OF lNTtREST') 
READ(4,•JXLL,YLL 
wlUTECl,101) 
FORMATC1X,'ENTER HEIGHT AND w!DTH OF AREA Of INTEREST') 
RE:AD(4,•)H,w 
FOHMATC' ENTER UHDER UF wEIGHllNG FUNCTION 10 tiE USED') 
wkll'E(l,102) 
fORMATllX,'ENTEH #PIXELS/HORIZONTAL LINE") 
READ(4,*JNPIX 
~RI1'Ell,l03l 

fUHMAT(lX,'ENTEM VERTICAL SCAL!NG FACTOR') 
HE.ADl4,*)VS~· 

WRlTE(l,lObl 
FURMATClX,'ENTEK 0 tOR LAMBERT& LAw,•,1,1x, 
'l fOR THE LOMMEL•SEELIGl!.R LAW') 
READC4,*)LAW 
WHlTECl,10~) 

FORMAll" ENTER ANGLE Uf ELEVATION Of LIGHT,',I,' 
DlRE.CTIUh Uf LIGHT (O=FHUM N,90 FRUM E)",I, 
' AZIMUTHAL VAR!ATlUN') 
READC4,*JEL1,ANl,HVlEW1 
WRITE;( 1, 131 l 
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0054 131 fORMAT(lX,'RELIEf CONTOURS?~=l,/,CONTOUR 
1 INTERVAL (M)') 

005~ READ(4,*)1RELCN,ICON 
0056 lVSUN=O . 

C FULLOwlNG 3 LlNES ADDED FOR DCMNTN PURPOSES 
C c. TA~LOR, 26 AUG 1979 

0057 CALL TlME(ATlM) 
0058 WRlTE(1,134)(ATIMClJKL),1JKL=1,2) 
0059 134 FORMATC1X,2A4) 
0060 lf(RVIEWl.GT.1.)IVSUN=l 
0061 ANl=ABS(ANl) 
0062 AN:90,•AN1 
00b3 EL:(EL1•3.14159)/180, 
0064 AN=CAN•3,14159)/180, 
0065 ANG:((135.•3.14159)/l80,)•AN 
0066 RVlEW=RVIEWl*Pl/360, 
0067 RVIEW:(Pl-2.•RVlew)/2, 

C NOW DEFINE PARAMETER•DEPENDANT VARIABLES 
0068 DELTA:W/FLOAT(NPIX) 
0069 CNVRT:0,0007874016 
0070 CNVRT=l./CNVRT 
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0071 If(lRELCN.EU.l)VSF=TANCEL)•CNVRT•CDELTA/lCON)•vsr 
0072 DELTAP:DELTA/(((5.E•4)•100./2,54)*9•) 
0073 DELTAG:(OELTA*50000,)*C2,54/100,) 
0074 NPTS=NPIX+l . 
0075 XEND=XLL+W 
00/6 LSTRW:H/DELTA 

C *fULLUWING LINE INSERTED R. ROSEN1HAL 16•FE8•79 
0077 NUMRWS=LSTRW+l 
0078 DELSQR:D~LTAG**2 
0079 tCUR:tLL+H 

C HOW PRECISE ARE THE FOLLOWING? 
JOSO c1:cosc-RVIEW+3.•Pl/4.) 
J081 C2=COSC-RVIEW•Pl/4.J 
)082 Sl=SIN(RVIEW+3,*PI/4.) 
l083 S2:SIN(RVIEW•PI/4.) 
l084 SY=COSCE"LJ •SrN {AN) 
)085 SX=COS(EL)*COSCAN) 
)086 SZ:SINCEL) 
)087 COSEL=COSlEL) 

C ESTABLISH DENSITY SCALING FACTOR 
C ASSUME DMAX:127 CORRESPONDS TO 
C TO OENSIT~ Of 2,3 
C DSCL=127./2.3 

loss WRITE(l,111) 
l089 111 FORMAT(' ENTER DSCL (55.2)') 
l090 READl4,*)DSCL 
l091 115 FORMAT(' ~NT~R 1 TO DUMP ELEVATIONS') 
l092 ~RlfE(6,112)XLL,~LL,H,W 
)093 112 FORMATC'1XLL,ILL:('.,f7.3,',',F7,3,'),H,W=(',f7,3,',',f7,3,')') 
)094 wRITE(6,113)NPlX,VSf,LAW,MRDR 
)095 113 fOHMATC' NPIX=',13,' VSf:',F7.3,' LAW:',13,'MRDR: ',I3) 
)09b WR1T~(6,114JEL1,AN1,DSCL,RVIEW1,NUMRWS 
)097 114 FORMAT(' EL=',f7.3,'AN=',f8.3,'DSCL:',f7.3,'RVIEW:', 

1F8,2,'NUMBER Of ROWS:',I4 1 //) 

C *ABUVE 3 LINES, ADDITION TO WRITE STATEMENT ADDED R. ROSENTHAL 
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)098 
)099 
>100 
HO 1 
)102 
)103 

)104 
)105 
>106 
)107 
)108 
)109 
>110 
) 111 
1112 
1113 
1114 

•115 
1 l lb 
111 -, 
11a 
• 119 
•no 
• 121 

• 122 

• 123 
• 124 
• 125 
• 12b 
• 127 
• l lB 
•129 
1 130 
1 131 
• 13 l 
1 13 3 
•134 
·13~ 

•l 3b 
• l 31 
•13tl 
• 139 
'140 

141 
l'il 

143 
\44 
14~ 

C ESTABLISH OO•LOUP TO PROCESS DATA 
DO 1000 IROW:O,LSTRW 
YCUR=YCUR•DELTA 
lF(lRELCN,EQ.llGO TO 132 

132 

133 

CALL SLPS(XLL,YCUR,XENO,YCUR,NPlX,AZA,BZA,DLN) 
GO TO 133 
CALL RCSLP(XLL,YCUR,XEND,YCUR,NPIX,AZA,BZA 

1 ,DLN,ICON,DELTAP) 
CONTINUE 
lFCLAW.E~.l)GU TO 11 
DO 13 lPlX=l,NPIX 
AZ=AZA(lPlX)*DELTAP 
BZ=BZA(IPlX)*DELTAP 
AZ=AZ* vsr-
BZ=BZ*VSF 
CALL SXSYlSX,SY,AZ,BZ) 
BEG:•SX*AZ*DELTAG•SY*DELTAG*BZ+DELSQR*SZ 
01S=SQRT(CAZ*DC:LTAGJ**2+CDELTAG*BZ)**2+CDELSQR**2)) 
COSl:BEG/DlS 

C UPAClTY=l/10,DENSITY=LOGCOPAClTYl,l=lOCOSl 
C NUTE:UENSITY MAY HAVE TO BE CHANGED 

lflCOSl,LT.1.E•SJCOSl=,00001 
SHAD:ALOG10(1,/COS1) 

13 

C NU1'4 
11 

c 

19 
1~00 

C NOi'< 

108 

SHAD=SHAD*DSCL 
IFCSHAD,GT,127,)SHAD=127, 
SHADEClPlX)=SHAD 
CUNTlNUt:: 
GO TO 1500 

U~AL 1'41TH TH~ LOMM~L SEELIGER CASE 
CONTINUE 
DlFrERENTlATE tiEtWEEN EVEN AND ODD ROWS 
DO 19 lPlX=l,NPlX 
-A'/i:AZA ( 1-P l ~) •L}eL'!AP 
tlZ=BZA(IPlX)*OC:LTAP 
AZ=AZ*vSF" 
BZ=BZ*VS~' 

CALL SXSYCSX,SY,AZ,BZ) 
BEG=DELTAG*C•SX*AZ•SY*BZ)tDELSOR*SZ 
DlS=SQRT((AZ*DELtAG)**2+lBZ*DELTAG)**2+CDELSQR**2)) 
CUSt:=Dt:;LSVR/OlS 
COSl=Bt:G/DlS 
lflCUSl,LT.1,E•5)CUSl=,00001 
SHAO=l,/Cl.+(COSt:/COSl)) 
SHAD=(ALOGlO(l,/SHAD))*DSCL 
lf(SHAD.LT.O,)SHAD:O, 
lHSHAO.t>l'.127.)SHAD=l.27. 
SHAOEClPlX):SHAD 
CONTINUE: 
CONTINUE 

WRlTC: lf OUT TO DIS~ 
JRUw:Il<Ow+l 
CALL DSKTRN(2,2,l~RR,JRU~,NRES,SHADt:, 

l O,lOONC:) 
lf(lt:;RR,t:U.OJGU TU 15 
WR1T£(1,10~)1C:RR 
fDRMATl' DSKTRN fAlLURE:',13) 
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146 
147 
148 

149 
150 
l~l 

1~2 
l~j 

154 
155 
156 
1 ~., 
1ti8 
159 
160 
161 
162 
103 
164 
16 ti 
l6b 

167 

168 
lb9 

15 
1000 

C wHl'lt; 

1502 
1501 

109 

110 

1 

1 

1 

STOP 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
AN END OF FILE MAHKEH 
lf lNPlX.GI.lOOJGO TO 1501 
DO 1502 JFIL=1,JROW 
CALL DSKTRN(2,1,IERR,JFIL,NRES,SHADE, 
O,lOONE) 
lFClERR.EQ.O)GO TO 16 
wlUTECl,lOB)lERR 
STOP 
CONTINUE 
CALL LPCSHADE) 
CONT lNUE 
CONTINUE 
CALL TlMElATlM) 
~RlTEC1,134)(ATlM(lJKL),lJKL=l,2) 
wRITEC 1, 109) 
fORMATC' ANOTHER IMAGE:ENTER l') 
READC4,110)lANS 
FORMATC14) 
lfC!ANS.EU.llGO TU 20 
CALL DSKtlLl4,-2,'DBO','CACHE1.DAT',DUM,1024,100 
,IFLAG,lERR) 
CALL DSKF1L(2,•2,'DHO','SDRLF.DAT',DUM,512,1024 
,IFLAG,IERR) 
STOP 
END 

PAGE 5 
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. RO~RAM SECTIONS 

UMBER • NAME SIZE ATlRlSUTES 

SCOO~I 0041•4 1082 Rw,l,CON,LCL 
SPOATA 000306 99 Rw,o,CDN,LCL 
&IDATA 001574 44• RW,D,CON,LCL 
SVARS 022312 4709 RW,D,CON,LCL 
$TEMPS 000014 6 RW,D,CON,LCL 
~OUN Ob 000024 10 R111,0,0VF.,G8L 
SEXY 000036 15 Rw,D,OVR,GBL 
NEW 000002 1 Rw,D,OVR,GBL 

"ARIABLES 

NAME TYPE ADDRESS ~AME TYPE ADDRESS NAME TYPE ADDRlSS NAMt: nPE ADDRESS NAME TYPE ADDRESS 

AN R•4 4•0U142 ANG R•4 7•000012 ANI RH 4•0221H AZ R•4 4•022244 BEG RH 4•022254 
BZ R•4 4•022250 CNVRT R•4 4•022162 COSE RH 4•022274 COSEL R•4 7•000004 COSI RU 4•022264 
Cl RH 7•000016 C2 R•.4 7•000022 DELSOR RH 4•022204 DELTA R•4 4•022156 OELTAG R•4 7•000000 
DEL TAP R•4 4•02216• UIS R•4 4•022260 OLN R•4 4•022Hb OSCL R•4 4•022230 OUM R•4 4•022060 
EL R•4 4•02214• EL~VB R•4 6•000020 ELI RH 4•022120 H R•4 4•022100 lANS I•2 4•022310 
ICON H2 4•022136 lCTL U2 4•022046 IDEN 1•2 4•022044 I DONE I•2 4•022304 IERR U2 4•022052 
IHAG I•2 4•022064 lJKL 1•2 4•022140 IPAR I•2 4•022042 IPlX I•2 4•022242 IRELCH I•2 4•022134 
IRUW U2 4•0222J4 lUNIT 1•2 4•022034 lVSUN I•2 7•000010 Jf"IL U2 4•022306 JROW 1•2 4•022300 
KODt: I•2 4•022036 KOU NT U2 4•022050 LAW 1•2 4•022116 LS TRW I•2 4•022200 MOOE I•2 4•022040 
MRUR U2 8•000000 NS HES 1'2 4•022066 NPIX I•2 4•022110 NPTS 1•2 4•022172 NRES I•2 4•022302 
NUMR•S H2 4•022202 Pl R•4 4•022054 RVIEW RU 4•02H~2 RV!Eol R•4 4•022130 SHAO R•4 4•022270 
sx RH 4•022220 SY R•4 4•022214 si RH 4•022224 SI R•4 7•000026 S2 RH 7•000032 
vsr RH 4•022112 • RH 4-022104 XEND RH 4•022174 XLL RH 4•02~070 XMAXB P.H 6•000000 
XMlNS R•4 6•000010 YCUR R•4 4•022210 YLL R•4 4•022074 YMAXB R•4 6•000004 YMINB RH 6•000014 

IRRAYS 

NAME TYPE ADDRESS SIZE DIMENSIONS 

AT!M R•4 4•020024 000010 4 (2) 
AZA R•4 4•000000 0 I UOOO 2048 ( 1024) 
~ZA RH 4•010000 01 ouoo 2048 ( 1024) 
l~UES U2 4•020000 OU OOH 10 (10) 
SHADE LOI 4•0200J4 002000 512 (1024) 

~A~ELS 

LABEL ADDRlSS LHl!:L AUDR~SS LAHL AUD RESS LABEL AU DRESS LABEL ADDRESS 

6 1•000136 7 1•000220 It 1•003060 1l •• 15 1•003560 
16 1•003714 19 •• 20 1•000406 100• ]•000116 101• 3•000230 
IOl' 3•000306 !OJ' J•OOOJ50 104' 3•000000 105' 3•000510 106' 3•000412 
107' 3•000046 10tl' 3•001212 109. 3•0012 40 II O' 3•0012'2 111' ]•000750 
112' J•00077e ltJ~ 3•001046 114' 3•001116 115' •• uo• •• 
lJI' J•000&&2 132 1•002462 Ill 1•002500 134. ]•000742 1000 •• 
1500 1•003464 1501 1•003746 1502 •• 5555' 3•000112 
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fUNCIIUoS AM, SUBROUTINES REtEl<t.NCt.0 

A~SlG~ DSKtlL USKTkN LP kC.SLr' SL~S SXSY $ALGIO seas SS!N $SQ~'I STAN 

'COTAL SPACt. ALLOCATED • 030700 bJbij 

, LP. LS'f :SOL~L~ 
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0001 
0002 
0003 
0004 
0005 
OOOb 
000"/ 
0008 
0009 
0010 
0011 
0012 
0013 

0014 
001~ 
\)\)fo 

0017 
0018 
0019 
0020 
0021 
0022 

C THlS SUBROUTlNE CALCULATES THE X,Y POSlTlUNS Of 
C ALL POINTS ALONG A LOS PROFILE AT WHICH THE 
C ELEVATION lS TO ~c CALCULATED 
c 
C************************************************** 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

PROGRAM Bl CYRUS C. TAILOR 

AUTO•CAR1'0 BR 
'fDL, USAETL 
TDL,UASETL 
23 AUG 1977 

c 
C*************************************************** 
c 
c 

1 

50 

100 

SUBROUTINE SLPS(X1,11,X2,Y2,NPTS,AZA,BZA,DLN) 
DlMENSlO~ AZA(l),BZAll) 
COMMON /BOUNDS/XMAXB,YMAXB,XMlNB,YMlNB,ELEVB 
FNPTSl=fLOATCNPTS•l) 
DLN:(SQRl(lX2•X1)**2+(Y2•11l**2))/fNPTS1 
DX:(X2•Xl)/fNPTS1 
DY:(Y2•Yl)/FNPTS1 
SN=DUDLN 
DU 100 1=1,NPTS 
f"!Ml=FLOAT(l•l) 
X=Xl+flM1*DX 
Y =Yl +Fl Ml *DY 
lflX.LT.XMAXB .AND. Y.LT,YMAXB 
.AND. X.GT.XMlNB .AND. Y.GT.YMlNB) GO TO 50 
AZA(l):O. 
BZA(l):O. 
GO 1'0 1-0-0 
CALL ALT(X,Y,Z,SN,AZ,BZ,l) 
AZA(l):AZ 
BZA(l):BZ 
CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 

PAGE 1 
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PROGRAM SECTlUNS 

NUMBl::R NAME. S!Z~ ATlR!BUHS 

SCODll 000512 lb5 f<W, l ,CO~, LCL 
SPDATA 000004 2 RW,O,CON,LCL 
$lUATA 000044 1 B 101,0,CVh,LCL 
$VARS 000052 21 RW,O,CON,LCL 
$Tl::MPS 000002 1 Rw,D,Cl.JN,LCL 
BOUNDS 000024 10 ~w,o,uvi..,Gt1L 

ENTRY POINTS 

NAME TYPI:: ADDRESS NAM!:: TYPO AUDR!.SS NAM!. HP!:: AUDRl::SS NAM!. UPI:: ADDRESS NAM!; HPI:: ADDHicSS 

SLPS 1-000000 

VARIABLl::S 

NAME TYP!. ADDRl::SS NAMt. BPI:: AUUkt.SS NAMt. I YPl ADURE.S::. NI.Mic l'iPt: ADDRl::SS NAME TIPI:: ADDHt:>S 

AZ R•4 4•000042 BZ R•4 4•00004b DLN R'4 t'•000020• DX R•4 4•000004 DY R•4 4•000010 
ELt.Vb k•4 b•000020 fl Ml R•4 4•00002:1 fNPISl RH 4•000000 1 !'2 4•000020 NPTS 1'2 r-000012• 
SN k•4 4•000014 x H•4 4•00002b XMAXB R'4 b•OOOOOO XM!Nb R•4 •-000010 XI R•4 r-000002• 
X2 R•4 1•000006• y R•4 4·000032 YMAXB RH b•OOOOv4 YM !Nb k•4 &•000014 YI k•4 f•000004• 
vi k•4 1-000010• z RH 4•0000Jb 

ARRAYS 

NAME TIP!: ADDRESS SIZE D!ME.NS!Ol~S 

AiA R•4 1•000014• ooovo4 (1) 

BZA R•4 t•OOOOlb• 000004 (1) 

LAt<t.L AIJl>Kt..S.S LAbH AUDkC.SS LAbC.L AODkESS LAbE.L ADDt<lSS 

50 1·000404 100 1·0004bb 

ALf SSQkl 

TOTAL SPACC. ALLUCATED 000004! 

,LP.L.Sl=.SLP~ 
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0001 
OOO:l 
0003 
0004 
0005 
OOOt> 
0007 
0008 

0009 
0010 
0011 
0012 
0013 
0014 
0015 
OOlt> 
0017 
0018 
0019 
0020 
OO:ll 
oon 
0023 
0024 
OO:l5 
002t> 
0021 
oo:.n~ 
00:.!9 
OOJO 
OOJl 
0032 
0033 
0034 
0035 
OOJt> 
OOJ7 
0038 
0039 
0040 

C THIS SUBROUTINE ACCEPTS THE X,Y COORDINATES OF 
C A POINTON THE CACHE MAP SHEET, AND RETURNS 
C THE Z VALUE AT THAT POINT 
c 
CS************************************************ c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

SUBROUTINE BY CYRUS C. TAYLOR 
COMPUTER SCIENCE SPECIALISTCTRAINEE) 
AUTO-CARTU BR 
TOL,USAE.:TL 
FORT BELVOIR, VA 
23 AUG 1977 

C*******************************************~*** 
c 

2077 

114 
112 
111 

SUBROUTINE ALT(X,Y,Z,SN,AZ,BZ,lASCD) 
INTEGER COEFl 
LOGICAL*l COEF2 
DlMENSlON COEF1(90,40),BUFC512) 1 COEF2C90,40,3) 
DIMENSION FIT1C4),FlT2(4),FlT3(4),FIT4(4) 
COMMON /BOUNDS/XMAXB,YMAXB,XMlNB,YMlNB,ELEVB 
COMMON /NEW/MRDR 
lFCX.LT.XMAXB .AND. Y.LT.YMAXB 
.AND. X.GT.XMINB .AND. Y.GT.YMINB)GO TO 2077 
Z=ELEVB 
AZ:O. 
l:)Z:O. 
RI:: TURN 
CON1'1NUE 
DATA IFlRST/0/ 
lF(lFlRST.GT.O) GO TO 111 
fflRST=l 
rs-Avt.--=o 
JSAVE=O 
BURDER=ll5.E-4)*100.12.54)*8• 
FlT=CBORDt:R/8.)*9• 
DO 112 K:l,90 
CALL DSKTRNl4,1,lERR,K,NRES,BUF,O,lDONE) 
lf(IJ::RR.GT.OJ GO TU 9999 
DO 114 J:l,40 
L=4*CJ•l)+b+32t! 
COEFlCK,J):BUF(L) 
COEF2lK,J,1J=BUFlL+ll 
COEF2CK,J,~):BUf(L+2) 
COEF2lK,J,3)=~Uf(L+J) 
CONT Hiu~: 
CUN'rINUt-; 
CONTINUE 
J:lNT((X-BURUER)/FlT)+l 
I=INT((~·SOROER)/FlT)+l 

Jl=Jtl 
lMOD=l-8:.2 
lf(l.~Q.lSAVE.AND~J.EU.JSAVE) GU TO 80 
lF(lMOD.LT.lJ GO TU 9998 
lf(J.GT.90) GU TO Y998 
ll):(IMOL>-1)*4 

PAGI:: 1 
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0041 
0042 
0043 
0044 
0045 
0046 
0047 
0048 
0049 
0050 
0051 
0052 
0003 
0004 
0055 
0056 
0051 
0058 
0009 
0060 
0061 
0062 
OObJ 
0064 
0065 
0066 
0067 
00b8 
00b9 
00·10 
0071 
0072 
0073 
0074 
00/5 
0076 
0077 
0018 
0079 
0080 
0081 
0082 
0083 
0084 
OOl::lo 
008t> 
0087 
0088 
0089 
0090 
0091 
oon 
0093 
00'J4 
0095 
009b 

75 
80 

200 

FlT1(1)=CUEf1CJ,lMOD) 
FIT2(1)=COEF1CJ,IMOD+l) 
FIT3C1>=COEF1CJ1,IMOD) 
FlT4C1J:COEF1CJ1,IMOD+l) 
DO 75 IP:2,4 
Il=IB+IP 
I2=1B+4+1P 
FlT1(1P)=COEF2(J,lMOD,lP•l) 
flT2CIPJ=COEF2CJ,IMOD+1 ,lP•l) 
F'l T 3 ( 1 P) ::C UEf' 2 ( J 1 , lMUU, l P-1 ) 
FlT4ClPJ=COEF2(J1,IMUD+l,lP•l) 
CONTINUE 
CUNTlNUE 
XC=FLOATCJ•l)*FIT+BORDER 
XL::(X-XC)fflT 
YC=FLOATCl-l)*Flt+BURDEH 
~L=CY-YC)/fl'f 

XLC=XL•l. 
YLC=YL•l. 
Zl=FIT1(l)+FIT1(2)*XL + CFIT1C3)+FIT1C4J*XL) * YL 
Z2=FIT2Cl)+flT2(2)*XL + CFIT2l3)+FIT2(4)*XL) * YLC 
Z3::Fl1'3Cl)+F1T3C2)*XLC + CF1T3(3)+fl1'3l4)*XLC) * YL 
Z4=FlT4Cl)+FIT4(2)*XLC + CFlT4(3)+FlT4(4)*XLCJ * iLC 
XL2=ABSCXL**CMRDR+l)) 
XLC2=ABS(XLC**CMRDR+l)) 
YL2=ABSCYL**CMRDR+l)J 
YLC2=ABSCYLC**CMRDR+l)) 
lfllASCD.EU.O)GO IU 200 
AZl=FIT1(2J+F1fl(4J*iL 
AZ2=FIT2(2)+FlT2C4)*YLC 
AZ3=FIT3(2)+FIT3(4)*YL 
AZ4=FIT4C2)+FIT4(4)*YLC 
BZl=FIT1(3)+FIT1(4)*XL 
BZ2=flT2C3J+fl12l4)*XL 
BZ3=flI3l3)+flT3(4)*XLC 
BZ4=FIT4CJ)+FlT4(4)*XLC 

CONTINUE 
XLC=•XLC 
YLC=·YLC 
wl=lXLC2*C-2.*XLC+J.))*lYLC2*(-2.*YLC+3.)) 
W2=CXLC2*l•2.*XLC+3.))*CYL2*(•2.*YL+J.)) 
WJ:(XL2*l•2.*XL+3,)J*(YLC2*(•2.*YLC+J.)) 
W4:(XL2*C·2.*XL+J,iJ*CYL2*C·2.*YL+J.)) 
lf(IASCD.~Q.O)GO 10 205 
ADW1=·b.*XLC*Cl.-XLCJ*CYLC2*C-2.*YLC+3.)) 
ADw3=b.*XL*ll.-XL)*lYLC2*l•2.*YLC+J.)) 
ADW2=·b.*XLC*(l.·XLCJ*(YL2*(•2.*YL+J.)) 
ADw4=6.*XL*ll.·XL)*(YL2*C•2.*YL+3.)) 
BDwl=·o.*YLC*(l.-YLC)*(XLC2*C•2.•XLC+3.)) 
HDw2=b.*YL*Cl.-YL)*lXLC2*C•2.*XLC+3.)) 
BDW3=·o.*iLC*Cl.·YLC)*lXL2*C•2.*XL+3.)) 
BD~4=6.*YL*ll.·YL)*(XL2*l•2.*XL+3.)) 
AZ=Zl*ADWl+Z2*ADw2+Z3*AUW3~Z4*A~w4 
AZ=AZ+AZl*Wl+AZ2*W2+AZJ*W3+AZ4*w4 
BZ=Zl*8Uwl+Z2*BUW2+Z3*BUw3+Z4*BDw4 
BZ=BZ+HZ1*Wl+BZ2*w2+BZ3•w3+bZ4*w4 
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0097 
0098 

0099 
0100 
0101 
0102 
0103 
0104 
0105 
0106 
0107 
0108 
0109 
0110 

205 
:.!10 

c 
c 1 
c 1 

101 
100 

9999 
99991 

9998 

Z=Zl*Wl+Z2*W2+Zl*w3+Z4~W4 
CUNl'lNUI:: 
WRITEC6,101)AZ,BZ 1 Zl,Z2,Z3 1 Z4,wl,~2,W3,W4 1 ADW1,ADW2, 
,ADW3,ADW4,,BDwl,BDW2,BDW3 1 BOW4,AZ1,AZ2 1 AZ3 1 AZ4 1 BZ1,BZ2, 
BZ3,8Z4 
FORMAT(lX 1 2f9.4,2X,2C4f9.4,2X),/,2ClX 1 3(4F9.4,2XJ,/) 1 //) 

FORMAT(1X,I5,15 1 2F10.3,f10.3,/) 
JSAVE=J 
I SAVE= I 
IUSVE=IUNIT 
Rt: TURN 
WR1Tl::l5,99991)1ERR 
FURMATl'll/U fAILUR~ UN DBl: - lt:RR; ',13) 
STOP 
Z=310. 
Rt:TURN 
END 



~ Ul'(liUN I V•PLUS V02•!>1l 1J:l•:21 21-APR•BI PAGE 4 
ALSLP,Fr• /IN: i;LUCKS/WH 

PRUGRAM s•cr 1i..Ns 

•UMBER NAMt: SIZE AflklHUTES 

I SCUOl I OOJ014 19B r.:w,l,CUt-.i,LCL 
2 SPDATA 000024 10 Rw,O,COh,LCL 
J SWATA 00006& 27 f<W,u,cor.,LCL 
4 $VARS 041504 10146 Mllr,D,CON,LCL 
5 $Tl.MPS 000022 9 H'll,O,ClJt-.i,LCL 

ouu•os 000024 10 k"',O,Uvk,Gl:SL 
N<w 000002 I k'll,D,U"Vk,GHL 

lNH¥ POINTS 

NAM!. HP!. AUORESS /liAMt. f¥H AUOkt.SS •AMl HPl AUIJHl::.)S •AMl TYPE ADOkt:SS r.AMI:: TYPE AUUHl:>S 

ALT 1-000000 

I AH I AHLES 

NAMt: TIP!. Al.HJRl:.S::i f'.IAMl 1'1P< AUL>ftl:.::iS NA Ml TYPE: AUORESS NAME HH AUOHSS NAM!'..: TYPE ADUklSS 

AOWI k•4 4•041440 ADW2 R•4 4•0414!>0 AOWJ k•4 4•047444 AUW4 R•4 4•041454 AZ H•4 f•OOOO 12 • 
AZI k•4 4•041 JbO A'U R•4 4-041lb4 AZ3 H•4 4-047370 AZ4 H•4 4-04/Jl4 HOWi R•4 4-0414&0 
HDW.2 R•4 4-041464 BDW3 R•4 4•041470 BDw4 k*4 4-041414 80ROrn R•4 4-047226 BZ H•4 f•000014• 
841 H•4 4-041400 842 H•4 4-041404 HZJ kH 4-041410 UZ4 H•4 4-041414 ELlVB R•4 &-000020 
nr 

"' 4 
4•0412J2 I l •·i 4-0412!>2 IASCU 1•2 ;-00001&• lH H2 4•0472&0 IDO•t. 1*2 4•041l44 

llkH 1•2 4•047240 lf"lRSl' 1 •2 4-041220 !MUD 1•2 4•041256 IP 1 •2 4•041262 lSAVl 1•2 4•041222 
!UNI 1' 1•2 4•047!>02 I USVE 1•2 4•041500 11 1•2 4•0472&4 i2 1'2 4•047266 J 1'2 4-041246 
JSAVE l •:l 4•04U24 JI 1'2 4•0472!>4 K 1•4: 4•0472J6 L 1'2 4•047250 MRDR 1'2 1-000000 
NRES 1'2 4-047242 SN Rt 4 F'-000010• WI R•4 4-047420 W2 R•4 4-041424 •3 R•4 4•047430 
•4 R•4 4•047434 x H•4 f-00000<' xc H•4 4•047270 XL k'4 4•041274 i.LC R•4 4•04/JIO 
XLC2 1<*4 4•047 J44 XL2 k•4 4-041340 XMA>.8 k'4 b•OUOOOO XMINH Rt4 0-000010 y Rt4 f-000004• 
¥C 1<•4 4•047JOO ¥L R•4 4•041 J04 ¥LC R•4 4•047314 ¥LC2 Rt4 4•041354 ¥L2 R•4 4•047350 
¥MAX• k•4 b-000004 IMINB R•4 b•000014 z 1<•4 f•OOOOOot ZI HH 4-0473;0 Z2 Rt4 4•047324 
ZJ R•4 4-041J30 Z4 H•4 4•041JJ4 

ARRAYS 

NAM!:: TY Pt. AOUR!:SS Sil< DIMlNS!UNS 

BUf k•4 4-04 JI 20 004000 10'4 (SI 2) 
CUffl 1•2 4-000000 Olb040 .HOO (90,40) 
CU!:f'2 L• I 4-0lb040 O:i50b0 0400 (90,40,J) 
f l'fl H•4 4·04/UO 000020 ( 4) 
!'! 1'2 1<•4 4-041140 000020 ( 4) 
f'l T J H•4 4•0471&0 000020 ( 4) 
l'JT4 R•4 4•041200 000020 ( 4) 

LAt:St.L::; 

LABl::L ADUl<lSS LAHlL ADDRl::SS LABEL ADDRlSS LAH EL ADDklSS LABEL ADDRESS 



~OKTRAN lV•VLUS V02•51E IJ:28:21 
ALSLP.fTN /TR:BLOCKS/wR 

75 
112 
2u77 

•• •• 
1•000124 

80 
114 
9998 

1-001102 

•• 
1·0030~2 

FUNCTIONS ANLJ SUBROUT lNES R~HR~NCED 

DSKTRN 

TOTAL SPACE ALLOCATED 052762 11001 

,LP.LST•ALSLP 

100• 
200 
9999 

PAC~ ~ 

•• 
1•001774 
l•OOlOOb 

IOI' 
205 
~9991' 

•• 1-oonoo 
3·000000 

111 
210 

1•000444 

•• 
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LPPER.FTN /TR:BLOCKS/WR 

C FILE NAME - LPPER.fTN 
c 

0001 SUBROUTIN~ LPCSHADE) • 
0002 LOGICAL*l SHADEC1),CHARC12) 
0003 LOGICAL*l PRNTClOO) 
0004 DATA CHAR/' ', ',', '•', '1', 'I', 'V', '#', '~', 'U', 

1 'A','4','W'/ 
C WRITE(5,51)(SHADE(M),~=1,32) 

0005 51 FORMATC1X,32UJ,/) 
OOOb DU 10 1=1,3 
0007 DO 50 K=l,100 
0008 IFCSHADECK),LT,O,)SHADE(K):127, 
0009 PRNT(KJ:CHAR(l) . 
0010 50 CONTINUE 
0011 DO 20 J:l,100 
0012 IF(SHADECJ),GT,b)GO TU 21 
0013 IFCI,NE.l)GO TO 20 
0014 PRNTCJJ:CHARClJ 
0015 GO TO 20 
0016 21 IFCSHADE(J),GT.9)GO TO 22 
0017 lf(I,NE.l)GO TO 20 
0018 PRNTCJJ=CHAR(2) 
0019 GO TO 20 
0020 22 lFCSHADECJ),GT,lJ)GU TO 43 
0021 IFCI.NE,lJGU TO 20 
0022 PRNT(J):CHAR(3) 
0023 GO TU 20 
0024 43 IFCSHADE(JJ,GT,15)GO TO 23 
0025 IFCl.NE.l)GO TO 20 
002b PRNTCJ):CHARC4J 
0027 GO TO 20 
0028 23 IF(SHADECJ),GT.19)GO TO 24 
0029 lf(l.NE.l)GO TO 20 
0030 PRN-'I' h.L);(;HA-!H5J 
0031 GO TU 20 
0032 24 IF(SHADE(J),GT,24fGO TO 25 
0033 lF(I,NE,l)GO TO 20 
0034 PRNTCJ):CHA~(b) 
OOJ5 GU TU 20 
OOJb 25 1F(SHADE(J).GT.28)GU TO 26 
0037 lf(l,NE,l)GU TO 20 
0038 PRNT(J):CHARC7J 
0039 GO TO 20 
0040 2b IFCSHADECJJ,GT,33JGO TO 27 
0041 If(l.NE.lJGO TO 20 
0042 PRNTCJJ:CHAR(8) 
0043 GO TO 20 
0044 27 lfCSHADECJ),GT,JB)GO TO 28 
0045 1F(l.EQ,3)GO TO 20 
0046 IF(l.EQ.1)PRNT(J):CHAR(9) 
0047 IFCI.EQ,2)PRNTCJJ=CHARC2J 
0048 GO TU 20 
0049 28 1FCSHADECJ),GT,44)GO TO 29 
0050 IFCI.EQ.l)GU TU 20 
0051 lf(l.EQ.1)PRNT(J):CHARC10) 
0052 IFCI.EQ.2)PRNTCJ)=CHAR(5) 



FORTRAN lV•PLUS V02•51E 
LPPER.FIN /TR:BLOCKS/WR 

0053 
0054 
0055 
0056 
0057 
0058 
0059 
0060 
0061 
006:.! 
0063 
0064 
0065 
0066 
0067 
0068 
0069 
0070 
0071 
oon 
0073 
0074 
0075 
0076 
oon 
0078 
0079 
0080 
0081 
0082 
0083 
0084 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

20 

500 
10 

501 

GU TO 20 
1FCSHAUECJJ.Gf.5l)GU TU 30 
IFC1.EQ.3)GO TU 20 
1 f ( l. l::V. 1) PHN T ( J) =C hAR ( 10 J 
lfll.EV.2lPRNt(J):CHARl5) 
GU TO 20 
1F(SHAUE(J).GT.58)GU TO 31 
lfll.EQ.3JGO TO :.!O 
lf(l.EQ.1JPRNTlJJ:CHAR(10) 
lf(l.EQ.2)PHNT(J):CHAH(8) 
GO TO 20 
lf{SHAOl-~(JJ.GT.6b)GO TU .32 
lf(l.EQ.3)PRNT(J):CHAR(4) 
lfll.EQ.1JPRNTCJJ=CHAH(6) 
IFCl.EQ.2)PRNT(J):CHAH(10) 
GO TU 20 
lf(SHAOElJ).GT.Jb)GO TO 33 
PRNT(JJ:CHAH(ll) 
IFCl.EQ.l)PRNT(J)=CHAHllO) 
IFCI.EQ.2)PHNT(J):CHAR(9) 
GO TU 20 
f'RNT(J):CHAk(l:.!) 
lf(l.EQ.l)PRNt(JJ=CHARClO) 
lFll.EQ.:.!)PkNTCJJ=CHAH(5) 
CONTINUE 
WRITEC6,500)(PRNT(L),L:l,100J 
fURMATl"+",1X,100A1) 
CUNTINUI:: 
wHITE(6,501) 
~ ORMAT(lX) 
HETUHN 
1:.:NU 

PAGE 2 



fUWlHAI~ I v•PLOo V02·>11:: 13: 29 :Oo <l·APo•Ol PAOI:. 3 
L.PPlR,nN /TH:~LOCr...":>/"'K 

PROORAM SlCllwM, 

NUMbt.H •AMl Sill:: A'J'IHlbU'Jl.S 

SCOl!l:. l 001704 4•2 kV!,J,CUt.,LCL 
$!DA l A 000024 10 H~,D,COl'l,LCL 

SVA"S 0001 ·10 bO ww,o,cot-.,LCL 

lNTRI PUIN1S 

NAME TIPE: ADDRt.SS NAMI:: 11PE ADDRt.oS NAl<l l!PE ADDRt.So /'iAME. IiH ADDHESS •AMl TIPE: ADDt<lSS 

L.P 1•000000 

VAR!Abl.l& 

NAME l!Pl AODRl:.SS JI.AMI:. TIPI:. Al!DRt.Sb •AMI:. HPI:. Al!D"l::SS •~AMI:. IYPE ADORE.SS NAMI:: Tl Pl AOUHC:SS 

1•2 4•000lb0 J•~ 4•000104 l•:i 4·000lb2 1•2 4•000lbb 

ARRA!:; 

NAMI:. llPt. AIJDf<l:.SS Sll:I:. lJJME.NSJUNS 

CHAR L• l 4-oouooo uOOUl 4 b l l 2) 
PRNT L• I 4•0001114 0011144 >o ( l 00) 
SHADl L.• l f •00000<' 000001 0 (1) 

LABEL.S 

L.Abl::L. ADOkt.SS L.AHt.L. AJ.H..'fH • .":>S LAl:H.L AUDI-Cl.SS LAbt.L AODf<l:.SS LAbt.L ADDPl::SS 

10 .. JO l•001>J4 " l·OOOJ!b u 1•000272 23 1-ooo•a 
24 1•0110476 25 1•0005>2 21> l•OOOb.to 27 1•000702 '" 1•001002 
29 l•OOllU2 JO 1•001174 31 l•0012bt> 32 l•0013bb 33 1•00141>0 
43 l•OUOJ4o >O .. 51. .. 500' J•OllOOUO ~01' J•OOOUlll 

TOTAL SPACt. ALLUCAl"W 002120 552 

,LP,L.Sl:LPPlR 



FORTRAN IV•PLU5 V02•51E 13:29:38 2l•APH•81 PAGE 1 
SXSl.FTN /TR: BLOCKS/WR 

C THIS SUBROUTINE IS DESIGNED TO VARY THE AZIMUTH OF THE 
C 'SUN' TO STRENGTHEN THE DETAIL IN SHADED RELIEF IMAGES 
C CHEATED BY PRUGRAMS SHADE.FIN AND SHADLP.FTN. 

0001 
0002 
0003 
0004 

C kEfl:;RENCE: P. YUELI, 'SOME REMAHKS ON THE CUMPLETIUN 
C Of THE ANALYTICAL HILL SADING PROJECT' 
C (UNPUBLISHED?•AUTO CARTO FILES) 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

c 

PROGRAM BY CYRUS C. TAYLOR 
AUTOMATED CAHTOGHA~HY bHANCH 
USAETL, FORT BELVUIH, VA 
11 JULI 1978 

SUBROUTINE SXSY(SX,SY,AZ,BZ) 
COMMON /SEXY/DELTAG,CUSEL,lVSUN,ANG,ci,c2,s1,s2 
Ht:;AL*4 NX, NY 
lF(lVSUN,EQ.OJGO TU 110 

0005 NX=·AZ*DELTAG 
0006 NY=·BZ*DELTAG 
0007 DlSFl=SQkTCCNX**2J+lNY**2J) 
0008 IF(D!Sfl.LT.l.E•b)GO TU 110 
0009 CO=NX/DISFl 
0010 SO:NY/DlSrI 
0011 C:CO*COS(ANG)•SO*SIN(ANG) 
0012 S=SO*CUS(ANG)+CO*SIN(ANG) 

C IN EFFECT, UUH X•Y COOHDlNATE SYSTEM hAS BEEN 
C kUTAtED THHUUGH AN ANGLE O~ ANG RADIANS. NUTE 
C THAT THE ANGULAK COORDINATE SYSTEM USED lN THIS 
C ROUTINE AND lN SHADE OR SHADLP IS NUT THE 
C AERONAUTICAL ANGULAH CUOHOINATE SYSTEM, BUT THE 
C THADlTIUNAL ALGEBRAIC COORDINATE SYSTEM. SINCE 
C OU!-< X•-X -CDDRDINATE Sl'.STEM HAS Bt::EN ROTATED, 
C Sl AND SY MUS! Bt:: HUTATED bACK Bt::~URI:. HE!URN1NG 
C TO tHE MAIN ROUTINE. 
C Sl:.CTUH I CASE 

0013 I~CC.GT.lCl). UR ,S.LT.(Sl))GO TU 10 
0014 SX:•C*COSt::L 
0015 s~=-s•cus~L 
OOlb GO TU 100 

C SECTUk IlI CASE 
0011 10 rrcc.LT.CC2J. OR .s.Gt.(S2))GU 10 20 
0018 SX=C*CUSEL 
0019 SY=S*CUSEL 
0020 GO TO 100 

C Sl:.C1UB II CASI:.: 2 SUBCASES 
0021 20 lf((C,LT.O.AND.S.LT.O).OP.CC.LT.O.ANU.S.LT.Sl) 

1 .OR.CS.LT.O.AND.C.LT.C2JJGO 10 30 
002i IfCC.GT,C0.707lJ)GU TU 25 
0023 SX=O. 
0024 S~=-COSEL 
0025 GO TO 100 
002b 25 SX=CUSEL 
0021 SY:O, 
0028 GU TO 100 

C SECtOR IV CASE: 2 SUBCASES 



FORTRAN lV•PLUS V02•51E 13:2~:38 2l•APR•81 
SXSY 0 FTN /TR:BLUCKS/WR 

0029 30 lFCC.LT.C·0.7071))GU TU 35 
ooJo sx=o. 
0031 SY=•COSEL 
0032 GO TO 100 
0033 35 SX=CUSEL 
0034 SY=O. 
0035 100 CONTINUE 

C WE MUST NOW ROTATE OUR LOCAL X•Y COORDINATE 
C SYSTEM BACK, SO THAT SX AND SY WILL BE-CONSISTANT 
C WITH THE MAIN ROUfIN~S. 

OOJb Y=SY*CUS(ANG)•SX*SIN(ANG) 
0037 X:SX*COSCANG)+SY*SINCANG) 
OOJB sx=-x 
0039 SY=•Y 
0040 110 CONTINUE 
0041 RETURN 
0042 END 

PAGE 2 



FORTRAN IV•PLUS V02•51E IJ:l9:3H 21•APH•81 PAGl l 
SXSY,fTN /lR:HLOCKSl•R 

PROGRAM SECT I~NS 

NUMBER NA Ml SIZE ATTRIBUHS 

&COD<.I 001000 25i> Rff,l,COt'<l,LCL 
IPDATA 000014 6 RW,D,CON,LCL 
SVARS 000044 18 HW,D,CO~,LCL 
ST<.MPS 000004 2 l-1.w,o,cot-t,LCL 
SEXY 000036 15 RW,D,O\IR,GDL 

ENTRY POINTS 

NAME TYP<. ADDRESS NAME TlPl£ AUDRlSS NAME Ti PE AUDH<.SS NAM!:.: l'YPt: ADDRESS NAM<. TYPE ADDRESS 

SXSI 1•000000 

VARIABLES 

NAME Tl Pl ADDRESS NAMl TYPE ADDRESS NAME TYPE AODkESS i'4AME TYPE ADDRESS NA Ml TYPE ADDRESS 

AN(; R•4 •·000012 AZ k•4 ~·-00000"' HZ R •4 1'•000010• c R•4 4•000024 CUSEL R•4 6•000004 
co R•4 4•000014 Cl R•4 b•OOOOlb C2 R•4 6•00002< OELTAv R'4 6•000000 DIH! R'4 4•UOU010 
IV SUN I•2 6•000010 NX R•4 4•000000 Ni k•4 4•000004 s R•4 4•000030 sx R'4 F•OOOOOH 
Si R•4 1·-000004• so R•4 4•000020 SI R•4 b•OOOO<b S2 R•4 6•000032 x R'4 4•000040 
I R •4 4•000034 

LAbt:LS 

LABll. ADDPlSS LABEi. AU DRESS LAblL ADDR<SS LABEL ADDRESS LABEL ADDR<.SS 

10 1•000320 20 1•000412 25 1•000542 JO 1•000570 35 l•OOObJ4 
I 00 l•OOObbO 110 1•000176 

FUNCTIONS AND SUBROUTINES RffERENCED 

$COS SS!~ SS~RI 

TUT AL SPACE ALLOCATED 0011n <Y'I 

,L~.1.is·r=sxsy 



FORTRAN IV-PLUS V02-~1E 13:37:21 
QUANT.rTN /TR:BLOCKS/wR 

0001 
0002 
0003 
0004 

SUBHUUTINE·UUANTCZ,lCON) 
Z:fLOATCICON*(INTCZ/CON))) 
RETURN 
J:.:ND 

2l•APR•81 PAGE 1 



-;:;; 
FURTRAN IV•PLUS V02•51E ll r J7: 21 21•APR•81 PAGE 2 
QUANT, f'fN /TRlbLOCKS/WR 

PROGRAM SECTIUNS 

NUMb~R NA Ml SIZE ATTRIBUTES 

SCOU~I 000054 22 Rw, I, CON, LCL 
SVARS. 000004 2 Rw,O,CON,.LCL 

ENTRY POINTS 

NAME TYPE ADDRESS NAME TYPE AUDRE SS NAM~ TY Po AU DRESS NAME TYPE ADDRESS NAME TYPE ADDRESS 

QUANT 1•0000.00 

VARIABLoS 

NAME TYPE ADDRESS NAME TYPE ADDRESS NAME TYPE ADDRESS NAME TYPE ADDllEU NAllE TYPE A-WlltlS· 

CON R•4 4•000000 ICON 1 •2 F•000004• z R•4 F•000002• 

TOTAL SPACl ALLOCATED 0000&0 24 

,LP,LST•QUANT 



FORTRAN lV-PLUS vo2-~1~ 13:.30:03 PAGI:: 1 
RCSLP.FTN /TR:HLUCKS/WH 

0001 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

0002 
0003 
0004 
000~ 
0006 
0007 
OOOB 
0009 
0010 
0011 
0014? 
OOlJ 
0014 

c 
c 
c 

001~ 
0016 
00 l "/ 
0018 
0019 
0020 
0 0 :.21 
0022 
0023 
0024 
0025 
002b 
0027 
0028 
0029 
0030 
0031 
0032 
OOJJ 
0034 
00J5 
OOJb 

SUBRUUTlNE RCSLP(XLL,YCUR,XeND,Y,NPIX,AZA, 
1 BZA,DLN,ICON,D~L1APJ 

.THlS SUtiHUUllNE CALCULAT~S ALTlTUDt::S, UUANTIZES 
1Ht ELEVATlUN VALUES, AND CALCULATlS SLOPl::S OVER 
A flNE GRID, IN ORDER TO S!MULA1E TANAKA'S 
RELIEF CUN10UR REPR~SENTATION Of TERRAIN. 

1HlS SUbROUTlN~ lS RtSTRlCTt::U TU RECTANGULAR REGIONS 
~11H t::UGES PAHALLtL ro 1Ht:: CUORL>lNAlt:: AXES OF THE 
POLYNOMIAL TERRAIN MUU~L 

PROGRAM BY CYRUS TAYLOR 
AUTU-CARTO BR. 
USAETL 
E-URT BHVLHR, VA 
11 JUNE 1979 

UIMt::NSIUN AZA(l),BZA(l),ELV~S(2,2) 
COMMON /bOUNUS/XMAXB,YMAXB,XMINB,YMINH,ELEVB 
FNPTSl=FLOATlNPlX•lJ 
DLN:(SQRl((Xl::NU•XLL)**2+CYCDR•YEND)**2J)/fNPTS1 
DY:(YEND·YCUkJ/FNPTSl 
SN:DY/DLN 
!ASCU=O 
DX:(XEND•XLL)/fNPTSl 
l>X2=LlX/ l.. 
Xl=XLL•UX2 
X2=XLL+DX2 
Yl=YCUR•L>X2 
Y2=YCUR+DX2 

NOT~ THAT WE ASSUME THAT YCUR=YEND, AS WILL BE THE CASE 
tUR ALL CALLS FROM SSLPLP. 

CALL ALTCXl,Yl,Z,SN,AZ,BZ,IASCD) 
CALL QUANT(Z,ICON) 
ELVES(l,lJ=Z 
CALL ALT(X2,Yl,Z,SN,AZ,BZ,IASCD) 
CALL QUANf(Z,lCON) 
nvi::su,1J=z 
CALL ALTCX1,Y2,Z,SN,AZ,BZ,1ASCD) 
CALL QUA~TCZ,lCUN) 
ELVt:;S(l,2J=Z 
CALL ALT(X2,Y2,Z,SN,AZ,BZ,IASCL>) 
CALL QUANT(Z,!CONJ 
HVt::SC2, :.o=z 
DU 100 I=l,NP!X 
lf(l.t::U.~*Cl/2JJGO TO 101 
AZ=0.5*ClELVES(2,1)-t:;LV~SC1,1))+(ELVESC2,2)•ELVt:;S(1,2))) 
AZ=AZIDELTAP 
A:t.A (I J :AZ 
BZ=0.5*CCELVt:;S(l,~)·t::LVES(l,l))+(ELVES(2,2)•ELVES(2,1))) 
BZ:BZ/UEL'l'AP 
BZACl):BZ 
Xl=Xl+DX 
CALL ALTCX1,Y1,Z,SN,AZ,BZ,IASCD) 
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0037 
0038 
0039 
0040 
0041 
0042 
0043 
0044 
0045 
0046 
004 7 
0048 
0049 
00!>0 
0051 
0052 
0053 
0054 
005!> 
0056 
0051 
005i:i 

101 

100 

CALL QUANllZ,ICUN) 
ELVt:S(l,l)=Z 
CALL ALT(Xl,Y2,Z,SN,AZ,tiZ,IASCD) 
CALL QUANTlZ,ICONJ 
t:LVl::S(l,2):Z 
GO TO 100 
AZ=0.5*(~LVl::S(l,1J·~LVES(2,1J+ELVES(l,2)•C:LVES(2,~)) 
AZ:::AUOl:;L1'AP 
AZA(IJ:AZ 
tiZ=0.5*(ELVES(l,2)•t:LVl::S(l,l)tELVES(2,2)•ELVESC2,1)) 
1:3L.=UZ/OELlAE' 
8ZACU=8Z 
Xl=Xl+IJX 
CALL ALTCX1,Y1,Z,SN,AZ,1:3Z,lASCD) 
CALL QUANT(Z,ICONJ 
t:Lvt.SC2, l ):Z 
CALL ALT(Xl,~2,Z,SN,AZ,UZ,lASCUJ 

CALL QUANTCZ,lCUN) 
t:LVES(2,2J:Z 
CONTINUE 
RETURN 
l::NO 
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PROGRAM S!.CT!UNS 

NUMBER NAME. SIZE ATTRIBU1"S 

GCUD!.I 001400 JB4 Rw,1,cor..,LCL 
$!DATA OOOIJ2 45 Rw,0,CON,LCL 
&VARS 000110 J6 RW,O,CUfot,LCL 
&UMPS 000006 J R~,D,CON,LCL 
BOUNDS 000024 10 Rh,U,UVk,GHL 

EN'fRY POINTS 

NAME TYPL AOURESS NAME TYPE AUDkESS NAME TYPE ADDkES.5 NAME TYPE ADDRESS NAME TYPE ADDRESS 

RCS LP 1-000000 

VAklAbLES 

NAME TYP!. ADDRESS NAME TYPE ADDRESS NAME TXPE. ADDRESS NAME TYPE ADDRESS NAME TYPE ADDRESS 

AZ k•4 4•000016 BZ k•4 4•00010l U!.LTAP R•4 t•000024• DLN kH F•000020* DX R•4 4•000042 
DX2 R•4 4•000046 DY k•4 4•000030 ELEVb R•4 6•000020 fNPTSI R•4 4•000020 l 1•2 4•000106 
!ASCU 1•2 4•000040 !CUN 1•2 t -oooo;a• NPIX 1•2 F•OOOO I<* SN RH 4•0000H XEND R•4 F•000006• 
XLL R*4 t-000002• XMAXb R*4 6•000000 XMINb R*4 6•000010 XI k"4 4•000052 X2 R•4 4•000056 
y ••4 t-000010• YCUk k•4 f•000004• YENO R•4 4•000024 YMAXB RH 6•000004 YMINB R•4 6•000014 
YI ••4 4·000062 12 k•4 4•000066 z R*4 4·000072 

ARR US 

NAl<E TYPE ADDRESS SIZE DIMENSIONS 

AU R•4 t•000014• 0U0004 Cl) 
BZA R•4 t'•O 000 I 6 • 000004 lll 
ELns R•4 4•000000 000020 ( 2. 2) 

LAUlL LABlL LABEL AUDR!.SS AU DRESS LABEL ADDRESS 

100 101 1•0010~2 

ALt QUA~l' ssvwr 

TUfAL SPACl ALLIJCAT!.U 001674 4 IB 

,LP,L.Sf:HC.:SLi-' 




